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Hi-fi Statics and Lo-fi Dynamics: An Analysis of Digital Media's Impact on Bass 

Culture 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis is to analyse the impact of digital media on the underground 

music ethnology known as 'bass culture'. As a result of digital media, music 

production, distribution and dissemination are ever more interconnected. Further, 

the roles of the artist and audience are not as clearly defined as they once were. By 

investigating the artist-audience relationship in a digital media context, it is hoped 

to discover the effects it has on bass culture. The research methods of this thesis 

comprise a literature review from the perspectives of both artist and audience, 

(under the themes of content, business and technology) and the empirical research 

in the form of a case study of music creators, through interviews and 

correspondence, along with a survey of music users. 

It was found that there is a high level of mutual awareness between users 

and creators, although they do clash in terms of musical appreciation and economic 

challenges. Creators do not agree with the theoretical models of free and pervasive 

music suggested by Leonhard and others. Methods of engagement by users suggest 

a more active participation. 

The review of the literature suggests that many phenomena discussed today 

are but extensions of age-old issues, such as sacrificing fidelity for mobility. The 
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main conclusion from this thesis is that digital media is a positive enabler of change 

in music, and enables a more active participation by the user. It is recommended 

that the artist-audience relationship be considered when developing new models of 

music economy. Also, that the rise in user participation can realize Small's theory of 

'musicking', although with potentially detrimental effects on creators. Further, 

ritual, vibe, perception and auditory memory are the focal points for understanding 

methods of engagement with music. 

Keywords: Digital media, Music, Bass Culture, Artist-Audience Relationship. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The rise and subsequent ubiquity of digital media has impacted significantly on the 

creation and distribution of, as well as engagement with art. One could argue (as the 

author will do) that, of all the arts, it is music that is currently most affected. 

Within music, roles that were once clearly defined are blurring into each other. 

What were once passive users/consumers are now active 'prosumers' 1. But are these 

new problems for music? Have there not been new technologies and formats that 

disrupted music at unprecedented levels? Yes, but have they had as much impact on 

the music industry as they are exerting today? 

The key to looking at the future of music from today's digital perspective is to 

look at the artist-audience relationship. Although there are many problems facing the 

recorded music industry, such as its need to adapt, the crux of understanding the 

effects of digital media's impact lies with the creator and the user. 

For the user, we must examine the important role they have always played by 

interpreting music in the first place. Although, due to digital media, we can see this 

role changing - modes of participation and fidelity are evolving due to mobility and 

piracy, and we must look at the important role that young people play in this 

evolution. 

The creators of music in the digital age, although disabled somewhat by the 

decline of the recorded music industry, have been presented with a host of new, and 

often free, tools to enable their artistic survival. Cascone refers to the computer as the 

common global instrument with the common instrument on the planet now being the 

1. 'Prosumer' is a neologic blend of 'producer' and 'consumer', first coined by Alvin Toffler in his book 
The Third Wave in 1980. 
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computer (16), creators can absorb influences from around the globe, removing 

geographical context, or accentuating it as they please. 

It could be argued that these new tools have the power to remove geographical 

context, and make classification and genrification all the more difficult. Unrestricted 

by context, creators can delve deeper into their own artistic specialisations. This runs 

in parallel with artists maintaining closer ties with their audiences, instead of opting 

to create lowest common denominator musics, they can create specialized sounds, 

tuned to please a small, but loyal audience. 

The inter-connectivity between artist and audience has massive implications 

for the song itself. Digital tools give artists and users alike the chance to create their 

own versions of tracks. Marshall highlighted 'mash-up'2 artist DJ Earworm's thoughts 

on future audience participation from the documentary "Walking on Eggshells: 

Borrowing Culture in the Remix Age": 'That's not gonna be DJ culture, that's just 

gonna be culture' (Marshall "Moar Munchiton"). 

1.2 Research Focus 

There are many concerns over digital media's impact on music. The prevalence of free 

music production software has arguably led to a flooding of the bass culture scene 

with poor-quality material. Indeed, the rise of mash-ups and remixes by non

professional 'prosumers' has impacted on musicians to the point that a certain 

existential crisis is surfacing (Ehlers, Gottstein 57). The line between creator and user 

is blurring. 

Some commentators feel that the ubiquity of music has led to a lack of 

2 . Mashups, in the musical sense, involve a combination of two or more pre-recorded tracks. Mashups 
often combine the vocal of one track with the instrumental of another. Parallels between mashups and 
Jamaican dancehall culture have been drawn by Manuel and Marshall: "the way riddims and voicings 
are detached and recombined in dancehall has been an important precursor to and a direct influence 
on the vogue of remixes and 'mash-ups', especially as they now abound in hip-hop and R&B". (Manuel, 
Marshall 467) 
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appreciation of the artform, making of it something that can be engaged with 

passively, on-the-go, as opposed to understood through focused concentration; that 

fidelity has been sacrificed for mobility is a common argument these days 

(Plambeck). Further, the widespread shift from the purchasing of physical copies of 

music releases to the adoption of illegal downloads is often blamed for a loss in 

income for artists who are already cash-strapped as it is. 

Although there is no denying that digital media has impacted significantly on 

music, one must also recognise that it is not all negative. Further, it is important to 

realise that many of the problems relating to technology and format are nothing new. 

Also, changes in popular practices, seemingly instigated by the rise of new 

technologies, have been around almost as long as the recorded music industry itself; 

mobility being a prime example, from transistor radios, through ghettoblasters and 

up to iPods (Kirn). 

To understand the impact of digital media on music, we must examine the 

artist-audience relationship, i.e. creators, users and the level of trust between them. 

Examining these groups, one can attempt to analyze digital media as a positive 

enabler of change in music, although one must be aware of the fact that these groups 

are blurring into one another. Topics to be looked at include artistic sustainability, 

specialization and niche art, music as a 'permanent beta', the changing role of the 

listener, fidelity, musical appreciation, ritual, youth, affirmation and fidelity. 

To enable such investigation, a literature review was undertaken; first to help 

define the music ethnology best described as 'bass culture'; second, to allow for a 

description of the interaction of digital media with this ethnology ultimately resulting 

in its working definition as 'treble culture'. The main aim of this literature review was 

to investigate the impact of digital media on bass culture. 

Additionally, extensive interviews and correspondence were undertaken with 
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various members of the international bass culture community. These individuals 

were selected from a variety of backgrounds and include producers, promoters, 

distributors and enthusiasts. Despite bass culture being an extremely engaged 

culture, the findings will be presented as a microcosm of music cultures in general, 

i.e. in an attempt to place this analysis into a wider music context, whilst 

acknowledging those unique features of bass culture which may not apply to that 

wider context. 

There are many issues that justify the study of this area. Despite the music 

industry's scaremongering, digital media has had many positive effects. The growth 

in global inter-connectivity has seen a parallel rise in the use of musical signifiers 

that have shared meanings in different parts of the globe, leading to a diminution of 

the significance of the geographical context that music is produced and consumed in 

and giving rise to many and fruitful cross-cultural exchanges .. Digital production 

techniques have seen electronic music move from its original US/UK/Eurocentrism 

to new areas such as Johannesburg, Sao Paulo and the Ivory Coast. As democratizing 

as it may be, care must be taken not to slip into wanton exotica lust, and cognisance 

of cultural referents must be maintained (Marshall "Mashpolitik"). Further, digital 

media's massive disruption to user experience and artist-audience interaction needs 

to be shown from the positive side, and also discussed in non-monetary terms, such 

as experiential value. 

Furthermore, there are many exciting possibilities for rethinking how the 

music 'business', as opposed to the recorded music industry, will operate in future. 

Although it is an exciting time, it is also an extremely urgent matter. If an artist's 

music is going to circulate for free, how can they further their career? Is music 

'cheapened' once it's free, and does this occur exclusively in the world of music, or are 

other artists impacted similarly? 
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In addition, as we move into the digital age, we must be aware that many of these 

supposed new phenomena have been encountered before. Mobility, affirmation, the 

blurring of the creator /user roles, and the 'versioning' of culture have existed prior to 

the digital age. We adapted to them previously, but, if (as Dubber argues), what we 

are facing is a paradigm shift, can we adapt so easily this time out? The pertinence of 

all these issues make this area of study one worthy of research. 

1.3 Overall Research Aim and Individual Research Objectives 

The overall aim of this research is to analyse the impact of digital media on music, 

specifically in the global music ethnology know as 'bass culture'. In order to 

understand the full extent of this impact, a two-pronged approach shall be taken. 

Firstly, an extensive literature review shall be carried out, and secondly, the gathering 

of data through the implementation of empirical research. The details of the research 

strategies are outlined in Chapter Three, Research Methods. 

Within the context of digital media's impact on music culture, the objectives of 

this dissertation are as follows: 

1. Explore digital media's interaction with 'bass culture'. 

2. Undertake a case study of the global bass culture community from different 

areas of specialization. 

3. Conduct a survey of music listeners in order to understand their methods of 

engagement with music in a digital media context. 

4. Critically evaluate digital media's impact on 'bass culture'. 

5. Hypothesize on future opportunities for those involved in bass culture, 

focusing on creators and users. 

Objective One shall be reached through carrying out a literature review. 
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Objectives Two and Three shall be met through undertaking empirical research. 

Through comparing and contrasting the results of these objectives, Objective Four 

can be met. Once a critical evaluation has been carried out, it will be possible to meet 

the final objective and hypothesise on future scenarios. It is worth noting that none of 

the objectives listed are independent. Each depends on the other for successful 

analysis. 

The literature review in the following chapter will examine relevant literature 

in the hope of meeting these objectives, beginning with a definition of bass culture. 

1.4 Value of Research 

The future of music is a subject that is contemporary and topical. This dissertation 

will focus on the subject area from the perspective of an engaged culture (bass 

culture) and in a digital media context. It is hoped that academics involved in the 

study of digital media and music will benefit from this research, as it shall shed light 

on a music subculture, its interaction with digital media and also the relationship 

between artist and audience (creator and user). 

The literature review is valuable as it meets the first two objectives of this 

thesis. It will offer a deeper understanding of bass culture in a digital media context, 

an issue that was described by Marshall in correspondence with the author as 

possesing 'contemporary urgency' . The areas looked at will be the areas of content, 

business and technology, and each shall be viewed in the context of the creator and 

the user. As well as providing a basis for the research to be conducted, it is also hoped 

that this review shall benefit those investigating areas such as mobility, affirmation, 

authorship, audio fidelity, piracy and business models for-the digital age. 

The value of the research contained in this thesis lies in valuable insights 

gained by carrying out a case study of creators (musicians, promoters, distributors, 
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etc) and a survey of users (listeners, enthusiasts, etc). The comparison of the results 

from this research will be crucial in understanding how creators view user activity 

and habits, and vice versa. Further, the comparison of this data with the findings of 

the Literature Review will be valuable in contrasting theory with practice. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This Literature Review will examine the impact of Digital Media on music, 

specifically the area of 'bass culture', in the context of the creator-user relationship, 

under the headings of creative content, business and technology. The study within 

this review focuses on Objective One of the research objectives listed below. The 

results of these objectives, combined with Objectives Two and Three, the empirical 

research, shall lead to the critical analysis of Objective Four, and this in turn shall 

lead to the final objective, that of the hypothesis on the future of bass culture. 

1. Explore digital media's interaction with 'bass culture'. 

2. Undertake a case study of the global bass culture community from different 

areas of specialisation. 

3. Investigate the habits of music listeners in order to understand their methods 

of engagement with music. 

4. Critically evaluate digital media's impact on 'bass culture'. 

5. Hypothesize on future opportunities for those involved in bass culture, 

focusing on creators and users. 

Through undertaking this Literature Review, it is hoped that a greater understanding 

of the global music ethnology known as bass culture is garnered. The author shall do 

this through the use of two main groups - the creator and the user, and will examine 

the relationship between them. From this, a critical examination of Digital Media's 

impact on music in the context of creative content, business and technology shall be 

carried out. It is hoped that this review will inform, encourage discussion and 

contribute to knowledge. 
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2.2 Bass Culture 

Bass culture is global soundsystem culture. It is an 'engaged' culture, insofar as it 

possesses a 'high ratio of performers (aspiring MCs, DJs, producers) to punters' 

(Reynolds 511). Reynolds's 'hardcore continuum' 3 occupies a large part of this 

ethnology, however, the continuum he describes centres on London (Reynolds 

"Dancecult"). Bass culture is an attempt to outline a more global scene. 

Beginning in the dancehalls of Kingston, Jamaica, bass culture has developed 

into a strong music ethnology that includes 'the global reach of hip-hop, reggae, and 

other electronically-produced dance music' (Marshall "Mobile Music and Treble 

Culture"). Common musical facets include emphasis on basslines and beats, and the 

main figureheads of the scene are the producer, the MC and the DJ. Another key 

feature of bass culture is its constant musical mutation. New York producer Matt 

Shadetek has this to say on Jamaican dancehall: 

It's crazy how much change is going on month by month. The whole 

beat pattern will change, tempos ... Normally, a style of music is 

defined by a beat... hip hop has its beat ... dancehall's been going for 20 

years, had maybe 30 different beat patterns .. a lot of it is defined by 

the culture, it's not about the formal aspects of the music, it's not 

defined by the beat. (" Dutty Artz, Dutty Future") 

Bass culture cannot be defined by one musical style, yet there are common threads 

running through its different musics. For example, with dance music, 'the tracks 

contain behavioural cues, the breakdowns and drops are designed to trigger collective 

responses. Any given track is a component in a subcultural engine ... The vast 

3. The Hardcore Continuum is a musical lineage that arose in the UK as a result of acid house colliding 
with Jamaican sound system culture. It begins with the early 90s sounds of hardcore and jungle, up to 
grime, dubstep and bassline of the 2000s. What makes this lineage consistent is a continuity of pirate 
radio, personnel, constant forward motion, population, geography, sound and attitude (Reynolds 
"Energy Flash Biog"). 
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majority of dance tracks are functional and context-dependent ... music that's 

activated and potentiated when it's part of a subcultural matrix1 (Reynolds 527). 

Burke writes that individual expressions, from an authorial point of view can often 

'quite unwittingly express archetypal, communal meanings' (4). Thus, depending on 

the context in which the sounds are presented, an audience can embrace certain 

signifiers and add this to the culture. 

Given that we have described it as an engaged culture, how can we portray 

someone who is active in the scene? Reynolds puts forth that 'DJing and sample

based music go hand-in-hand with an obsessive 1trainspotter' mentality: the amassing 

of huge collections of records, the accumulation of exhaustive and arcane information 

about labels, producers and auteurs, the fetishisation of particular models of music

making technology' (Reynolds 464). With active 'bass culturists' playing the role of 

quasi-archivists, the collection of what are essentially cultural artifacts 'goes hand in 

hand with the music-critical discourse that construct canons and genealogies' ( ibid. 

464). Now that we have an overview of the music and the individuals involved, how 

do they interact? Bass culture is best experienced in group gatherings at 

performances, where ritual and vibe play key roles. 

Ritual. The ritual of bass culture centres around live performance, where a live 

performance could be a DJ on a soundsystem, a producer playing a live set of original 

music, either of which can be accompanied by MCs or vocalists. Ritual can be defined 

as a 'form of organized behaviour in which humans use the language of gesture, or 

paralanguage, to affirm, to explore and to celebrate their ideas of how the 

relationships of the cosmos (or part of it), operate, and thus of how they themselves 

should relate to it and to one another' (Small 95). Collective dancing and the 

interaction between crowd and performer(s) play the role of this paralanguage within 
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bass culture. Re~olds describes this culture as 'site-specific and rite-specific' (527). 

Small, referencing Geertz, reasons that ideas held in common for 'how people 

ought to relate to one another ... define a community' (95), and thus group rituals, 

such as a gathering at a soundsystem, are used as an 'act of affirmation of 

community', as well as acts of exploration with identity and acts of celebration: 'to 

rejoice in the knowledge of an identity not only possessed but also shared by others' 

(95). 

Vibe. Reynolds defines vibe as 'collective single-mindedness' (526) which involves 

'shared experience, the collectivisation of sound sensations' (526). Within live 

performance, it pulses through the assembled crowd, as well as relaying back and 

forth between the audience and performer(s). Again, vibe can be used as a method of 

affirmation, a mood that' embodies a certain kind of worldview and life-stance' ( 398). 

Thus, repetitive beats (as can be the case with house and techno) can actually be 

viewed (and heard) as fundamental to this affirmation. One could argue that this 

repetition could lead to musical stagnation, but given the advancement of styles over 

the last twenty years of bass culture this is rarely a problem since the genres within 

bass culture 'evolve through the pressure of the audience's apparently contradictory 

demands: tracks must be 'fresh', but they must also reinforce and sustain tradition' 

(398). Also, with the rich musical history that has developed since the rise of the 

soundsystem in Jamaica, there are many options for recycling old motifs, as for 

example, in the return to the 'boom-hap' style hip hop of late in the form of the beats 

scene4• 

4. The beats scene is a form of forward-thinking, global hip hop that sees a return to the 'boom bap' 
sound, where hard-hitting drums are at the forefront of the mix. Its roots lie in the productions of J 
Dilla and Madlib, and, through the works of artists such as Dabcye and Prefuse 73 threads a 'fine line 
between hip hop and electronica. Latter day artists include Flying Lotus, Ras G, Harmonic 313 and 
Onra. (Fintoni) 
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2.3 Treble Culture 

Treble culture 'calls attention to a number of crucial intersections between music, 

technology, society, and culture' (Marshall "Mobile Music & Treble Culture"). It can 

be viewed as the use of digital media with bass culture (and indeed, music as a 

whole). The key aspects of treble culture are technology, ritual and the predominance 

of individual engagement as opposed to group participation. 

The technologies of treble culture are largely mobile and thus involve a lo-fi, 

dynamic engagement, as opposed to bass cultures hi-fi, static interaction. It is 

through the 'socialization of such technologies' ( ibid.) that we see treble cultures 

participants affirm themselves; for example, young people on public transport 

'sodcasting' 5 from their phones. The trading of fidelity for mobility (Plambeck) is 

something to be looked at in greater detail in the coming sections, but it is important 

to note that like bass culture, treble culture has developed many of its own rituals, 

usually mobile rituals. 

The performance aspect of treble culture is scaled down significantly. The large 

group gatherings and tech-heavy live performances of bass culture are replaced by 

small-scale gatherings, usually with mobile phones and iPods taking the place of bass 

culture's turntables and soundsystems. In this sense, it could be argued that treble 

culture, besides being mobile, is indeed more engaged than bass culture; that it is 

unrestricted by logistics, time and place; that it is a more active, spontaneous, and 

freeform cultural flow. 

5. 'Sodcasting' refers to the playing of music in public from mobile devices. It often takes place on 
public transport. The name, some say, originated in Pascal Wyse's offered definition in the Guardian 
Weekend magazine in 2007: "'Sodcast [noun]: Music, on a crowded bus, coming from the speaker on a 
mobile phone. Sodcasters are terrified of not being noticed, so they spray their audio wee around the 
place like tomcats."' (Hancox) 
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Sampling. Sampling is the 'use, in a musical work, of a selection of another sound 

recording' (Barron, 25). The first instance of sampling in recorded music history 

occurred in 1954 in the form of Edgar Varese's 'Deserts', a piece composed from the 

sounds of factories in Philadelphia (Morley 96). Yet, it was not until the 1980s that it 

really came to the fore. DJ Kool Here's technique of 'isolating rhythmical elements on 

records' by juggling between two copies of the same record led to producers sampling 

these same breakbeats to construct backing tracks for MCs to rap over (Hegarty 181). 

The most frequently found samples usually originate from records made in the 1970s, 

a time when 'analogue recording quality was at its peak but drum machines and 

sequencers had yet to replace tight rhythm sections' (Reynolds "What Is Your 

Sampling Epiphany?"). This resulted in musicians such as James Brown acting as 

'simultaneously the CEO and the public trademark of a funk corporation, an early 

seventies polyrhythm-factory churning out breakbeats, B-lines, horn-stabs and 

rhythm guitar licks' (Reynolds 377). Sampling continues to be used today, and 

although it can still be the basis of an entire song, producers often try and pick less 

obvious samples, in an attempt to make the sample their own. 

Primus Luta presents the case for sampling in the following: 

In modern terms the first artist sampled nature. The technology they 

used for that sample was say a a paintbrush and paints. Through the 

ages the technology changes. Today an artist might take a 3D scan of, 

let's say its a flower, and create a digital replica of it. A botanist can graft 

the flower and create a new species. Scientists can take a DNA and clone 

it. Without getting into all of the ethical debates and such, that's 

sampling. But nature doesn't have lawyers. There's no intellectual 
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property rights for the flower. It is there for us to continue the 

conversation. That is the essence of what the language of art is about 

(Gnarlee). 

Although nature does have lawyers (at least in the case of asexually reproduced plants 

("Plant Patents"), what is crucial here is the idea of art as a conversation 'between the 

art and the world at large, and when that art becomes a part of the world at large it 

too can become the medium, mode or method through which the conversation 

continues' (Luta ''Saying You Don't Want Your Music To Be Sampled Is Like ... "). 

Sampling is not just a musical phenomenon however. In February 2010, David 

Shields's 'Reality Hunger' was published. It contains over 600 'samples', snippets and 

quotations from other works (including Shields's own). None of the 'samples' are 

properly referenced, although they are listed in an appendix. Sarah Manguso, in a 

guest review for amazon.com, praised his 'presentation of what literature might look 

like if it caught up to contemporary strategies and devices used in the other arts, and 

allowed for samples ( that is, quotations from art and from the world) to revivify 

existing forms' (Manguso). His challenging of 'the perceived superiority of the 

imagination' is further praised by the New York Times Book Review, who proclaimed 

him to be 'a benevolent and broad-minded revolutionary ... His book ... heralds what 

will be the dominant modes in years and decades to come' (Sante). 

High praise indeed, yet how come Shields didn't have to clear the samples or 

fear getting sued for publishing other author's intellectual property? Also, how does 

this work 'herald something that has been around for decades?' (Luta "Implicating 

Reality Hunger: A Sampling Manifesto"). It appears that there is something of a 

double standard when it comes to sampling in the literary and musical worlds. 

Musician Primus Luta believes that 'in any society that places any value on the arts, 

sample laws are a moral offense' (Gnarlee) and that 'if an author is legally protected 
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in their use of derivative works by simply citing the references of their usage, there 

can be no double standard when it comes to musicians' (Luta "Implicating Reality 

Hunger: A Sampling Manifesto"). Luta argues that Shields has validated the use of 

samples for musical purposes, by 'slumming into realms previously categorized as 

beneath the arts, suddenly those methods are raised to the level of art' ( ibid. op.cit. ). 

He argues that if 'Reality Hunger' is accepted as an original piece of writing, despite it 

being a derivative work, 'then all other original derivative works must be held to the 

same standard'(ibid. op.cit.). Further evidence of this double standard would be the 

re-appropriation of copyrighted material such as Warhol's Campbell's Soup 

paintings, the collages of Picasso and Wesselmann, and Grahame-Smith's 

'reimagining' of an Austen novel, titled 'Pride and Prejudice and Zombies'. 

According to Paul Hegarty in Noise/Music: A History: 

Sampling is the Duchampian recognition that art can be made out of 

existing objects, and that once you do this, the status of art objects alters 

in turn (e.g. in this case we stop imagining that playing the guitar 

involves a pure interaction of skill with musical creativity, and instead 

see a set of conventions playing out across a machine with finite (if 

huge) possibilities, further structured by tonalities and playing 

strategies). Sampling allows referencing as well as selecting elements to 

structure the new work. .. The sample is noise in two, almost opposed 

ways: if presented as is, its empiricism is radically non-musical; if 

altered ... then their reality, presumably the purpose for including them, 

is disposed of. The musical sample seems to suggest lack of creativity, 

but is a rejection of isolated 'genius musician' in favour of an 

intertextual musical world. (Hegarty 128) 

A further argument against the isolated genius of the musician is put forth by Steven 
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Shaviro, who wrote that 'pure originality is a myth, in any case, art and culture can 

only be made from previously existing art and culture' (Shaviro 64). 

Versioning - Permanent Beta. Versioning, in a reggae sense, 'was a mixdown of a 

popular song where the rhythmic element was boosted and spaces were left for the 

DJ to 'toast' to during performance' 6 (Prendergast 372). It was a studio-based 

technique that arose out of necessity. Jamaica's Minister for Trade fixed the prices of 

pre-release records in the 1970s (Bradley 334). Previously, producers could charge as 

much as they liked knowing that soundsystem operators would pay it, just to have an 

edge on the rival soundsystems with an exclusive track. The price-fix that was 

brought in hit producers hard, and with less money coming in from selling pre

releases, they couldn't afford to pay for session musicians. Thus, the instrumental B

side of a record, or 'version', was reworked in the studio. Elements were dropped in 

and out by the producer upon the mixing desk, and the accentuation of the bass and 

drum in particular, combined with effects such as echo and delay (often home-made 

machines), led to the advent of dub (335). 

The concept of versioning is a classic example of adaptation. New revenue 

streams were created, and also competition. Now a producer's rivals could create a 

version and cash in on a big hit. Further, the rise of dancehall in the 1980s saw a 

parallel rise in audience participation: 

In the dance it was taking on a life of its own as the backing track 

6. In the context of Jamaican soundsystem culture, the DJ was the vocalist, one who 'might shout at 
various points into the mic while playing a song, encouraging dancers, and 'bigging up' himself and the 
[sound]system; in the 1960s, as these interjections - especially as rendered over instrumental 
recordings - became stylised and valued in themselves, the art of the DJ, and the practice of voicing 
over riddims, became established' (Manuel, Marshall 449). 'Toasting', or 'chatting' was the rhythmic 
vocal style employed, often just using 'only one or two notes' (ibid.). Conversely, the Jamaican 'DJ' 
would be referred to as an MC in other styles such as hip hop and jungle. DJs, or disc jockeys, from 
other musical styles would be known as 'selectahs' in Jamaican soundsystem culture. For the purposes 
of this thesis we will generally be using the terms DJ to describe a disc jockey and MC a vocalist, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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became as important as who was on top of it. Riding a killer rhythm 

could make a star out of a mediocre deejay, because having that 

particular tune was what counted. ( 509) 

This recycling of 'riddims'7 led to a situation where 'provenly popular songs were 

versioned quite literally several hundred times' (Bradley, 311). One popular example 

is PrinceJammy and Wayne Smith's 1985 dancehall hit, 'Sleng Teng', which has been 

'versioned' 215 times to date (riddimbase.org). 'Sleng Teng', with its digital bassline 

and 'novel-sounding timbres' broke with the tradition of versioning in that it 

departed from a reliance on Studio One rhythm tracks which were played by session 

musicians (Manuel, Marshall 453). These tracks often caused problems for aspiring 

'DJs' with their 'occasionally problematic chord progressions', and 'whose 

dominance in the earlier years [preceding dancehall] has been cited as a sign of 

conservatism, or less charitably, lack of imagination' ( ibid.). The rise of digital 

production techniques saw an exponential rise in studios across Jamaica, and the 

power balance shift away from the larger enterprises such as Channel One. 

Reich described music as a 'gradual process' (Prendergast 94), and the idea of 

music as a dynamic process implies a certain openness, as opposed to music as 

finished product. Sean Burke writes that 'a text's unity lies not in its origin but in its 

destination' and the same could be said for music (6). The references made within 

bass culture, through samples and the versioning of old reggae tracks 8 , could be seen 

as a method of reinforcing tradition as seen in the 'Vibe' section previously. 

7. A 'riddim' is an 'autonomous accompaniment track, typically based on an ostinato [musical motif 
persistently repeated in the same musical voice] (which often includes melodic instrumentation as well 
as percussion).' (Manuel, Marshall 447) 
8. The 'War' vinyl imprint is a dubstep label focusing on 'unauthorized remixes of mainly reggae/dub 
songs. All releases are vinyl-only and limited to a one-time press of 500 copies per title' (discogs.com). 
These songs are 'versioned' with the bass and drum brought to the front of the mix. Artists remixed in 
this series include Max Romeo, Peter Tosh and Althea & Donna. See also Kromestar's 'Jab' series. 
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2.4.2 Business 

New Challenges and Skills. Today's musicians have to deal with massive decreases in 

record sales, with 'global sales down 65% in the past decade' (Carroll). However, this 

is not the first instance in history of musicians being faced with such a seemingly 

unsolvable dilemma. Andrew Dubber, in his essay entitled 'The Five Ages of Media', 

compares concerns over the transition from the 'Electric Age' to the 'Digital Age' 

today with those concerns of musicians in the early days of the recording industry, i.e. 

the move from the 'Print Age' to the 'Electric Age': 

Of course, this was a massive challenge to the music industry that came 

before it. The sheet music publishers WERE the music industry - and 

these recording companies threatened their livelihoods. Besides, how 

were local musicians going to make any money in concert halls if a 

single artist in another country could record one performance of a song 

and sell it all over the world? 

Further, he questions 'who was going to buy records if people could hear them for 

nothing on the wireless?' Dubber puts forth that adaptation is the way forward, that 

although 'recordings are becoming marginalised' and sales are decreasing, it is not 

because of piracy, but rather that recordings are 'the last hurrah of the Electric Age'. 

Dubber believes that what we are currently experiencing is a paradigm shift, one we 

are not aware of due to McLuhan's 'Rear View Mirror Effect', which makes us 'look at 

our media environments in reverse'. Pointing out that 'the record industry now 

represents the economic value of just less than a third of the music industry', he 

encourages us to 'stop making electric age media - start doing Digital Age stuff. Stop 

making records - start having conversations' (Dubber). 

Although Dubber is loth to predict the future, and although his call to 'stop 

making records' might well apply to many music cultures, it is not as clear cut as that. 
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Within bass culture, and other scenes such as noise and freak folk, there exists a ' cult 

of tangible musical artifacts that are analogue not digital: vinyl records and bizarrely, 

cassettes ... Micro-labels release cassettes in limited editions anywhere from 300 to 

30, often with lovingly handcrafted packaging for added fetish appeal... these artists 

emit a continuous drip-drip-drip stream of music to a super-select fanbase who want 

to own the music in physical form (followed by a wider audience who tune in via the 

inevitable biog uploads' (Reynolds "Notes on the Naughties: The Changing Sound of 

the Underground"). In order to communicate with one's hardcore fanbase, one must 

have something tangible on offer, as well as live experience or 'the unbuyable 

sublime' as Jace Clayton calls it. There is still a demand, however minimized, for 

physical copies of music (Clayton "'Free' Music and the Unbuyable Sublime"). 

Theorist Kevin Kelly believes that in order 'to raise your sales out of the flatline 

of the long tail you need to connect with your True Fans directly' 9• Kelly put forth his 

'1,000 True Fans' theory in 2008, which proposed that ' ... anyone producing works of 

art - needs to acquire only 1,000 True Fans to make a living' and defines a True Fan 

as 'someone who will purchase anything and everything you produce' which includes 

merchandise and live gigs along with recordings. Believing that 'you don't need a hit 

to survive', Kelly surmises that 'the technologies of connection and small-time 

manufacturing ... the entire digital domain all conspire to make duplication and 

dissemination in small quantities fast, cheap and easy.' Applications of such models 

have been seen in the literary world, ( at least in the case of Lawrence Watt-Evans, 

who gets by with 200 fans due to publishing in the traditional manner) and the 

gaming world (game designer Greg Stolze launched two pre-finance games thanks to 

9. Chris Anderson's theory of the Long Tail results from the move from 'hit-driven economies' of the 
physical world (due to cost of shelf-space, distribution, etc.), to a 'world of abundance' unhindered by 
real-world logistics. In tenns of music, he believes that online retail and distribution places hits and 
nonhits on an equal economic footing, and that there is a 'real demand for niche found only online' 
(Anderson). 
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donations from 50 of his True Fans) (Kelly "1,000 True Fans"). These numbers seem 

quite small, and are perhaps indicative of the differences in spending between 

literature and gaming enthusiasts, and those into music. Arguably, at least in the case 

of garners, they are required to buy the official product, as opposed to illegally 

downloading it for free. Perhaps the fact that official products have to be bought by 

gamers, they have more financial commitment to the artform, thus are more willing 

to invest significant amounts of money per person. Since music enthusiasts have had 

the ability to download for free for the last few years, their financial commitment is 

less: no physical product is involved and thus larger numbers of fans are required per 

individual musician. 

Harnessing 'the ability of the net to congregate people of similar interests' is 

the cornerstone of The Street Performer Protocol. Put forth by Kelsey and Schneir in 

1999, it is 'an electronic-commerce mechanism to facilitate the private financing of 

public works. Using this protocol, people would place donations in escrow, to be 

released to an author in the event that the promised work be put in the public 

domain' (Kelsey, Schneir). It appears that this system of thought has been developed 

into digital media tools, as is seen with such platforms as fundable.org and 

kickstarter.com. The viability of such platforms shall be analysed in Chapter Four. 

The theories have been applied successfully in literary and gaming markets, 

but what of music? The numbers 'while still large, are very much attainable', yet the 

problem is that musicians need the commitment to find them, thus 'there are very 

few artists making their entire living selling directly to True Fans .. .it is a job few want 

to do for very long' (Kelly "The Case Against 1,000 True Fans"). Although 'PR and 

marketing isn't really a skillset that most artists have' surely they can be developed? 

(ID, Baobinga "Diary of a Free Album")What makes authors and designers more 

successful in this respect? 
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Robert Rich is one example of an electronic music producer who manages to 

make a living off True Fans, or 'micro-patronage' as it is sometimes referred to ( Kelly, 

"1,000 True Fans"). Yet he puts his success down to 'being a benefactor of the old 

system' who snuck in just in time 'under the collapsing framework of independent 

distribution'. Benefitting from income as a result of 'licensing fees for sample 

clearance and film use rights', he agrees that 'new technologies have opened the door' 

for artists like himself, yet the fact that he communicates directly with his fans means 

be has 'less time in the day to actually create new art.' Further, he has to supplement 

his core art with mastering and engineering work (Kelly, "The Reality of Depending 

on True Fans"). 

Yet Rich appears to be an exception. Very few bass culture artists can rely on a 

steady stream of royalties. In fact, Lanier puts forth that there is 'no musician living 

digital and making a living in the new media'(Kelly, "The Case Against 1,000 True 

Fans"). Lanier believes that 'those musicians making a living in the new direct-fan 

environment are musicians who made a name first in the traditional mediums'. 

Examples are shown by Castiglione of legacy acts such as Wilco reaping the rewards 

of using free music as a successful promotional tool (Castiglione 37). Yet it is not clear 

how letting music 'flow' for free will benefit underground acts, such as those in bass 

culture, who do not have the leverage oflarge recording sales in the 'traditional' 

industry. 

According to theorists such as Leonhard, 'getting paid means connecting with 

fans, offering them added value', but even if getting paid doesn't add up to much 

when it comes to the shifting of musical recordings, what about the live experience? 

(Leonhard "The Future of Music: Mobile, Video, Social, and ... Paid?"). Given that 

bass culture is a relatively engaged culture, and that the live element still continues to 

play a strong role, can the deficit in sales be compensated by concentrating on live 
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perlormance? A 2009 report by Times Online showed that 'at some point next year 

revenues from gigs payable to artists will for the first time overtake revenues accrued 

by labels from sales of recorded music' (Unknown "Do Music Artists Fare Better In A 

World With Illegal File-Sharing?"). 

The 'Bass Music Sessions' was an album put out by producers ID and Baobinga 

in 2010 from their Bass Music Blog. People could download it and choose to make a 

donation or else pay nothing. ID had the following to say in relation to playing gigs 

and the donations received for the album: 

The accepted wisdom these days is that you make your money from the 

gigs and tours, and most other stuff is bonus. I think that remains the 

case; certainly with a one-in-ten donation rate it's clear that the 

majority of people expect to be able to take music for free. (ID, Baobinga 

"Diary of a Free Album") 

However, ID points out that despite all the exposure due to their free album it has 

had a 'fairly minimal effect on our bookings'. He also points out that if more artists 

have to rely on gigs for income, the 'more the supply of perlormers increases, and 

thus prices drop as an increased number of artists compete for the same amount of 

Friday and Saturday night gigs' (ibid.). Perhaps financial concerns are a burden for 

musicians, yet they can also be repurposed, as these 'economic aspects exist also with 

regard to genuine aesthetics questions, the most familiar of them being the notion of 

an economy of means, which almost demands a certain frugality' (Sano). 

Digital media does provide certain novel options for music artists, such as the 

ability to provide the individual elements of their tracks to the online public, enabling 

their fans (or indeed, their critics) to remix their work themselves. Although this 

hasn't yet benefitted bass culture artists significantly in terms of promotion ( ibid.), 

the potential benefits of such 'free revealing' have been described by Harhoff et al. in 
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relation to open-source software, such as network effects and reputational gains 

(Harhoff et al. 1757). 

Niche. Anderson's Long Tail theory argues that we are moving away from a 'hit

driven' culture thanks to digital media, enabling us to explore niche art and move 

away from mainstream tastes (Anderson "The Long Tail"). It could be argued that 

this permits artists to remove lowest common denominators from their work and 

carve out a more specialist art for their niche market. However, according to 

evolutionary biologist EO Wilson, one consequence of specialisation is extinction 

(234). The musician Robert Rich describes Wilson's theory as such: 

The larger the population, the less risk it faces of inbreeding. If that 

population stays connected to the main group of its species, it has the 

least chance of overspecialization and the most chance for survival in 

multiple environments. (Kelly "The Reality of True Fans") 

Mapping Wilson's ideas onto music, it would suggest that by creating niche music, 

you run the risk of an unsustainable career in music. The clash between 

experimentation and crowd-pleasing is, in the case of bass culture, what leads to the 

creation of vibe. Yet too much experimentation, according to Wilson, implies the 

extinction of the artist in question. 

Rich puts forth that, 'I would feel more comfortable if I thought I had a 

broader base of people interested in my work, not just preaching to the choir' (Kelly, 

op. cit.). It appears that music artists can suffer from their potential audience hitting 

a plateau due to their specialisation, their niche output. ID from Bass Music Blog 

raised the following question a number of weeks after releasing an entire album for 

free: 

Once it's out and the initial burst has worn off, what can you do to get 
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more people interested, spread the word beyond the 'core' few thousand 

people who generally follow you, are aware of you, and have now either 

downloaded the album or at least checked it out? (ID, Baobinga op. cit.) 

Granted, not every artist necessarily wants to risk sacrificing their principles to reach 

a bigger audience, yet how bass culture artists can deal with this plateau in a digital 

media context is one that deserves closer attention. 

There are also social consequences for specialisation. As we have seen earlier, 

bass culture is 'rite-specific' and uses certain musical signifiers to reinforce tradition 

and audience affirmation. The splintering of bass culture into ever more specific 

micro-genres can lead to 'social stratification', i.e. a splintering of the ethnology 

(Reynolds, 532). 

Globalisation. As bass culture has spread from its Jamaican roots, it has absorbed a 

variety of musical influences and spawned a plethora of styles and localised scenes. 

The swapping of cultures has been seen in music before, such as English rock acts 

who bastardised the American blues in the 60s and 70s, with their bastardisations in 

turn giving rise to imitations by the Americans, leading to the birth of heavy metal. 

Similarly, Europhiles in the Detroit and Chicago of the 1980s created acid house and 

techno based on their infatuation with Teutonic machine music, predominantly that 

of Kraftwerk. These new American sounds were bastardised by young Belgian and 

British producers, leading to hardcore, which was the beginnings of what Reynolds 

describes as the Hardcore Continuum, a musical canon that developed from hardcore 

to jungle to garage to dubstep and grime (Reynolds 116). This shows how important a 

role fantasy and projection play within bass culture; Reynolds refers to this as a 

'refusal of class destiny'(Reynolds, 522). 

A common bass culture musical signifier would be the use of Jamaican vocal 
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samples, often sung in patois. Although such signifiers can be used to energise a 

dance, their use, when recontextualised and played to a non-Jamaican audience can 

lead to a fetishisation of such 'exotica', i.e. cultural exploitation. Marshall warns that 

'artists who appropriate the serious signifiers of Jamaica too easily and without 

understanding or consideration of their local as well as global meanings do a 

disservice to all' (Marshall "Mashpolitik"). It could be argued that African-influenced 

music of late within bass culture, such as UK Funky, runs the risk of reinforcing 

stereotypes, insofar as that the musical representation of Africa in the West stresses 

the 'shake your booty' element and ignores other musical forms from the continent 

(Moor). It has been suggested by Chander and Sunder that nations from the global 

South require property-like protection of culture to prevent such exploitation 

(Chander, Sunder 1335). 

Yet despite the economic imbalance between the West and the global South, 

digital media has the ability to place things on a more level playing field and create 

new micro-economies of music. Clayton describes the potential for new opportunities 

as such: 

In the past two years, a lot of African dance music has come to the 

blogosphere's attention and to DJ charts around the world. If 100 

people download one of these tracks and most of that money goes to the 

person who made it, maybe that could be really useful for this person 

living in Ghana. That's an economic opportunity that didn't exist before. 

(Gilbert) 

Further, Tepper and Hargiatti put forth that 'if discovery and opinion leadership are 

sources of status, then new technology might flatten hierarchies and cultural 

advantage' (Tepper, Hargiatti, 230). Yet, despite all the potential benefits, the global 

south will need to deal with what the ethnomusicologist Mark Perlmann calls 'the 
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paradox of empowerment', whereby global interest and absorption of a localised 

scene into a larger global one can lead to a disruption of the localised scene's social 

balance, in some cases destroying it (Mann, 21). 

Counters to world music, or at least a resistance to the exploitation of the 

global South's musical culture, has been described as 'World Music 2.0
1 and 'Global 

Ghettotech'. Goodman describes it as 'an attempt to forge together a radically 

synthetic counter to "world music" that connects the mutant strains of post hip-hop, 

electronic dance music from the Planet of Slums, from kwaito to reggaeton, to 

cumbia, to dancehall, to crunk, to grime, to baile funk, and others' (196). This is 

suggestive less of a fetishisation of exotic sounds, and rather a celebration oflocal 

micro-scenes within a global bass culture framework. Marshall describes this culture 

as such: 

Whereas 'world music' once connoted the traditional music of the global 

south ( or accessible, slickly-produced fusions of those traditions with 

Western pop), in recent years a new set of connoisseurs in the US and 

Europe - as well as global, grassroots networks of producers and 

promoters - have departed from such notions to embrace locally

inflected versions of global pop which foreground digital modes of 

production, DIY production aesthetics, and shared - rather than exotic 

- cultural referents. (Marshall "Brave New World: Making and Sharing 

Music in a Peer-to-Peer World") 

2.4.3 Technology 

Digital Tools. It has been noted by many authors that the 'the computer is essentially 

the common instrument nowadays, the instrument of folk composition' (Gilbert). 

Cascone states that: 
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Computers have become the primary tools for creating and performing 

electronic music, while the internet has become a logical new 

distribution medium. For the first time in history, creative output and 

the means of its distribution have been inextricably linked. (Cascone 

396) 

The use of the computer as a common instrument also sees it being used as a tool for 

the discussion and analysis of music, which has the ability to counteract what 

Charles Seeger referred to as the 'musicological juncture .. that seemingly inherent 

distance between communicating 'about' one 'system of human communication' 

(music) through another (speech)(Seeger 16). Marshall, on the increasing global 

commonality of digital tools shared by music producers, put forth that 'it would seem 

that today's worldwide web of musical interaction might be best interpreted and 

expressed through the very tools and technologies that artists and audiences are 

using to create and engage their music' (Marshall "Musically Expressed Ideas About 

Music: Techniques and Technologies for Performing Ethnomusicology in the Digital 

Age"). 

The advantages of discussing music through digital platforms, such as software 

like Ableton Live, are audible comparison and contrast between different forms of 

music: 'One can draw connections between different performances and styles, raise 

questions ... and highlight particular relationships in an immediate, audible manner' 

(Marshall op. Cit.). 

In terms of performance, 'the digital deejay era is in full swing' (Mann). Digital 

DJ platforms such as Rane Corporation's Serato ScratchLIVE and Native 

Instruments's Traktor are two of the leading commercially available platforms. Users 

can access and manipulate their digital music collections via a hardware box (similar 

to a soundcard) and the use of 'control vinyl', which is encoded with a high frequency 
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timecode that enables accurate playback of digital tracks. As well as allowing 

traditional DJ techniques such as scratching and beat-matching to be performed, one 

can also use visual cues (in the form of on-screen waveforms) and execute loops. 

Regular vinyl records can also be used in conjunction with the control vinyl, and it is 

now possible to manipulate video through the tactile turntable interface with 

packages such as Rane's Serato Video-SL. Advantages of such systems include having 

access to an entire music collection without having to transport the equivalent in 

vinyl records, quick turnaround in tracks from studio to dancefloor and the ability to 

preview tracks on a club soundsystem prior to releasing them. Yet, digital DJing 

software is not without its problems. Such software is expensive, especially after one 

has paid for turntables. Managing an extensive library of music requires data 

management skills. Plus, there are layers of potential problems in terms of computer 

and hardware devices, as well as the elements of a turntable setup ( ibid.). 

Mobility. Another example of this is mobiles being used for 'young aspiring MCs, who 

can play an instrumental beat on the phone speaker, while the MCs gather round, 

practicing their lyrics in turn' (Hancox). A comparison can be drawn between this and 

the beatboxer /MC pairings and impromptu rehearsals in the New York of the 1980s. 

Grime producer Dean 'Dexplicit' Harriott comments: 

I see this a lot too, and I love it. Nine times out of 10 they probably 

downloaded the tune for free, which is a downside of phone technology. 

But it's crazy how fast a tune can spread via the teenage community. 

They're one of the greatest means of promotion'. (ibid.) 

Thus it could be argued that despite the loss in sales from young people downloading, 

the fact that they are playing the tracks in public and circulating them this way is a 

gain in promotion for the artists concerned. 
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2.5 User 

2.5.1 Content 

The Role of the Listener. The role of the listener is a vital part to completing any 

musical work. Morley describes the listener's role as such: 

Without the listener, there is no music. The listener completes the 

musical circuit, and even though I am not a musician, I feel as if I am a 

form of musician when I listen to something ... by responding to it with 

my thoughts of what it is and what it is doing - what it means - I am 

actually helping to finish it off. As the listener I am the final element in 

the making of the music. I have made the music useful. I have put it into 

a context: the context of my own life, and my own perception of what 

music is, and why it exists. (Morley 2) 

Yet, despite the importance of this role, in the West there exists the idea that music is 

an abstract thing (Roguesfoam). The musicologist Christopher Small has developed 

the theory of 'musicking', something which, like Morley suggests, completes the 

'picture of human musical activity', defining it in the following: 

To music is to take part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, 

whether by performing, by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by 

providing material for performance (what is called composing), or by 

dancing ... To pay attention in any way to a musical performance, 

including a recorded performance, even to Muzak in an elevator, is to 

music ... It covers all participation in a musical performance, whether it 

takes place actively or passively, whether we like the way it happens or 

whether we do not, whether we consider it interesting or boring, 

constructive or destructive, sympathetic or antipathetic. (Small 9) 

'Musicking' describes music as a two-way process, not one of active elite and passive 
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audience. This, combined with Dubber's call to 'start having conversations' in the 

digital age, appears more prevalent in the context of digital media. It could be argued 

that 'musicking', in a utopian situation, would spell the end of a musical elite, i.e. 

those that have trained most of their lives on certain instruments would be made 

redundant in a world where everyone 'musicked' and nobody paid. Small's theory 

would also impact on recorded music; the need to purchase recorded music would be 

eliminated due to the ability of the masses to create their own music at their whim. 

The live element would remain, and a more active engagement would result. Small's 

examples of musicking involve no instruments or technology: handclaps, footstomps 

and vocals are the dominant sonic tools, thus providing most people with the ability 

to get involved. But what would the results of musicking be in the digital age? 

Perhaps 'musicking' can get 'versioned' by digital media, enabling users to participate 

more actively in music, yet without eliminating the need for musicians or recorded 

music. The study of 'musicking', in a digital media context, is an area of investigation 

that warrants further research. 

The composer Erik Satie's seminal piece 'Furniture Music' anticipated a 'world 

yet to come when people would listen to their music in their homes, in their 

workplace, as they travelled', or as described in the New York Times, 'played in the 

background while the consumer does something else' (Morley 23, Plambeck). It is 

worth noting the use of the word 'consumer' here as opposed to 'listener'. The same 

New York Times article goes on to describe how 'people used to sit and listen to 

music .. .it was an activity. It is no longer consumed as an event that you pay attention 

to' (Plambeck). 

Mobile methods of such consumption have lead to the recent phenomenon 

described as 'sodcasting' (Hancox). Sodcasting describes an activity where people, 

usually teenagers, play their music in public, usually on public transport, from their 
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mobile phones. Sodcasting is largely the preserve of teenagers, and it appears that as 

they grow older they grow out of such behaviour ( ibid.). Why do young people engage 

in such behaviour? Hancox writes that 'Young people have been priced out oflive 

music, shooed off the streets by ASBO culture, and are expected to watch MTV or 

listen to MP3s in their bedrooms' ( ibid.) Although it is debatable whether or not 

young people have been 'priced out' oflive gigs, considering most music clubs and 

venues sell alcohol, under-18s simply cannot attend. Grime producer Dean Harriott, 

aka Dexplicit, argues that 'under-18s raves are extremely scarce these days. Where 

else can they enjoy music together without a car or club?'. Thus, the 'socialisation of 

such technologies' as mobile phones provides young people with one of the few 

opportunities for communal engagement with music. If self-affirmation is not 

possible in the car or the club, young people can use 'treble culture' to broadcast their 

music, their way of living to their surrounding environment, regardless of whether 

that environment wants to hear it or not. 

Marshall argues that 'sodcasting' is but an extension of a 'time-honoured 

tradition of playing music in public as surely as reggae sound systems or the drums of 

Congo Square' (ibid.). Thus 'sodcasting' is not necessarily a recent phenomenon with 

mobile phones to blame; its antecedents include ghetto blasters, transistor radios, 

and other devices that enable one to engage in 'defiantly and ostentatiously 

broadcasting one's music in public' (ibid.). '[It] is part of a history of sonically 

contesting spaces and drawing the lines of community, especially through what gets 

coded as 'noise" ( ibid.). Elizabeth Schimal, global head of mobile phone music for 

Nokia, describes 'sodcasting' as 'jukeboxing', and states that it 'represents a liberation 

of music from the private sphere in the west, as well as an egalitarian spreading of 

music in the developing world'. The lack of stereo equipment in the developing world, 

she says, results in mobile phones becoming people's jukeboxes, and, rounding off 
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Satie's prediction, states that 'music [has] become intrinsically woven into the fabric 

of everyday life, be it on the bus, on a plane, at your desk or in the park with friends' 

(ibid.). 

Engagement. Methods of engagement with music have varied wildly over the past 

century. Recorded music saw a move away from music as an isolated occurrence and 

towards music as something that could be experienced again and again (Prendergast 

75). A trend that began in the 1960s among musicians was that if you wanted to be 

taken seriously, you made albums (Elborough 266). This accelerated to the point that 

Melody Maker published a piece in February 1970 titled 'Singles, Who Buys Them 

Today?' (ibid.) The rise of the Cassette Walkman in the 1980s saw music fans take a 

more select engagement with music, putting their own slant on it by compiling 

mixtapes. In the 2000s, the rise of digital music sees fewer fans listen to albums, 

instead, 'they move from one artist's song to another's' (Plambeck). 

In terms of finding music, filtering is becoming ever more necessary in the face 

of musical overload. Such filtering can occur, according to Marshall, through 'directly 

interpersonal means ... in person, but also increasingly, via email or Twitter ... in terms 

of seeking things out, I still find music blogs the best place to go ... feels like a listener

to-listener model' (Marshall "Music Discovery @SXSW"). How the average user 

filters their music, as well as how they engage with it (full albums or random shuffle?) 

are questions worthy of further investigation. 

Small's theory of 'musicking' can be seen on a limited scale in practice as a 

result of digital media. Cheap (or free) music editing software has given more people 

the chance to try creating their own remixes and mashups of tracks. In the 

documentary "Walking on Eggshells: Borrowing Culture in the Remix Age", mash up 

artist DJ Earworm theorises that 'in the future, when people listen to music, 
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everyone's gonna have their own custom remix ... 'You heard that new song, check out 

my version. Oh yeah, check out my version.' That's not gonna be DJ culture, that's 

just gonna be culture' ("Walking on Eggshells: Borrowing Culture in the Remix Age"). 

Similarly, Marshall sees 20th century's 'read-only' broadcast culture as an 'anomaly in 

human history and embracing the imperative to mix-and-mash all the stuff around us 

is what culture's really about' (Marshall "Moar Munchiton''). 

A more participatory relationship with music, or 'musicking' in application, as 

described by Earworm and Marshall, has the potential to undermine what Debord 

calls the society of the spectacle, where 'the spectacle is the ruling order's non-stop 

discourse about itself, its never-ending monologue of self-praise' (Debord, Knabb 13). 

Small believed that such spectacles 'emphasize the separation and powerlessness of 

isolated individuals rather than their unity as an active community' (Small, 105). 

Small believes that 'a ritual in which the majority watch and listen in stillness and 

silence, unable to influence the course of the event, while a minority acts' is 

representative of the political relationship of many modern nation states. Thus, he 

draws a parallel between social motivation and 'musicking', and although this shall 

not be explored as part of this dissertation, it is an area warranting further study. 

2.5.2 Business 

Media futurist Gerd Leonhard believes in customer empowerment rather than 

sacrifice, that 'the hundreds of millions of people who have figured out how to get free 

music from those seemingly bottomless digital wells - legal or not - will unlikely be 

persuaded to come back into the old world of unit-based payments, rather, they must 

be empowered to pay for access first' (Leonhard 25). Leonhard believes in a system 

where everyone uses, everyone pays, yet it 'feels like free'. He puts forth the case for a 

licence fee that all consumers would pay, similar to a television licence (he has also 
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compared music to a utility). This licence fee would enable people to pay for annual 

access, to download whatever they like, yet has the potential to generate revenue for 

artists on a per-click basis. Since we are moving away from a copy economy to an 

access economy, control does not equate to money anymore, instead, according to 

Leonhard revenue is created through the combination of 'exposure, discovery and 

community' (23). 

Leonhard points out that 'the failure to licence the online networks has not at 

all reduced the use of music on those networks - it has just reduced the creators' 

income across the board' (74). But, despite this observation, little of his theory 

describes how the musicians can benefit under the 'monetization of attention'. 

Further, Leonhard also states that 'once the pricing models have changed, and music 

can flow freely, we may see up to 95% of the population in the leading markets revert 

to active music consumers' (29). However, where Leonhard actually gets such a figure 

from is not made clear. 

Leonhard outlines the relatively contrasting scales of the economies involved, 

insofar as that 'consumer electronic companies, internet service providers, telcos, 

advertisers and wireless companies ... their combined market power is 150 times that 

of the music industry' (54). Yet, Leonhards theories seem to focus entirely on the user 

and the providers, while neglecting the content makers, i.e. music artists. Yet some of 

Leonhards arguments overlap with aspects of treble culture and musicking; he states 

that 'the future is conversations' (98), and this is 'because we all want to be heard and 

seen, make a contribution and show ourselves' (59). Perhaps he is seeing the users as 

the content creators of the future, thus paralleling Small's argument against an elite 

few. 

Dubber put forth his 'Five Ages of Media' in April 2010. The ages were Oral, 

Scribal, Print, Electric and Digital. Each emerging age lasted significantly shorter 
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than the one preceding it, down to the advancements that each new age brought. 

Dubber, like Leonhard, implores us to 'start having conversations', pointing out that 

the current battles raging over downloaded music and the drop in physical sales are 

but continuations of previous media shifts - he compares the present shift out of the 

Electric Age into the Digital Age as akin to 'the shift from printed sheet music to 

recordings and broadcasting' (Dubber). 

Castiglione shares aspects of Leonhards thinking, in that he believes music 

should be pervasive, that 'selling what can't be copied' is the way forward once music 

is given away for free, and stresses the importance of authenticity, immediacy, 

personalisation, accessibility, embodiment, patronage and findability (59). Yet, 

Castiglione's argument uses acts who benefited from the previous copy-based system, 

including legacy artists such as Nine Inch Nails (60). But the problem for emerging 

acts is that they cannot rely on such a legacy. No start-up underground artist can 

presume people will pay to see them perlorm if they haven't previously committed to 

them and purchased one of their recordings, in whatever format. 

Goodman, referring to Mason, describes piracy as just another business model, 

a reflection of how youth culture has reinvented capitalism to their own needs, 

portraying it as 'a mutation from subversive cultural weapon to business plan' 

(Goodman 181). Mason outlines the 'Pirate's Dilemma' as such: 

Pirates highlight areas where choice doesn't exist and demand that it 

does. And this mentality transcends media formats, technological 

changes, and business models ... successful pirates adapt quickly to 

social and technological changes but this is true of all entrepreneurs ... 

Once these new ideas are broadcast, they unavoidably create a pirate's 

dilemma for others in the market. Should they fight the pirates, or 

accept that there is some value in what they are doing, and compete 
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with them? (Mason 46) 

Goodman theorises that pirate run the risk oflosing their autonomy; not from being 

stigmatised, but rather from being accepted, and thus experiencing aggressive 

competition from major corporations (182). 

An example of piracy within bass culture is the creation of bootleg records, 

illegal remixes of popular tracks, one which still continues in the digital age (see note 

8). A bootleg mania of sorts occurred in the late 90s, early oos, and garage producer 

Zed Bias 'says that he has it 'on very good authority' from major label people that, far 

from being annoyed by the illegal bootlegs, 'they want us to do unofficial 

remixes' ... because street buzz is a form of promotion'. He also believes that 'if they 

didn't want us to do the bootlegs, they wouldn't put the accapellas on the 12-inches' 

(Reynolds 450) and reasons that the future of music lies with pirate radio, whose 

stations are 'actually run by kids', and, since teenagers are too young to go to clubs, 

provide them with a vital link to the scene (454). Mason also valorises pirate radio, 

stating that it is an incubator where 'new music can mutate' (Goodman 181). Yet such 

a setup does not stretch beyond London, which possesses a continuity of pirate radio 

which is one of the factors responsible for the rich electronic music heritage of the 

city (Reynolds, Gibb). 

2.5.3 Technology 

In 1913, Thomas Edison finally realised that his wax cylinders' 'superior sound', could 

not win over the public preference for discs, which although poor quality audio, were 

cheaper to buy and easier to store(" The History of the Edison Cylinder Phonograph") . 

Similar battles of fidelity versus convenience still rage. 

Plambeck, for the New York Times, writes that 'the ease ofloading songs onto 

a computer or an iPod has meant that a generation of fans has happily traded fidelity 
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for portability and convenience' (Plambeck). However, Plambeck has completely 

ignored the popularity of the Walkman in the 1980s, or indeed the transistor radio 

before that. Peter Kirn writes that 'the charges levied against the iPod might just as 

easily be directed at the Casette Walkman of the Bos, on which people routinely 

listened to mixtapes of their own creation. Plambeck goes on to note that 'from 2000 

to 2009, Americans reduced their overall spending on home stereo components by 

more than a third, to roughly $960 million ... Spending in portable digital devices 

during that same period increased more than fiftyfold, to $5.4 billion' ( ibid.) The 

decline of one industzy sees the rise of another as markets change. But what 

Plambeck fails to realise here is that there is usually only call for one home stereo (for 

those who can afford it), whereas personal audio equipment is bought on a per

person basis, not per-household. Thus the market is maximised and there are greater 

revenue streams available. 

It is worth noting that 'formats, modes of appearance and distribution are not 

decided by the musician alone, the audience decides when and where it wants to 

listen to music', and they often choose a far from 'ideal' setup (Ehlers, Gottstein). 

Indeed 'part of the genius of people who are great mix engineers or great mastering 

engineers is that they know how to shape music for the worst-case scenario listening 

environment ... The variable in all of this that's more important than the technology is 

the listener' (Kirn). Ethan Winer, in a 2009 AES workshop, stated that 'human 

auditory memory and perception are extremely fragile, and expectation bias and 

placebo effect are much stronger than people care to admit' (Winer). In respect to 

auditory memory and bass culture, one only has to experience a track on a large 

soundsystem once, in order to be able to recreate the high fidelity aspects when 

engaging with it through low fidelity media; which is to say 'if you know the song, you 

know where the bass is' (Marshall "Mobile Music and Treble Culture", from 
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comments). This approach, known as phonomnesis, 'refers to a sound that is 

imagined but not actually heard ... remains one of the great methods of 

composition'(Augoyard, Torgue 56). 

Perception has an important role to play when it comes to fidelity: 'What's 

considered good or bad sound changes over time ... Abnormality can become a 

feature' (Plambeck). For example, the introduction of CDs to the market in the 1980s 

saw audiophiles complain about the dominance of high frequencies in the mix, that it 

'made the music seem too aggressive for them ... slowly the CD player made its way 

into evecyday usage and its technical criteria became the new reference, while older 

sound reproduction systems appeared to be more muffled and old-fashioned' 

(Augoyard, Torgue 56). As well as changing throughout histocy it can vary 

geographically too, for example 'many manufacturers [of speakers] have developed 

speakers with a strong high-frequency concentration for the Japanese market, and 

medium- to low-frequency predominance for the Western market1 ( ibid.). 

2.6 Summary and Emerging Issues 

In this chapter, we defined bass culture as global soundsystem culture. It is normally 

manifested in mass gatherings where ritual enables affirmation. Vibe results from the 

clash between sustaining tradition and pushing forward new sounds. Treble culture is 

the socialisation of technologies for engaging with music. Fidelity is often traded for 

mobility, and ritual takes place on an individual basis or else in small groups. 

A double standard exists between sampling in music and sampling in other art 

forms, although this same double standard can be used to advance the belief that all 

art is based on borrowed ideas. Versioning can be seen as a method of adapting, and 

also as a technique used to reinforce tradition through recycling cultural signifiers. 

It is believed that the current upheaval in the music industcy is akin to 
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previous media shifts, from sheet music to recorded music to broadcasting. Theorists 

propose that connection with niche audiences and live performance can be used for 

sustainable music careers yet there is little evidence of this working for non-legacy 

artists. One of the main dangers for niche artists is that of reaching a plateau, i.e. a 

cap on the number of their followers, that is difficult to surpass. 

Although potential advantages exist for musicians in the developing world 

thanks to digital media, care must be taken to avoid exploiting their cultural 

referents. Digital media, employed by DJs and producers alike, can enable a quicker 

turnaround in the creation of music, as well as helping to foster healthy localised bass 

culture scenes. 

'Musicking' suggests a more participatory relationship with music for the user, 

which can be applied with the use of digital media, although there are perhaps some 

disadvantages associated for the creators of music. This participation results in music 

becoming more like a 'conversation' between active participants, as opposed to clearly 

delineated passive audience and active musicians. 

Theories suggest music should be free and pervasive, with a subscription 

system in place. The theory seems to suggest that musicians can rely on selling 

unique experiences to the fans they connect with to compensate for losses in sales. 

This remains to be evidentiated in practice. 

Mobile music can be been as a method of affirmation for youth, in the form of 

mobile and public rituals. It is not the first instance in history of :fidelity being 

sacrificed for mobility; the antecedent of the iPod is the transistor radio. Further, 

when looking at fidelity, it is important to consider human perception and also how 

people want to engage with music. 

The next chapter shall describe the research methods employed for this thesis, 

with the aim to investigate how creators and users interpret the themes discussed in 
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this Literature Review. Further, the research findings shall be compared and 

contrasted with the results of this chapter. Through comparing theory and practice, 

an analysis of digital media's effect on bass culture will be presented. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

This dissertation is aimed at the following objectives within the context of digital 

media's impact on bass culture: 

1. Explore digital media's interaction with 'bass culture'. 

2. Undertake a case study of the global bass culture community from different 

areas of specialisation. 

3. Conduct a survey of music listeners in order to understand their methods of 

engagement with music in a digital media context. 

4. Critically evaluate digital media's impact on 'bass culture'. 

5. Hypothesise on future opportunities for those involved in bass culture, 

focusing on creators and users. 

The focus of this research work relates primarily to Objectives Two and Three. Digital 

media's impact on contemporary music is a topical subject. Objective Two provides 

us with the opportunity to gather and analyse the views of those involved in 

contemporary music, be they involved in creation, promotion or distribution. It is 

hoped that the compilation of such views will lead to an enriched understanding of 

how those in the music business are being affected by digital media. Objective Three 

offers a glimpse into how people engage with music in the context of digital media. It 

will investigate these users' views in relation to participation, interpretation, youth 

and audio fidelity, as well as purchasing and listening habits. 

The Literature Review in Chapter Two focused on Objective One of this 

dissertation, and brought the reader up to speed on what is meant by 'bass' and 

'treble' cultures. Further it examined existing literature on how 'bass culture' interacts 

with digital media. It is clear from the Literature Review that, although there is a 
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wealth of published material relating to various music subcultures, there is little in 

the form of such material relating to the contemporary situation for such cultures in a 

digital media context. Further, it appears that many of the theories on how musicians' 

careers can survive comes from those not involved directly with the music scene. It is 

an aim of this dissertation, through Objective Two, to take the existing research in 

this field one step further by analysing views from different strata of the global bass 

culture scene in a digital media context. This comparison of theory and practice will, 

combined with the survey results from Objective Three, attempt to to triangulate the 

full impact of digital media on music, focusing on bass culture. 

This Research Methods section shall provide an outline of the overall research 

strategy that will be applied. It will also include an analysis of the data collection 

techniques used, and will present a framework for data analysis. Further, a sub

section shall give evidence of potential problems and limitations of this dissertation. 

3.2 Research Strategy 

Objective Two of this thesis aims to 'undertake interviews and focused 

correspondence with members of the global bass culture community from different 

areas of specialisation'. Objective Three will focus on music listeners, the users, and 

how they interact with music. The collection and analysis of the results from both 

objectives, synthesised with the results of the Literature Review in Chapter Two, will 

lead us to Objective Four, the critical evaluation of Digital Media's effect on bass 

culture. In order for the author to complete Objectives Two and Three, the overall 

research strategy must first be considered. 

The empirical research of in this thesis focuses on an in-depth study of digital 

media's effect on music. In order to ascertain such effects relating to Objective Two, 

the author carried out the aforementioned study within his peer group, and also 
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within the wider global bass culture community. Although concerns over the future of 

music and its musicians are an age-old issue, it is felt that the rise of digital media, 

and the resulting 'existential crisis' faced by musicians is a contemporary issue 

(Ehlers, Gottstein 57). Thus, we are not interested in a quantitative analysis of album 

sales or statistics relating to illegal downloads. What this thesis will focus on is the 

qualitative aspect of this subject. The Literature Review has described many of the 

problems faced by those in the music business over the last century. By analysing the 

views of the sample set, the author can critically examine which problems are new, 

and which we have encountered before and resultantly dealt with or adapted to. 

The research method chosen is a combination of case study and survey. 

Dealing with the case study first, it is the analysis of a particular group behaving in a 

particular context . In the case of this thesis, that is the group of 'bass culture' 

behaving in a digital media context. Yin describes a case study as: "an empirical 

inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 

especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident." (Yin 13) 

Thus, a case study is an appropriate strategy for this thesis. Treble culture is 

indeed a contemporary phenomenon (albeit a contemporary version of many forms 

of engaging with music), and its boundaries with digital media are not entirely clear. 

Given the nature of this research, the study of the effects of digital media on a 

community within a dynamic and shifting environment (music), a case study is a 

most appropriate way to analyse the aforementioned effects. The phenomena 

involved are quite complex, and, due to the inherent facets of something like digital 

media, where so much of the discussion takes place online, it was felt that action 

research, in the form of online participation and facilitation of such discussion, was 

necessary to complement the case study. 
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Objective Three is to 'conduct a survey of music listeners in order to 

understand their methods of engagement with music in a digital media context. A 

survey is a representative selection from a sample of a defined type within a 

population; in this case it will involve a themed questionnaire issued to a sample of 

music users. Users, as we have seen in the Literature Review, play an important role, 

and the questions presented will aim to provide answers on how this population 

engage with music in terms of participation, interpretation, youth and audio fidelity, 

as well as purchasing and listening habits. 

The two groups selected, creators and users, are not mutually exclusive. There 

will be some overlap as many users are now creators of some sort themselves. 

Leonhard states that 'many of us are no longer satisfied with simply taking advantage 

of that fact and blissfully consuming the content. Rather, now we actually want to be 

part of it, influence it... maybe even create some 'content' ourselves' (Leonhard 56). 

Although this could be seen as a disadvantage, as users' opinions could reflect their 

active involvement with music (however limited), it is advantageous to the author as 

it makes the method more effective, and thus more appropriate. A survey, 

particularly one with some aspect of open-ended answering which leads to opinion 

gathering, will appeal to users 'because we all want to be heard and seen, make a 

contribution and show ourselves' (Leonhard 59). 

The survey is also reliable as full details of the questionnaire are provided in 

the Appendices. In addition, the answers to all the questions are detailed, as well as 

diagrammatically presented where applicable. Further, open-ended answers are 

included. (SEE EADAOINS NOTE) 

A key aspect of this thesis is the comparison of the Literature Review with the 

findings of the empirical research. This compare and contrast approach will hopefully 

promote further discussion of the topic. It will also attempt to contrast the theories of 
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non-practising musicians with the reality of active musicians, promoters, etc. It is 

hoped that this comparison will lead to a further understanding of the difficulties 

faced and opportunities available to the modern musician, plus insight into how the 

average user views these musicians through their own engagement with this music. 

Although the focus group of this thesis remains that of bass culture, an extremely 

active music ethnology, it is felt that there will be a certain degree of overlap between 

the results of this thesis, and the realities of other music subcultures, thus 

contributing to the wider music community. 

The data analysis involved, i.e. the critical comparison of theory vs. practice, is 

appropriate to the this research. One must bear in mind that the creator group and 

user groups are not mutually exclusive groups, as outlined above. 

This research is reliable due to to the valid strategy applied and the use of 

techniques appropriate to the objectives of this thesis. In addition, the inclusion of a 

detailed research plan (i.e. the people approached and the questions asked) and its 

implementation (i.e. survey results, transcripts of interviews and email 

correspondence) add to this reliability. 

Although the author has not published any work in this area before, his role as 

a participant and observer is paralleled in both the areas of bass culture (by releasing 

vinyl records on a regular basis, DJing on soundsystems, attending gigs and further 

contributing to tangible artifacts of the scene through design and visual art) and 

digital media (by an active interest in as well as being a student of digital media, by 

running a blog, by engaging with digital music online through biogs, webstreams, 

podcasts, etc and by promoting and distributing music online). Further, the author's 

double vantage point as participant and critic runs parallel to the two groups of 

creators and users, and enables the author to reality check the information gathered. 

The validity and reliability shall be evidenced further in the following sections 
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by describing the use of the trusted data collection techniques, as well as the use of 

disciplined data analysis. 

3.3 Data Collection 

The empirical data collection relates to two groups: creators through the case study, 

and users through the survey. Objective Two refers to the creator groups as 'members 

of the global bass culture community from different areas of specialisation'. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, this community is two-tiered and consists of the 

following sub-sections, firstly, local musicians, distributors and promoters in the 

Dublin area; secondly, musicians, theorists and bloggers from outside of Ireland. The 

sample size from the two groups is, in total, 20 people (note that details are only 

given for those people that replied to the author). 

The justification behind both sub-sections is as follows. The local artists are 

those the author engages with on a regular basis, and are members of his peer group. 

The author has worked with many of them previously on bass culture projects 

ranging from record releases to event production. Thus, these people are well 

experienced and knowledgeable in the ethnology, and since they are in the author's 

peer group, can be approached as part of the case study. It must also be stated that 

those concerned can be relied upon for upfront answers, and since they are involved 

in areas such as broadcast and blogging, they have developed their own theories on 

music culture, with the result that the chances of them answering with the aim of 

pleasing the interviewer are virtually nil. Such a process could result in the 

interviewer leading the interviewees into providing the answers they want to hear, 

yet, since the interviews were unstructured and wide-ranging, the interviewees 

offered their views on a wide range of subjects. 

The second sub-section, a more global collection of bass culturists, are those 
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that the author has had personal contact in some cases (through events organised by 

the author in Dublin), but in the majority of the cases, the first encounters occurred 

online. They were either contacted directly via email or by commenting on their 

blogs, which resulted in further debate through mutual commenting or engaging in a 

discussion via email. Many of this group were contacted due to their wealth of 

expertise in music, as well as academic qualifications and published works. Thus, 

they can be relied upon to be honest; since the author is relatively anonymous to 

them (yet working in a similar field), they are less likely to provide answers to please 

the author. Further, they will be quick to provide their own well-tested theories on 

topics that the author approaches them with. 

The benefits of approaching interviewees by email are many. Unlike an 

interview, they are less likely to provide answers from the top of their head, or indeed 

be willing to provide 'satisfactory' answers or show themselves in a good light. 

Instead, email gives the interviewees time to consider their answers wisely. In many 

cases, replies were populated with multiple references, as well as recommendations 

for further reading. Further, geographical constraints (in the case of interviewees 

from the US and UK) prevented me from interviewing this group face-to-face. Each 

email sent was customised to the correspondent insofar as it targeted their specific 

area(s) of expertise. 

Time constraints were the main factor in emailing my peer group in Ireland; 

many of this group are quite industrious people who might not necessarily have the 

time to sit down for an interview. Thus a more remote technique was favoured. As 

with the international group, 'targeted' emails were sent out. 

In terms of the interviews carried out, instead of opting for closed questions, it 

was felt, despite the scope of the topics covered, to choose a technique of qualitative 

interviewing with a semi-structured questionnaire. The use of open-ended questions 
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gives rise to more meaningful responses and encourages the interviewee to find 

parallels between different topics for ease of explanation, for example. It also 

encourages a more dynamic approach to the interview, and fewer constrictions, 

which may both be viewed as a hindrance when it comes to organising the data at a 

later stage, but which can often promote a healthier discussion. The fact that the 

interviewer is not dictating the interview, and instead fostering a lively debate, can 

result in uncovering worthy material. 

Objective Three refers to 'music listeners', i.e. he user group. This group is 

composed of people who engage with music, but who do not necessarily create it 

(although there are sure to be some overlaps). The justification behind using the user 

group is that they are the people who, according to Morley, finish the music off 

through their interpretation (Morley 2). They are the end-users of music, and, as we 

have seen in the Literature Review, there are many unique areas worthy of 

investigation relating to how such users engage with music - audio fidelity, mobility, 

affirmation and participation to name a few. Although many of the initial people 

contacted were acquaintances and colleagues, it was hoped that the survey would be 

forwarded beyond this group to those that the author has no connection with. 

Further, people were encouraged to forward the survey, especially to younger users. 

How those under 18, for example, engage with music via digital media could be very 

different to how a 30-year-old does, since younger people today are the first 

generation to grow up with the ubiquity of digital technology. In addition, the survey 

was completely anonymous, so people could answer honestly and offer their opinions 

in the open-ended questions. 

The survey was constructed using surveymonkey.corn. This allows one to issue 

a well-presented survey with a professional aesthetic. The interface involved is user- · 

friendly, and there is the added benefit that all the data can be downloaded and 
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diagrammatically displayed using a variety of graphs. The initial call for participants 

was done through email, to some of the author's peer group (focusing on those who 

are not music creators, although quite a few would be enthusiasts), and also posted 

on the author's profile page on Facebook. The viral nature of such social media, and 

the impetus to participate as Leonhard describes above are highly advantageous to 

the author. Hegarty describes the 'global village' effect as 'where we are to feel 

connected, where to be online, or communication in general, is increasingly a social 

obligation' (Hegarty, 135). Given that music is quite a popular subject, indeed that the 

subject under investigation has, as described by Marshall in correspondence with the 

author, a degree of 'contemporary urgency', a survey is an ideal way to analyse a 

cross-section of the community. The survey is largely qualitative, although there is 

some potential for quantitative analysis relating to the age of the participants and the 

answers they provide. 

The main aim of the survey questions was to investigate topics such as age, 

engagement techniques, audio fidelity, sampling, filtering and the viability of careers 

in music. The questions used were quite provocative; many did not reflect the views 

of the author. Most of the questions stemmed from information gathered during the 

Literature Review process. It was decided that a combination of multiple choice and 

open-ended questions would be appropriate. The range of multiple choice answers 

was: strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree. In many cases these answers 

were reworded to provide more insightful answers. Many of the questions could not 

be dealt with by straight-up multiple choice, so the option to provide an open-ended 

answer was given, for example, in the case of the questions relating to musical 

appreciation and sustainable music careers. 
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3.4 Framework for Data Analysis 

The data resulting from the empirical study needed to be analysed before it was 

synthesised with that of the Literature Review. For this to happen, it was felt 

advisable to break down the overall topic into themed subsets, similar to what were 

used in the Literature Review. Let us first consider the creator group. Each creator 

contacted received a variety of questions under a number of themes, reflecting his or 

her speciality. This enabled the author to compare and contrast the empirical data 

with that of the Literature Review. 

All correspondence via email was saved, building up a paper trail over the time 

period. However, with interviews it is not so clear cut, and it was decided that the best 

technique would be to record each interview onto dictaphone and transcribe it 

afterwards. Although the transcription is inevitably a lengthy and time-consuming 

process, it was felt that to take notes during the interview would impede the fluidity 

of the discussion. Thus, notes were taken throughout the interview only in the sense 

of points to come back to later in the discussion and so on. 

It was felt that the analysis of the empirical data should take place under the 

headings as described in the Literature Review, where possible, and that there was no 

need to segregate the two creator sub-sections. Instead the data garnered from each 

could be combined as the participants are all active within the ethnology of bass 

culture, and thus there would be no clear division between the groups, bar maybe 

geography and experience. 

As regards the user group, each participant in the survey answered the same 

series of fifteen questions. The data was stored on surveymonkey.com. Once the 

survey was closed, graphs were created to analyse the answers to each question. 

Where there were open-ended questions, the answers were downloaded in table form. 

All of this data is available in the Appendices. Similar to the creator group, answers 
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shall be grouped together under themes and compared with answers from the 

creators on similar questions. 

Collect Data 
Survey, Correspondence, Interviews 

Describe Data Under Themes 

l I 

Compare Data Triangulation With 
Creator V User Literature Review 

Interpret Data 

Figure 1 - Qualitative Analysis Process 

The above figure shows a diagrammatic approach to the framework for data analysis. 

The empirical data was collected via the survey and case study. This data was then 

described on a theme-by-theme basis. The data gathered through the case study and 

survey was compared and contrasted, as well as reflected on in the context of the 

Literature Review. It is this technique of triangulation that allows for an effective 

interpretation of the results. 
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3.5 Limitations and Potential Problems 

This thesis is not without its limitations. One could take bass culture as a microcosm 

of music in general, yet is it possible to extrapolate the results of the case study and 

apply them to a wider ethnology? Although there are some definite areas of overlap -

such as new methods of promotion, for example - since bass culture is such an 

engaged and active ethnology, it would be difficult to stretch these results from such a 

focused area. 

Due to the author's twin role as participant and observer in bass culture, it 

could be argued that the author's view on bass culture is somewhat looking from the 

inside-out, and thus not entirely reliable. 

To overcome any risk of personal bias, the appropriate research strategy has 

been employed and details of this strategy have been described in this chapter. 

Additionally included are descriptions of data collection techniques, the people they 

were carried out on, and background information on each participant. The 

development of groups and themes, as seen in the Literature Review, was used to 

create subsets for the organisation of all data gathered. The inclusion of all email 

correspondence and interview transcriptions, in combination with a structured and 

transparent research process results in a reliable and valid dissertation. 

While the sample size was small, and consequently not adequate for statistical 

data analysis, the qualitative nature of the research being undertaken meant that the 

size of the sample should not present any validity issues. Yet, it was felt that the final 

number of the creator group was somewhat small. This is due to many of the 

participants failing to respond to the initial round of emails. This is mostly put down 

to time constraints as many of those who were contacted are professionals who have a 

number of projects undertaken at any point in time. 

In terms of the survey, it was not presented to those who took part in the 
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context of bass culture, instead, it was undertaken by participants in music culture in 

general. It was deemed that in order to maximise participation, the definition of bass 

culture would not be included. No doubt some participants involved were aware of 

the subject of the author's work, and this could easily have influenced their answers. 

However, there is no way of proving this one way or another, and it is assumed that 

the participants involved are a mixture of those familiar and indeed, active within the 

ethnology, and those who are not. 

This chapter has provided an outline of the research strategy used and the data 

collection and analysis techniques employed. The next chapter shall begin with a 

discussion of the findings, followed by their analysis. 
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4. FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the findings from the empirical research as outlined in Chapter 

Three. The case study focuses on a group of creators involved in the area of bass 

culture. Background shall be given on the participants to place these findings in 

context. The case study results will be provided under the headings dictated in the 

Literature Review, which will enable a clearer focus on each encountered theme. 

These shall be compared and contrasted with the findings of the survey on the user 

group, where possible, and synthesised with the results of the Literature Review to 

provide the conclusions of this dissertation. Survey questions, responses and 

resultant graphs are contained in Appendices Al, A2 and A3, respectively. Transcripts 

from interviews are located in Appendix B and email correspondence is to be found in 

Appendix C. 

Case Study Participant Profiles 

Profiles of the participants in the case study (the creator group) to set the study in 

context are as follows: 

Andrew Wilson - producer, DJ, radio presenter, promoter, founding member of 

Ghetto Quietly collective, member of !Kaboogie collective, Dublin, Ireland. 

Richard Price- producer, DJ, promoter, founding member of !Kaboogie collective, 

Dublin, Ireland. 

Ian McDonnell- producer, DJ, promoter, member of !Kaboogie and Ghetto Quietly 

collectives 

Mick O' Donoghue-producer, DJ, promoter, founding member of Alphabet Set 

collective, Dublin, Ireland. 
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Olan O' Brien - manager of All City hip-hop shop since 2001, manager of All City 

Records since 2006; over 50 vinyl releases to date, Dublin, Ireland. 

Larisa Mann - DJ with the Surya Dub crew, columnist at WireTap online magazine, 

and PhD candidate in Jurisprudence & Social Policy at UC Berkeley Law School, CA. 

Wayne Marshall - blogger, ethnomusicologist, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow, MIT 

School of Humanities, Arts and Social Studies, Boston, MA. 

Chrissy Murderbot - DJ, producer, owner of Sleazetone Recordings, Chicago 

Matt Shadetek- producer, DJ, blogger, member of Dutty Artz collective, New York, 

NY. 

4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1 Content 

Although it was found that 'sampling, certainly in popular music, is mostly just down 

to lack of inspiration for making new music, laziness and the nearly guaranteed sales 

of a tune that has elements of a tune that was a hit before', there were found to be a 

number of alternative approaches, such as choosing less obvious samples and using 

them in combination with other sounds, 'to make something new from [the] sample 

rather than just playing it straight'. It was also postulated that samples have the 

potential to 'reignite fading careers [and] keep the [sampled] artist relevant longer'. 

Part Two, Question Four in the user group survey related to sampling: 'All art, 

including music, is based on borrowed themes. Nobody owns the right to certain 

notes for rhythms, so collections of these notes and rhythms should also be sampled 

and remixed without fear of reprisal'. 34.2% of the user group believed that 'we 

should be allowed to build art using existing ideas' and 24.3% agreed that art was 

based on borrowed themes, 'but artists should create something new as opposed to 

using samples obviously'. An additional 24.3% believed that 'it depends, people have 
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to be credited for their work and get a cut if someone starts profiting from it'. Nobody 

agreed with the statement that 'sampling is too easy, therets nothing musical about it'. 

This reflects how much sampling has become accepted in the public consciousness as 

a modern tool of musical production. The majority here seem to agree with the 

creator group: the combination of inventive use of samples, i.e. so that they aren't 

obvious, as well as crediting the original artists appears to be the consensus here. 

'Other' answers that were specified reflected the importance of accreditation ('sample 

away but give credit where it is due'), but also pointed to the difficulties with creating 

original work ('creating anything truly new is also problematic'). This ties in with 

what was highlighted in the Literature Review by Shaviro, Hegarty and Luta, in that 

'pure originality is a myth, in any case, art and culture can only be made from 

previously existing art and culture'. One user put forth that 'freedom beats control for 

me any day', which reflects the views of Luta, who described sampling laws as a 

'moral offense' in any society that places value on the arts. The abstraction of music in 

Western society and its reduction 'from a social ritual to a thing, an object ... that it can 

be bought and sold', as discussed in Chapter Two parallels how users feel about 

sampling, that 'the fear of reprisal' is only an issue 'when music is viewed as a 

commodity, not an artform'. Additionally, one user suggested that 'music other than 

classical or jazz is taken less seriously in relation to 'the arts". This is an interesting 

point, as Luta described how the acceptance of Shields's 'Reality Hunger', which is a 

derivative work composed of unreferenced samples (bar the appendix), would appear 

to validate the use of sampling in literature. Luta also described Shields's work as 

'slumming into realms previously categorized as beneath the arts'. v\lhy does a 

'double standard [exist] when it comes to musicians'? Surely they can sample in the 

manner that Shields has, i.e. include an appendix of works sampled? Shields's work 

has followed the line of thought as outlined by Shaviro and Hegarty, and its 
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acceptance has the potential to disrupt current law regarding sampling. Whether this 

potential is lived up to, or whether the double standard is maintained, remains to be 

seen. 

4.2.2 Business 

When it comes to the threat posed to creators by torrent sites and illegal downloads, 

there were mixed views. Although one of those questioned replied that they 'don't sell 

enough music to be worried about it being copied', another said that there should be a 

'high tax on things like iPods, iPhones, broadband connections, websites that are 

used for file sharing and anyone else who is making a profit by facilitating massive 

un-stoppable piracy.' There are parallels here with Gerd Leonhard's proposed 

'broadband tax'. 

The importance of giving away some music for free was stated, that as an artist 

it is important to provide fans with free music, 'to give them something to listen to so 

they can get to know you as an artist'. It was found that making your music 'pervasive' 

and giving away all your content for free, as the theorists from the Literature Review 

suggested, 'creates the perception that that music has no value and makes it look like 

un-filtered amateur spew'. Many of those approached agreed that a lot of the 

theoretical models that involve giving one's music away for free concerned 'legacy 

related' artists, i.e. those who had already built up a legacy at the height of the 

traditional recorded music industry. Further, in terms of these models working in 

practice, the majority of the creator group believe that no one actually knows if that's 

the case. 

The drop in income for artists has led to many theories about how live gigs will 

play an increased role in the sustainability of careers in music, as seen in Chapter 

Two. Yet, those who are active within bass culture dismiss this view as there are a 
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number of problems. First, very few bass culture artists make any money at all from 

selling their music, so 'it's not a prediction that gigs are more lucrative than sales of 

recordings, it's a reality'. The difficulty in relying on gigs for income is compounded 

by the fact that a 'crowded marketplace' exists as people only go out at the weekends 

and there's a limited number of slots available to artists to play. Further, 'if everyone 

done it the price was gonna drop'. One creator put it as 'if I didn't buy your record, 

why am I going to spend 20 quid to go see you play?' Due to the ease with which 

anyone can become a DJ these days, punters are increasingly more dubious about 

paying in to a venue: 'You'd struggle to charge in for a DJ, everyone wants guestlist, 

like 'I don't know who this dude is, my mate DJs'. 

In terms of the niche appeal of artists, there appears to be a problem, as we 

saw in the Literature Review relating to the consequences of specialisation. It appears 

that despite theories about niche fan bases such as Kevin Kelly's 1000 True Fans, a 

'plateau' is reached at a certain stage of an artists career, a point where 'it's damn near 

impossible to move upwards without some sort of help to bust through that ceiling, 

whether that's in the form of a label picking you up, a publicist firm, an agent, a very 

kind review in a big magazine, whatever.' It is worth noting that in Chapter Two, 

musician Robert Rich commented on this very problem. It could thus be surmised, as 

one creator noted, that as an artist 'you need to catch the eye of some corporate 

interest ... in order to make a normal person's salary from [music]'. 

In relation to the new skillset artists need to develop these days, it was agreed 

by the majority of creators that 'promotion .. .is a big part of the question and while 

the internet does make all kinds of new promotional models available and necessary 

it will not work for many artists who due to their artistic nature are too busy making 

music to learn internet marketing, master the latest social media platforms and 

become a viral sensation'. As we saw with Robert Rich in the Literature Review, 'the 
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decline of the label has forced artists to do it for themselves, as opposed to letting 

them do what they do best, be artistic and not spend most of their time promoting 

themselves on the internet'. 

Further paralleling Robert Rich's reality from Chapter Two, it was found that 

many bass culture artists have to supplement their core art. In the case of Matt 

Shadetek: "I teach music, I consult on internet stuff, edit video, do DJ gigs, run a 

record label and when I have a few hours in between all that dash into my studio and 

make some beats as fast as I can." 

If bass culture artists can't rely on sales of recordings or even getting a gig, the 

question must be asked: 'On what premise did you think you were going to be paid for 

this profession?' Sano describes how a certain frugality is required by artists, an 

'economy of means'. It could be argued that supplementing one's core art with 

peripheral sources of income is necessary for most bass culture artists. One creator 

referred to this requirement as akin to waiters in Hollywood, who describe 

themselves as actors. A user ( who, judging by the quote is an artist too) described the 

situation as thus: 

Not all musicians are diverse enough to live from it [music] (or don't 

seek out the diverse options) ... The assumption is that 'true' artists 

don't care about money at all, but I personally care too much about 

what I do to spend time training and qualifying in a more lucrative 

career. 

We saw Leonhard propose a form of music tax, similar to a television licence that 

would permit people to download as much as they wanted as long as they paid their 

annual subscription. Contrastingly, in one instance of the case study, the following 

was put forth: 

I advocate a HIGH tax on things like iPods, iPhones, broadband 
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connections, websites that are used for file sharing and anyone else who 

is making a profit by facilitating massive unstoppable piracy. I think 

that Apple needs to pay me for making devices that make my job as a 

person selling recordings obsolete. 

In terms of releasing music, it was found that releasing on 'traditional' formats, i.e. 

physical copies, 'adds to the perceived legitimacy of the release in the mind of the 

buyer'. Interestingly, it was put forth by one creator that: 

The CD/vinyl is less an end product than it is a promotional tool for the 

real product, which is the digital download. It convinces people that 

the album is 'real' somehow (as opposed to digital-only, which people 

still perceive as 'fake' even if digital is the only product they actually 

have interest in consuming). 

The user survey shows that the majority of music consumption stems from free 

downloads and 'inter-personal' means. How users perceive the legitimacy of a release 

based on whether or not it has an associated physical format or not is a question 

worthy of further investigation. Labels such as Ninja Tune for example, provide a free 

MP3 download code with their physical releases: this could be a signifier that vinyl 

records, or physical formats in general, are not the method of engagement, the MP3 

is, and thus it is the MP3 that is consumed. In the context of bass culture, the 

purchase of the physical format can be equated to the procurement of a cultural 

artifact. Reynolds spoke of the 'obsessive trainspotter mentality', characteristic of 

those active within bass culture, which would promote the 'cult of tangible musical 

artifacts'. A survey of users within the realms of bass culture is suggested to explore 

the relationship between promotion, engagement and physical formats as artifacts. 

MP3s are 'a lot cheaper than records' due to the 'manufacture and distribution 

costs being a lot lower'. This can enable an upsurge in DIY labels getting started. With 
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MP3s, there are no concerns about running out of stock ( or not being able to move 

enough of it). The lack of physicality can be a massive financial advantage as 

promotional tracks can be sent via email as opposed to individually boxed up and 

sent to the recipient, which, given the relative weight of vinyl, can be a costly exercise. 

It also removes the need for a distributor as was needed with vinyl, i.e. someone to 

deliver the records to various shops around the planet, which, again costs a lot of 

money. However, DIY distribution, in an age of musical overload, is not that effective. 

It is advisable for independent labels, if they are releasing digitally, to sign a contract 

with a digital distributor, someone who knows how to promote the release to the 

ever-increasing number of online record shops. 

According the the creator group, although the 'ease of digital media is certainly 

preferable [to] physical formats', it was proposed that there 'will always be record 

shops, but it will be harder for them to survive'. A future hypothesis was that of 

'purely online record shops that stock vinyl and digital (Boomkat, Bleep, Juno, etc.)' 

as opposed to physical shops. One interviewee hypothesised that the 'future is just 

MP3s, or the odd 500 pressing - they'll just put it up online, no shops or 

distributors'. Another participant stated: 'Look at how many record shops have gone 

under in the last five/ten years, the fact that in a few years most towns and cities 

won't have that many places where you can go in, browse racks of vinyl, listen, have a 

chat about new releases, etc.' To maintain profit, many record shops have expanded 

to include clothing, art, magazines, yet, the paradox of this is that the suppliers of 

each of these areas, whether it is printers or record distributors, rely on one product 

(' ... we rely on distributors to give us the product, and they mightn't have other stuff 

going on, so when they go, we go'). If the suppliers' business collapse, it has a massive 

impact on the shops, despite their best attempts to widen their revenue base ('we rely 

on distributors ... so when they go, we go'). Yet, despite a potentially dark future for 
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record shops, there are new business streams opening up (as we saw with the digital 

remastering of tracks that began with the advent of the CD). For example, 'clever 

digital distributors will be approaching labels' and getting their music online. This 

applies mostly to the case of vinyl based labels: 'A lot of good quality 6os, 70s funk 

and soul is up on iTunes now'. Problems arise with defunct labels ('there's disputes 

about who owns the rights'). The case study results show that despite the difficulties 

faced by record stores, there appears to be growth potential for online distributors of 

digitised back catalogues (that are out-of-print on physical formats). Much like the 

rise in digital remastering upon the advent of the CD, as seen in the Literature 

Review, a new revenue stream has developed. Yet, it seems that the potential benefits 

all lie with large aggregators, behaving as online repressing facilities and distribution 

networks. 

For the labels themselves, it seems that the best approach is that of multi

tasking, similar to the modern musician. 'Inventive labels will release on a number of 

platforms and also many labels nowadays have to run club nights, do 

merchandising/tours, etc to keep going and not just rely on release sales'. One 

technique seen, in the case of the Stones Throw record label, was the inclusion of 

Serato control vinyl with some of their releases, and in one case, the A-side was the 

single from the artist (in this case Sa-Ra Creative Partners), while the B-side was the 

control tone. DJs using Serato and the likes will always need to buy control records 

(they wear out fast as we see below): 'It's a good idea, and they only cost €12, it costs 

€16 for a black Serato record, and you can get this one which is a great tune and a 

Serato record for €12 with a cover.' The difficulty of trying to keep people buying 

records through such techniques is outlined below: 

You're making an effort to give people stuff [selling vinyl records], and 

that all costs a fortune! You reach a point where you're going, 'I can't 
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do this economically anymore', so first of all you give them a good 

package, you shrinkwrap it, then they want a free MP3, you give them 

one, then there comes a point where you're like 'Well what more can I 

give you?' 

One viewpoint provided on the future for artists was: 

I wouldn't think digital music is killing the record label or artists' 

economic viability- it's just the industry, and on a more macro level 

how we approach and consider music is morphing. And I think that 

this is very exciting socially in its effects. Increasingly people see 

music as a resource that should flow like water from a tap and the 

internet and digital technology are paving the new way for this to 

happen. 

· This point shows the understanding that creators have for the users in terms of their 

relationship with music, that although they are aware of the negative aspects of 

Digital Media's impact, they can highlight the benefits, especially the importance of a 

change in this relationship. 

4.2.3 Technology 

Di~tal DJing 

In terms of digital DJing platforms, the advantages were stated by many of those who 

participated in the case study. These included the financial aspect, that, since digital 

files are cheaper than vinyl records, it 'can save a lot of money'. It was also 

highlighted that 'digital files can never be sold out'. Further, one can legally download 

a lot of good-quality electronic music from blogs and the like, with 'all the free music 

that's available now on the net'. 

The practical advantages were stated, a backpack with a laptop and hard drive, 
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plus a few control vinyl is more 'practical for carrying large amounts of music thats 

needed' than say, the comparative amount in vinyl record form. 

It was found that audio fidelity is not necessarily a problem for DJs using 

digital platforms, that 'sound quality issues don't have to be a problem for a prepared 

and conscious digital performer'. It was put forth that, in terms of using digital tracks, 

'audio quality is good (not as good as vinyl, but you'd only really hear the difference 

on a sound system and even then depends on the club and sound engineer too)'. In 

one instance it was suggested that the difference between vinyl and digital is a 

'subjective thing', that the 'audio quality is not as much of an issue as some people 

make it out to be. If you are using high quality 320K MP3s, FLAC or WA V, and using 

a decent soundcard, it will sound good in a club'. A number of those in the creator 

group stated that although it's quite hard to tell the difference between a 320K MP3 

and a vinyl record or WAV file, any 'bitrate less [than 320K] is quite noticeable' in a 

club setting. One respondent claimed that: "Most people don't really care about 

quality, outside the 10% in the club doing that (waves nagging finger), the people who 

are there making the party, the other 90%, I don't think they really care." 

The same participant finds that (audio) 'quality's dipped considerably ... you 

can hear people on Sera to playing bad quality stuff. Yet, there are a 'lot of variables in 

between' the format itself and how an audience perceive it, including the 

soundsystem itself, the sound engineer, the quality of the performance equipment in 

terms of needles, and in the case of using something like Serato, the age and wear of 

the control vinyl. In respect to the quality of the control records, it was noted that 

'there's just no excuse for not having two fresh ones for when you're DJing out', 

considering the amount of money DJs are now saving by using digital files as opposed 

to going to the record shop each week. 

The creative advantages were outlined by many of the participants. First, was 
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the quicker turnaround of fresh tracks, 'dubs just written that day'. Once a track has 

been written, it can be tested out in the club in digital format without need to press 

up a vinyl dubplate (which can take weeks and costs a significant amount of money) 

or even burn a CD. It gives one 'the ability to DJ your own tunes and unreleased tunes 

by people you know'. Also, from a creative point of view, 'the scope for being 

inventive with digital performance is far greater', that one can have 'four (or more) 

decks running simultaneously all in sync, giving you the ability to get more creative 

with mixes/remixes/mash-ups/fx:1
• One participant stated that: 

As a dj who has had very limited funds for buying vinyl of late, I have 

been hugely appreciative of mp3/wav culture and Serato because it has 

allowed me to stay abreast of new music and explore new music. The 

blogoshpere and resources like youtube, rapidshare, wikipedia and 

torrents allow for the musical adventurer to discover new music on 

a scale that far eclipses visiting record shops, listening to the radio etc. 

The case study findings correlate with those of the Literature Review. Mann 

highlighted the benefits of the quick turnaround in tracks, which can speed up the 

'constant forward mutation' as defined by Reynolds as a key element of the 'hardcore 

continuum'. With the cost of pressing up vinyl dubplates removed from the equation, 

producers can supply DJs with even their most experimental tracks to test out on a 

soundsystem (as well as airing them in their own livesets). The ability to do so with 

tracks prior to a release can lead to a higher quality product, i.e. one that has been 

mastered to reflect how it has sounded on a club soundsystem and tuned to 

perfection as a result. Further, this quick turnaround, combined with the ability for 

local producers to play their own music out can help foster a more vibrant localised 

form of bass culture. 

Despite the creative advantages described previously, there are inherent 
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dangers, and one still runs the risk of overdoing it: 'It is easy to mash all the goodness 

out of the tunes you're playing. You have to be careful.' Further disadvantages were 

also encountered, such as software like Serato being 'unreliable', and despite the 

savings made by going digital and not having to buy records, the actual setup itself, at 

least in the case of Serato, still requires two turntables, a mixer, a laptop and the 

hardware before any music is purchased. Yet, it can be done quite cheaply, by 'getting 

a crack copy of Ableton. I have a laptop anyway.' 

It was suggested that the lifespan of vinyl is 'probably longer as a medium as 

opposed to a file on you hard drive which is quickly and easily deletable'. Further, 

through buying physical formats 'you get the whole story and glimpses into the socio

political context of the music and the time when it was written'. It was found that 

although vinyl records don't sound as 'classically hi-fi as digital formats', it is the 

'look, collectabilty and feel' that drives bass culturists to continue using them. 

It was found that digital DJing technologies can give rise to 'opportunists' who 

can download whatever style of music they like and suddenly they're a DJ: 'It's too 

easy to swap from genre to genre and pull in the latest bangers and not really have 

any sort of individual style.' One of the advantages of digital DJing is the flexibility of 

having 'your whole collection at your fingertips', .and thus being able to respond to 

any crowd or any situation. However, one participant responded to this by stating 

that 'you're basically a walking ipod on random, on shuffle' and that it can lead to 

suspicious crowds at gigs: 'Everyone out in the crowd is going 'well I've an iPod too, I 

can do what you're doing'.' Further, 'because everyone in there (the club) is a DJ 

now ... you're not wondering how he does it or where he gets that stuff anymore'. One 

interviewee stated that, as a result of digital media, the 'standard of DJing has 

dropped immensely'. 

It was put forth that people expect less, just because 'the barrage of new music 
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is just so much, you've so much choice, so many mixes, podcasts'. One method of 

coping with this barrage is through filters; one creator interviewee believed that 'the 

filtering of content is going to be a big thing', and said in relation to the current 

situation that 'blogs are actually the a&r dudes now'. From the survey, it was found 

that 13.5% of users filter music, from 'mostly blogs'. Yet 40.5% rely on 'mostly friends 

recommendations'. This warrants further exploration, but could be viewed as a small 

few 'tastemakers' engaging with the blogs, then recommending what they've 

encountered to a wider group of friends. 45.9% of users specified their techniques of 

filtering, many of which included a combination of blogs, friends' recommendations 

and techniques such as: 'Twitter','dj mixes','sifting through tags maybe on bandcamp, 

soundcloud, etc','label mailing lists' and 'youtube'. Non-digital filters were also 

employed (to a lesser extent) in the form of 'random gigs', 'books on music', 'radio' 

and 'Wire magazine'. The data here suggests that the majority of filtering techniques 

are digital, and indeed that most people seem to opt for the 'personal' approach of 

social networks (in their various forms) and blogs for their musical 

recommendations. 

Other Tools 

The benefits of online promotional tools such as Soundcloud were stated, particularly 

the fact that they allow 'people to give their music to blogs in a streaming form', as 

opposed to giving blogs free tracks as an incentive to post on the music and promote 

it. It was also suggested that platforms such as Soundcloud are not a 'loss in sales but 

a saving in promotion', which met with approval from the creator group. 

However, it was pointed out that that the prevalence of digital music 

production tools has had an impact on the 'value' of the music created: 

There's just too many ways for consumption of music and production of 
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music, then it means that this gets dragged into a kind of medium mire 

of crap so therefore that brings the end price down, like why pay for 

it if it's not that good, not that skillful to make. 

The level of ease was elaborated on, that 'there's very little commitment to making 

music now'. Most people have laptops these days, so can easily pick up some free 

software and start producing. It was proposed by the author that music is the hardest 

hit of all the arts by digital media. One interviewee replied that the reason for this is 

that 'people feel the need to say they're into music even if they're not'. Exceptions to 

this are the visual arts, namely stencil art and photography, and that 'the difference 

between the top dude and the middle of the range dude isn't that much'. 

Summing up the creator's viewpoint, 'the music you play and the atmosphere 

you create is much more important than the format you use'. This attitude is reflected 

by the user group in that 'music is an experience. We adapt'. In terms of the media 

used, many creators shared the view that 'the pros outweigh the cons', and that the 

opportunities for creative exploration are more critical than concerns over how the 

media fit into a purist sense of bass culture. Especially if that media, according to the 

user group, 'has the ability to change people's relationship with music so they have a 

more active participation in it'. Dubber suggested how much of a shift is involved; 

that it is not just a transition from one format to another, 'it's more like the shift from 

printed sheet music ... to broadcasting' .It is a shift of medium, where methods of 

production, consumption, distribution and engagement are becoming 'inextricably 

linked'. This medium shift implies that, according to the creator group, 'how we 

approach and consider music is morphing'. The user group, in their view of digital 

media's provision of a more 'active participation', back this postulation up further. 
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4.2.4 User and Content 

Questions Two and Three in Part One of the Survey related to youth, mobile phones 

and technology. It was suggested that 'sodcasting', as defined in the Literature 

Review, is one of the few methods available to young people for listening to music 

together. Less than a quarter of those surveyed agreed with this statement, yet 71% of 

the participants believed that playing music in public on a mobile phone is a way for 

young people to affirm themselves in the world. What is interesting here is that none 

of the participants were under 21; indeed only 10.5% of those surveyed were under 25 

years of age. It could be argued that the relative age gap between between those 

surveyed and the young people in question reflects what was encountered in the 

Literature Review - that sodcasting is largely a teenage activity, and once they grow 

older, and more methods of engagement become available to them (clubs, cars, etc) 

they grow out of it. 

Yet it is worth pointing out that none of those surveyed might have 'sodcasted', 

that mobile technology wasn't used in that manner when they were teenagers, thus 

engendering a lack of empathy with this particular teenage behaviour, and 

consequently a dismissal of its importance to modern teenagers (at least insofar as it 

is a primary method of engaging with music in a ritualistic manner). Perhaps 

different views may have been gathered if the question were rephrased somewhat. 

The author mentions 'young people' but does not specify their age. Maybe by 

explicitly stating 13-16 year olds, for example, and by pointing out that they do not 

have access to music in the same way that those over 18 do, a contrasting set of 

results could have been obtained. During an interview with a member of the creator 

group, 'sodcasting' was written off as 'obnoxious, noisy', but when it was put in the 

context of the limits imposed on young people's engagement with music, it resulted in 

the interviewee agreeing: 'I haven't really looked at it like that actually ... yeah, you're 
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right.' There was a general agreement with 'sodcasting' as a method of affirmation for 

young people, that 'it's their way of saying 'Yeah, this is what we do". 

The survey participants were given a chance to break down their consumption 

of music, by percentage, between purchasing physical or digital copies, downloading 

for free, trading hard-drives with friends, or other methods. Looking back at this 

question, it perhaps should have specified 'other' methods, such as web streams or 

online platforms such as Spotify or YouTube. However, seeing as over 90% of the 

data was spread between the other four methods, this was not deemed to be a 

problem. Downloading for free was the main method, with 43-43% of users 

consuming this way. Second to this was the 'listener-to-listener' model described by 

Marshall in the Literature Review, with 26.29% opting to swap hard-drives between 

friends and the like. The purchasing of physical copies represented 21.15%, and 

purchasing digital copies was 16.57%. (Although each individuals consumption 

methods sum to 100% in the results, the final percentages of the entire survey group 

do not. Instead the overall results represent the proportionate methods of average 

consumption). Judging the response count per technique, it is clear that the majority 

of users employ a range of techniques to consume music, spread between the four 

main techniques outlined above, but with preference for downloading for free and the 

'listener-to-listener' model. A further expansion of this question would be to analyse 

how many of the free downloads are illegal (given the quantities of free-to-download 

promotional music available from blogs). Perhaps if the 'other' methods had been 

explicitly outlined, a different set of results could have been garnered: people might 

not be aware of how much music they consume via YouTube, Spotify, etc. 

In terms of how users commonly engage with music, the majority (47.4%) 

listened to full albums. This seemed like quite a large proportion, and is contrary to 

what was uncovered in the Literature Review, that the users 'move from one artist's 
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song to another's'. Yet, it is also indicative of a decrease in listening to albums, 

considering this would have been a primary method for home-listening prior to 

digital. But considering that this question related to software-based music players, it 

is interesting that almost half of the users surveyed still listen to full albums in their 

entirety, despite the ability to jump from one artist to another provided by such 

players. This suggests a more active engagement with music than suggested in the 

case study, and that instead of treating music as 'a little bit of background noise', 

people are taking the time to engage with music. The fact that only 15.8% use the 

'shuffle' feature on a regular basis is further indication of an active engagement. 

Additionally, 28.9% use self-customised playlists. The creation of playlists could 

again be seen as active engagement, and as an extension of mixtape culture. How 

these playlists are created is described in the 'other' section (thus, the proportion 

using playlists might well be higher): 'I basically listen to a playlist of recently added 

material, so race through new stuff then playlist to suit styles.' 

It was suggested in the survey that 'digital media, in the form of blogs, user 

generated content, social networks, free music software, etc, has the ability to change 

people's relationship with music so they have a more active participation in it'. None 

of the users strongly disagreed with this, only 5.3% disagreed, and the remainder 

agreed (of which 34.2% strongly agreed}. This shows, that from a users perspective, 

digital media is a positive enabler of change in music. The results show that digital 

media can be used as a tool for putting Small's theory of 'musicking' to work, and that 

it also has, at least in terms of music, the potential to erode what Debord described as 

the 'society of the spectacle'. Although it could be argued that this is only as seen from 

the user's perspective, the whole act of 'musicking' and any sort of increased 

participation blurs the line between creator and user, as Earworm pointed out, 'that's 

not gonna be DJ culture, that's just gonna be culture'. This also provides evidence for 
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what Marshall outlined as the 'anomaly' of 20 th century 'read-only' broadcast culture. 

Question Three in Part Two of the survey followed this theme, and suggested 

that 'art is of no value until the public interpret it. In music, listeners have an 

important role by interpreting it, by 'finishing it off. 67.6% of users agreed with this 

statement, and a further 10.8% strongly agreed. Thus the majority of users are aware 

of their important role, as listeners, in 'completing the musical circuit'. This correlates 

again with Small's theory of 'musicking' and suggests a more active relationship with 

music. It could be beneficial to compare the results here with similar studies from 10-

15 years ago, with the aim of analysing whether the rise of digital media has given an 

increased confidence, or 'musicking' ability to users in general. If this were the case, it 

would provide supplemental evidence to back up the results of the previous question 

above, that digital media 'has the ability to change people's relationship with music so 

they have a more active participation in it'. 

In terms of whether people appreciate music in an age of musical ubiquity, 

60.5% of users believe we still do, with only 2.6% drawing a comparison between ease 

of access and 'background music'. This question was placed in an historical context, 

in that similar crises over musical appreciation have occurred with the advent of CDs 

and LPs (as described in the Literature Review). However, although this crisis might 

not necessarily be a new phenomenon, it is somewhat unique: 21.1% believed that 'It's 

different now (to other historical examples), it's the first time we can listen to 

whatever we want, when we want and can more often than not get it for free.' The 

remaining percentage offered a mix of opinions. One user claimed that 'there has 

always been people who appreciate music and those who don't , I don't think its 

dependent on the technic [sic]'. This is a statement that we shall look at further in 

terms of fidelity, but what is interesting here in terms of content, and this ties is with 

the earlier point about it being a 'first' with respect to access, is that there are 
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different levels of appreciation for music, and we don't all enjoy it the same way. 

Music is everywhere these days, thus everybody 'feels the need to say they're into 

music even if they're not'. The quotation from the user above relating to the 'technic' 

[sic] of engaging is contrary to what was encountered in the case study, insofar as that 

the method does matter, but reflects the level of appreciation one has for music, that 

'those who are serious about music don't consume it via the iPod'. This is indicative of 

a clash between the users and creators regarding appreciation. It is a question that 

warrants further study, as the scope of this dissertation did not permit further 

exploration ofit. Perhaps taking on board musical 'value' and 'worth' and conducting 

a broader study would be a useful contribution to knowledge (indeed, one user 

pointed out that 'over-saturation ... leads to music as a whole being devalued'). 

Another pertinent point raised by one of the users was that 'peoples [sic] access to 

music gives them a chance to find and experiment with all types of music, they can 

acquire new musical tastes and styles faster and follow tangents in different 

genres/styles and cross-overs'. This attitude was reflected by the creator group also, 

in that 'the blogosphere and resources like youtube, rapidshare, wikipedia and 

torrents allow for the musical adventurer to discover new music on a scale that far 

eclipses visiting record shops, listening to the radio, etc.' 

4.2.5 User and Business 

It was found that more than three-quarters (78.4%) of the user group would pay a 

'small annual fee' to 'support musicians ... and still download as much as we want'. Of 

this percentage, 10.8% would 'absolutely' pay this fee, with 67.6% in agreement, 

'provided it went straight to the artists'. Only 8.1% preferred not to pay anything, and 

an additional 13.5% were undecided, as it 'depends on how much it is'. These 

statistics would seem to support what Gerd Leonhard described as 'music like water', 
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paying for music like one would pay a utility bill. This is a promising indicator of the 

feasibility of such a system (indeed, it is already in place in Denmark), and the 

adoption of such a system could lead to a 'per-click' tracking of how music is 

downloaded, resulting in greater income, and a more transparent management 

system than the current system of royalties and costly lawsuits. 

Question Six of Part Two in the survey inquired as to how struggling music 

artists can best make a living. 50% of the users believed that 'They can rely on live 

gigs and other music-related work like soundtracks and mastering.' Making money 

from live gigs, as suggested by Leonhard and Castiglione, does not seem to work for 

non-legacy artists, as highlighted in the case study (referring to the live arena as a 

'crowded marketplace' if artists cannot rely on sales) and also by ID in that 

distributing music for free, letting it be 'pervasive', does not necessarily equate to an 

increase in gigs. What we must consider here though is that if we are talking about 

bass culture artists, very few of them make much (if any) money from sales of 

recorded music ('for most underground artists, it's not a prediction that gigs are more 

lucrative than sales of recordings, it's a reality'). Thus the reliance on gigs has not 

changed dramatically due to a loss in sales, 22.2% of users believed that 'There's no 

money in music anyway except for the lucky 1%, musicians need to work a proper job 

to afford to create their art'. This correlates with what was found in an interview with 

one of the creator group, who compared the music scene to 'Hollywood, and 

everyone's an actor, but they're a waiter'. The lack of income is compounded further 

by the fact that a producer can only play out a certain number of times per year in his 

or her city, in order to keep the set 'fresh' and not be merely repeating him/herself. Of 

course, it's different if a producer can manage to get a string of international dates 

('for an Irish artist to sustain themselves, they need to be getting gigs abroad'), and 

different again for DJs, who, theoretically at least, can play in a local club every 
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weekend, playing a different selection each time. The rise of platforms such as Serato 

and Ableton could be argued to have an effect on the numbers of people able to play a 

liveset or DJ set, potentially resulting in a surplus of acts to play in clubs at the 

weekend. In this sense, what will be essential is how each artist promotes themselves, 

and how much they can rely on other work outside of their core art, however related, 

to sustain their career ('the notion of making a living doing only one thing exclusively 

is redundant'). The problem with promotion was highlighted by the user group, that 

it 'dilutes creative input'. This is indicative of the Literature Review ('less time in the 

day to actually create new art') and also of the creator group ('there's definitely a 

whole set of skills for these guys who are relentless, shouting and screaming about 

themselves .. .it'd just wear you out'). Some solutions proposed from the user group 

described how 'communitys [sic] should support artists, be it through patronage, 

produce and the artists sharing their knowledge and skills with each other'. It was 

also suggested that 'artists will need to learn to adapt in every possible way in order to 

stay relevant'. 

The final question from Part Two follows this theme, and proposed that 'Music 

seems to be the hardest hit of the arts when it comes to making a living, why is this?' 

Overall, participants from the survey disagreed, with 27% believing that 'other forms 

of art such as photography and stencil art are becoming more accessible, it's not just 

music'. 40.5% opted for 'other' reasons, many of whom disagreed with the statement 

('all arts are getting hit in this recession', 'being an author is accessible, getting 

published is the difficult part'). Interestingly, it was noted that musicians can benefit 

from a variety of potential revenue streams, possibly more so than other artists, for 

example 'that being an author is far more difficult than being a musician, because of a 

lack of opportunities to make money through live gigs, etc.' However, making money 

from live gigs is the difficult part for bass culture artists, akin to 'getting published'. It 
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was also hypothesised that 'film's suffering similarly now except that it has the likes 

of you tube and vimeo which are like the music chart of old.' It is interesting that 

YouTube is mentioned here. YouTube was re-purposed unexpectedly for instant 

access to music, something which is only happening with film now. Thus it can be 

argued that music has been negatively disrupted by digital media already, and that 

other art forms will soon follow suit. Overall however, it appears that users in general 

disagree that musicians are particularly hard hit, yet there does seem to be an 

awareness of the lack of options that independent musicians currently have ('[touring 

endlessly and selling merchandise is] all fair enough for established artists but what 

about emerging artists who have no or limited exposure?'). 

4.2.6 User and Technology 

The ubiquity of music today has had, from the creator group's perspective, some 

adverse effects on engaging with music. One creator said 'people think you have to be 

listening to music all hours of the day'. It was also discussed that 'some music isn't 

designed to be listened to on an iPod ... some music really is, the Dizzee Rascal album 

works a bit better ... some music doesn't matter too much if it's on shuffle, with other 

music it completely makes no sense.' 

It was argued that people's relationship with music has become much more 

passive due to digital media. Comparisons with tuning into radio shows and the pre

YouTube days ('that's only ten years ago') where you couldn't just type in the name of 

a song to hear it straight away ('instant on-demand'). It was put forth by one creator 

that 'a lot of people I've talked to who are serious about music don't consume it via 

the iPod ... They're just more into engaging ... active participation ... even that shuffle 

thing it's more random, more passive.' 

Regarding the phenomenon of 'sodcasting', it was put forth to one participant 
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from the creator group that indeed 'sodcasting' is akin to affirmation for young 

people. The participant in question agreed, but did not see 'sodcasting' as an 

extension of the 'time-honoured tradition' that Marshall described in Chapter Two. 

On comparing boomboxes with 'sodcasters', the participant reasoned it was different 

as a boombox 'demanded you make a big purchase .. it wasn't passive, you had to go 

get some tapes'. The active engagement was further boosted by the physical demands 

of carrying a boombox around, as opposed to having an iPod in one's pocket, and also 

the fact that mixtapes had to be made. It was agreed however, that whatever devices 

youth pick to affirm themselves in public with, it 'affects the music they pick. .. it 

makes certain sounds belong on it'. 

Attitudes regarding music seem to be changing, mainly due to the ease of 

engaging with music: 'When something's free, the demand is infinite .. .if you didn't 

have to work for something, or if you didn't pay for something, there's no value'. 

However, paying for music has only existed as an idea for 100 years. It was put forth 

that music artists might have to resign themselves to not making any money off their 

recorded output, 'that might just be something musicians will have to accept'. One 

future model proposed was that of a subscription model, 'give me a tenner and you 

can take ... 5GB a month.' 

Question Eight of the survey proposed that audio fidelity was being sacrificed 

, for mobility and accessibility. As with the previous question, this was placed in an 

historical context, and comparisons were made with previous 'sacrifices', with the 

transistor radio given as an example. Thus it was put forth that the current 'fidelity 

versus mobility' debate is but an extension of previous historical occurrences, that it 

is similar to phenomena encountered and adapted to before. The majority of users 

(57.9%) agreed with this statement: 'The audiophiles are panicking unnecessarily. We 

have been here before with transistor radios and so on, and we managed to adapt to 
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it.' Only 7.9% believed that 'audio quality has dropped immensely the last few years'. 

10.5% 'don't really care about sound quality'. The remaining 23.7% specified 'other' 

responses, which seemed to agree with the majority that adaptation is key ('fidelity 

will become more creatively manageable and less of an issue','music is an experience. 

We adapt.'). Advancements in technology suggested improvements in sound quality 

through an 'increase in capacity' for storage media, and that 'as technology improves, 

so will audio fidelity'. It was also put forth that, as Dubber suggested, people will still 

engage with music through 'old media' even though 'it's just not the main way in 

which music is produced and consumed anymore'. This is evidenced by users stating 

that 'these media will not be killed off; 'I can play my records and hear good sound if 

I choose to'; and 'it's still possible to get Lps and Cds'. Sound quality is there 'for those 

who want it', and that 'both sides back up their own argument by the way they choose 

to listen to music'. It is clear from the results of this question that users believe we 

can adapt, that despite some sacrificing of fidelity for mobility, technological 

advancements can enable a return to hi-fidelity sound, and that, in the end, it is up to 

· the user themselves what sort of quality they go for. 

Question One, Part Two of the survey put forth that human perception plays 

an important role in the listening experience, that having heard a track once through 

a high-fidelity system can impact on future playback scenarios. 100% of the users 

agreed with this statement. This reflects what was seen in Chapter Two. Ethan Winer 

reasoned that 'human auditory memory and perception are extremely fragile', and 

from Marshall's blog we saw that 'if you know the song, you know where the bass is'. 

This suggests that within bass culture, experiencing a particular track at an event can 

lead to a recreation of that experience time and again, regardless of the method of 

engagement or its fidelity. The bass can be supplanted by phonomnesis. Thus it can 

be viewed that phonomnesis, where the sound concerned 'is imagined but not 
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actually heard', is crucial to human auditory memory in the context of bass culture. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 Introduction 

The overall aim of this research is to analyse the impact that Digital Media has on the 

music ethnology of Bass Culture. The individual research objectives are as follows: 

1. Explore digital media's interaction with 'bass culture'. 

2. Undertake a case study of the global bass culture community from different 

areas of specialisation. 

3. Investigate the habits of music listeners in order to understand their methods 

of engagement with music. 

4. Critically evaluate digital media's impact on 'bass culture'. 

5. Hypothesise on future opportunities for those involved in bass culture, 

focusing on creators and users. 

This section will look at the above objectives, as well as summarising the findings that 

came from the research work and presenting conclusions based on these findings. 

Chapter Four is summarised here. Recommendations for future research and study in 

this area are offered. A section reflecting on the research work of this thesis shall is 

also provided. The aim of this chapter is to conclude the research work in the context 

of whether the research objectives, and thus the overall aim, have been met. 

Suggestions for further work based on this thesis are presented. 

5.2 Research Objectives: Summary of Findings and Conclusions 

Objective One - EXl)lore di~tal media's interaction with 'bass culture'. The Literature 

Review was tasked with meeting this objective. Digital media interacts with bass 

culture via treble culture, or the 'socialisation' of mobile technologies for engaging 

with music. Bass culture is built on ritual and vibe, and the use of digital media 
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enables people to partake in mobile ritual. Although fidelity is sacrificed and a 

different vibe results, these 'lo-fi dynamics' enable people to affirm themselves in 

public. 

The double standard that exists between sampling in literature and music can 

be used to perhaps lever a new form of sample-referencing within music. Versioning 

can be viewed as a recycling of cultural signifiers, and also as a method of adaptation 

due to technological and economic upheavals. The new business models available to 

artists as a result of digital media's impact don't necessarily work for non-legacy 

artists. Also, one of the dangers for 'niche' artists is that of overspecialisation. Digital 

media can be used for quicker turnaround in bass culture between studio and club, 

and can also help foster the development of healthy localised bass culture scenes. 

The use of digital media, and art as a 'conversation', can be used to apply the 

theory of 'musicking', although there are potential disadvantages with such a theory 

for creators of music if everyone can become one. There is a lack of evidence 

supporting the theoretical models that suggest music should be free. As seen in treble 

culture, mobile music can be used by youth to affirm themselves, and despite the 

belief that fidelity has been traded for mobility, it is not the first time that this has 

happened in history. The importance of human perception and auditory memory 

were highlighted. 

In conclusion, despite many of the upheavals caused by digital media's impact 

on bass culture, many of the phenomena encountered have been encountered before, 

such as the changes in format and fidelity concerns. Yet, what must be stressed is that 

unlike previous media shifts, this is the first time that music can be accessed and 

disseminated as users wish, which can lead to a faster forward momentum of the 

music, something which is essential to bass culture overall. 
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Objective Two - Undertake a case study of the global bass culture community from 

different areas of specialization. While some creators did not feel threatened by illegal 

downloads, some believed that taxation of devices and platforms that enable such 

behaviour, directly or indirectly, should be enforced. 

Although the promotional benefits of giving away free music were stated, it 

must be done sparingly at the risk of the music losing its vale. Creators believe that 

the theoretical models suggested a benefit only to established legacy artists. 

Regarding gigs there are limits to how often artists can play in a crowded 

marketplace. It was found that a 'plateau' exists for niche artists, one that cannot be 

surpassed without some corporate interest. Most artists don't have the time to 

become masters of social media although peripheral music-related work has to be 

done to make their career path sustainable. It was put forth that physical formats can 

legitimise digital releases. Although digital labels can benefit from online 

distribution, they need to align themselves with larger aggregators to be found. These 

same aggregators are the ones most likely to benefit, at the cost of smaller record 

shops, as they carry large stocks, including niche tastes and previously unavailable 

material. Like the musicians, labels need to multi-task and diversify their output. 

The benefits of digital media's impact on bass culture, in terms of technology, 

were found to be the savings made due to the large amount of music available legally 

on-line, along with the practical, space-saving advantages and creative advantages in 

terms of performance. Further, fidelity concerns were not rated an issue, as long as 

one is prepared and 'conscious'. The abilityto turn tracks around quickly has benefits 

in terms of the quality of the end result, as well as the ability to foster a localised bass 

culture scene. The main disadvantages encountered were the lack of commitment to 

making music since digital media has made it so easy, as well as a drop in DJing 

quality. Overall, however, the pros outweighed the cons, with the need for adaptation 
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stressed, and the quality of the music placed above formats and technological 

concerns. It was also pointed out that despite the blows to the industry, the most 

important thing is how people's relationship (i.e. the users) with music is changing 

positively as a result of digital media. 

Objective Three - Investigate the habits of music listeners in order to understand 

their methods of engagement with music. Although the majority of users believed 

that 'sodcasting' is a method of affirmation; they did not believe it was one of the few 

methods available; rather they believe that young people have a wide range of choices 

for engaging with music. It was found that most users consume music through a 

variety of techniques, although free downloading and person-to-person sharing were 

the dominant modes. Users prefer to listen to full artist albums or customised 

playlists rather than availing of 'shuffle' features available on software-based music 

players,. The vast majority of users believe that digital media is a positive enabler of 

change in music, in that it promotes the development of a more active participation. 

Also, users believe that their role in listening is vital to completing any piece of music. 

For the user, digital media allows one to explore more music. The majority believe 

that people still appreciate music and that current concerns over passive music 

listening and fidelity, for example, have precedents in the likes of the transistor radio; 

although it was pointed out that this is the first time in history where we can access 

whatever we like, whenever we like, unhindered by radio's broadcast schedules. 

Further, there were some concerns expressed over the worth of music, i.e. that its 

sheer ubiquity can lead to its devaluation. 

The majority of users stated they would pay an annual fee for unlimited 

downloads, provided it went directly to the artists. Most believed that live gigs and 

music-related work were the key to sustainability, although doubts were raised about 
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how much can be earned from a career in music in the first place. Some users 

believed that it has always been a case of a lucky 1% making money in music, and that 

digital media cannot alter this. Yet it was put forth that adaptation and promotion 

can be used to promote sustainability, although such multi-faceted work can dilute 

one's core art. Users disagreed that music has been hardest hit by digital media, but 

realise the lack of options available to bass culture artists, or indeed any artist who 

cannot benefit from a 1egacy'. 

As seen above in relation to appreciation, users believe that the concerns over 

fidelity as a result of digital media's impact have been seen before, that adaptation 

and technological advancement will result in higher fidelity for 'those who seek it out'. 

This is paralleled in terms of 'old media' such as LPs, which users can still engage 

with if they so choose. The quality and method of engagement is up to the individual 

user, all of whom have different levels of appreciation. Users also believed that 

human perception and experience are more important than format or fidelity. 

Objective Four - Critically evaluate digital media's impact on 'bass culture'. The 

majority of users and creators believe that digital media is a positive enabler of 

change in music. Some creators argued that digital media has resulted in less 

appreciation for music and poorer standards in terms of performance and production 

due to the relative ease of becoming a DJ or producer now. Yet, despite such 

concerns, most creators are aware of the fact that people's relationship with music is 

changing as a result of digital media. Arguments regarding appreciation and fidelity 

are irrelevant - people seek out methods of engagement to suit themselves, plus their 

perception and auditory memocy play important roles in how they hear that music 

played back. A clear benefit of digital media, for both groups, is the facilitation of 

increased musical exploration due to online resources and communities. Users seem 
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to be aware of the importance of their role in completing music by interpreting it. 

This, combined with the engagement techniques they employ, suggests a more active 

participation, close to a realisation of Small 's theory of 'musicking'. Attitudes to 

sampling and mobile technology displayed an awareness of the importance of 

adaptation and ritual in music by the user group. 

In terms of the economic impacts on bass culture due to digital media, there 

was a crossover between both groups in terms of what Leonhard described as a 

'broadband tax', provided the money went to the artists. Creators doubted how 

effective the 'free' music models suggested would be in practice, and that such models 

can't necessarily be applied to bass culture. Users disagreed that music was 

particularly hard hit by digital media and seemed to believe that artists can survive 

off gigs and give their music away for free, yet were aware of the limitations 

non-'legacy' artists have to deal with. Both groups agreed that adaptation and a multi

tiered approach were necessary for artistic sustainability, yet were aware that it 

sacrifices the amount of time and effort that can be put into the artist's core work. 

Creators pointed out the dangers of the 'plateau' for niche artists, and suggested that 

physical formats add legitimacy to digital releases, which are the only format most 

people are interested in consuming. This correlates with the consumption methods of 

the user group. 

Regarding the technological impact of digital media, it was pointed out by the 

creator group that it gives rise to opportunism. Overall however, the pros outweigh 

the cons, and the atmosphere created and tracks played are more important than 

fidelity and format, which reflects the attitude of the user group, who highlighted the 

importance of human perception and auditory memory. Concerns over fidelity were 

regarded as nothing new by both groups, who both agreed that we can adapt 

successfully. Yet, according to some of the creator group, the ubiquity of music can 
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lead to a loss in value, and the ease of access and production results in a lack of 

commitment. The user group generally disagreed with this argument. A clear 

technological benefit of digital media was the quicker turnaround of music from the 

studio to the dancefloor, as seen in the Literature Review, and the implications this 

has for fostering localised scenes. Although some creators believed that users have a 

more passive relationship with music due to digital media, many creators believed 

that it is more a case of people's relationship changing positively. This is 

complemented by the survey results, in that users' methods of engagement suggest a 

more active participation. 

Objective Five - Hypothesise on future 01wortunities for those involved in bass 

culture. focusing on creators and users. For the creator, adaptation and multitasking 

appear to be the keys to artistic sustainability, despite the harm to their core art in 

terms of time spent promoting themselves, etc. A major difficulty will be breaking 

beyond the 'plateau' that is created by being a niche artist. The labels releasing bass 

culture music in a physical format will have to rely on 'bundling'. Similar to the 

artists, they will have to adapt and multitask and involve themselves with live gigs 

and merchandise to supplement their releases. It was hypothesised that other media, 

particularly film, will be heavily impacted by digital media in the future. 

Although users appear to be supportive of a form of broadband tax, they were 

supportive only insofar as long as the tax went straight to the artists. However, it is 

likely that ISPs, regulating bodies, royalty collectors, etc will all require a cut. This 

fosters the development of a layer of middle-men, not dissimilar with that of the 

existing recorded music industry. 

It appears that record shops might cease to exist in many towns and cities, to 

be replaced by online aggregators and distributors, selling digital music as well as 
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limited runs of 'old media' such as vinyl records, which will continue to exist as a 

peripheral method of engagement, as it has for the last 20 years. Users believe that 

future technological developments and increased storage capacity will lead to higher 

fidelity sound. Also, concerns over fidelity and appreciation have been raised many 

times before throughout history, and as we adapted to them then so we can again 

now, and in the future. In that sense, fidelity concerns will continue to be expressed 

as hi-fi technology progresses and lo-fi technology becomes more mobile, 

compounded by the fact that people opt for different levels of fidelity anyway and 

musical appreciation amongst users is not a constant. 

Small's theory of 'musicking' has the potential to be realised in the future. This 

is due to digital media's impact on music, leading to an ever-increasing active 

participation in music. The development of a 'remix culture' was also postulated, that 

people would discuss music through their own customised versions, and they would 

have the means to do so through digital media. 

It must be remembered that music is an experience, and as long as it continues 

to be so, ritual, vibe, perception and auditory memory will be the focal points for 

understanding our methods of engagement with it. 

5.3 Recommendations 

Any future music business models, such as the introduction of a broadband tax, must 

be developed with the relationship between artist and audience at the forefront. It is 

essential to consider the realities faced by music artists to provide them with 

sustainable careers. Further, how users engage with this music, and how they believe 

musicians should be supported, should be acknowledged. For example, they believe 

that music artists aren't particularly hard-hit by digital media, yet would pay a tax, 

provided it goes straight to the artists. It is important that the distance between 
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artists and audience remains narrow so they can increase their mutual understanding 

of each other, and prevent the formation of a layer of middle-men. Such middle-men, 

regardless of whether they are ISPs or aggregators, would play the role of a new 

recorded music industry, profiting off the users' ignorance of the creators, and vice 

versa. This thesis shows that there is a high level of awareness of each other between 

the user and creators groups. Despite some disagreement, this is generally the case. 

Continuing to foster this understanding, through digital media and the active 

participation it lends the user, is vital to pushing underground music such as bass 

culture forward. 

This thesis shows that both the user and the creator believe digital media is a 

positive enabler of change in music. In order to benefit from it, the creators will have 

to adapt to promote themselves and stand out, even though this will result in less 

time for their art. They will also have to find a way to deal with the 'plateau' that 

results from being a niche artist. Technological advantages will assist the creators this 

way, and can spur on the creation oflocalised bass culture scenes. Although digital 

media has made possible more extended musical explorations, care must be taken 

when referring to the results of such explorations, as cultural exploitation must be 

avoided. 

For the user, the filtering of music will become more and more essential with 

increased ubiquity. This ubiquity is hastened by the fact that 'musicking' has the 

potential to be realised through digital media, and that an active participation can 

lead to an increased number of music-makers, even if the music made is in the form 

of a personalised remix. Such a 'remix culture' can encourage a musical discourse 

about music, one unconstricted by written language, and perhaps, a unique, border

crossing conversation. 

Further, it is essential to understand that musical appreciation is not a 
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constant. Users will always differ on their preferred level of fidelity and the dynamic 

of their engagement with music, be it mobile or stationary. As a result, concerns over 

fidelity and musical appreciation will be voiced as long as there is a range of 

engagement techniques. It must be remembered that music is an experience, and as 

long as it continues to be so, then ritual, vibe, perception and auditory memory will 

be the focal points for understanding our methods of engagement with it. 

These recommendations can be implemented through the following actions. 

To help foster the creator-user relationship, the author hopes to organise a public 

conference on bass culture and digital media. Having attended a conference on the 

future of music as part of the research in May 2010, the author felt that there was a 

lack of insight from users and creators. Instead, royalty agency representatives and 

theorists held a debate that centred largely around making money and ignored 

creative content. By inviting local and global creators of music to such an event, it is 

hoped to shed further light on the realities of independent music production and 

distribution to an audience of users, who can, in turn relate their viewpoints on the 

same. This trading of perspectives could be an invaluable experience to both, 

particularly if the debate itself places the live creation and reinterpretation of music 

at the heart of the discourse. 

The author shall, through bis own music-related work, apply the 

recommendations of this thesis. Through the running of regular music workshops on 

programmes such as Ableton Live and Serato in a bass culture context, it is hoped to 

provide not only fresh outlets for young people to engage with music, but also to 

converse in music, and to 'critically remix' each other's work. This is also hoped to 

realise Small's theory of 'musicking' in the sense that it provides users with the means 

to 'musick'. The author plans to continue releasing music through both digital and 

analog formats, and through the application of the ideas presented in this thesis, can 
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investigate them further. Further, a group project is planned that involves music 

producers creating pieces that have to be within the limits of a pre-defined template. 

Such a template include certain cultural signifiers, with the aim of creating a sound 

specific to a location, for example. Once a piece is created, it is passed on to another 

producer, using the same template, with the aim being to highlight the diversity of 

music production in a localised area. 

Further, the author will maintain the blog begun in early 2010 to present the 

results of this thesis. Although it is doubtful that its readers will agree whole

heartedly with every postulation, at least the discussion shall be furthered, and 

perhaps the results garnered here can be built on. 

There are many avenues for future research beyond this thesis. Due to the 

scope of this thesis there were a number of issues that were introduced, but could not 

be thoroughly investigated by the author due to the concentration on the research 

objectives. More importantly, however, were the questions raised as a result of the 

research findings. 

One creator in the case study suggested that since the digital download is the 

only product that users are interested in consuming, then perhaps the release of a 

physical format can lend legitimacy to such a release, regardless of whether the user 

purchases such a format or not. Whether physical formats impact on the decisions 

made by users, and indeed if they assist users in the filtration of music, is a possible 

line of inquiry to be followed up on. Additionally, how creators view such formats in 

terms of promotional tools needs investigation. 

None of the survey participants were under 21. It would be advisable to carry 

out a wider-ranging survey to include this demographic. Also, as highlighted in 

Chapter Four, the re-phrasing of parts of the survey would be desirable. Perhaps by 

highlighting the lack of options young people have for engaging with music, then 
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perhaps there could be increased empathy between older generations and such 

methods of engagement. 

Another question resulting from the survey would be to investigate how much 

music people consume through streamed media such as Spotify and YouTube. The 

failure to present these platforms as methods of consumption to the users and their 

dependence on four main methods of consumption leads the author to believe that 

perhaps users are not aware of how much music they listen to on such platforms, 

particularly those which are 're-purposed' like YouTube. The survey also highlighted 

how much music people download, yet it did not break this consumption down into 

legal and illegal methods. It would be interesting to investigate this further, 

particularly in the context of bass culture. Further, whether the legal downloads are 

mainly paid for or free-to-download promotional tracks is another area for future 

research. 

It has been shown that although users and creators generally agreed with each 

other, there were clashes over the musical appreciation of users, and the difficulties 

faced by creators. This is indicative of the need for a study into the 'value' of music: 

how does the level of appreciation, or the level of worth assigned to a piece of music 

by a user reflect their understanding of the creator behind it, and the difficulties they 

face? 

A section on geographical context was originally included as part of the 

Literature Review. This section had been scrapped as it was not investigated further, 

yet highlighted the importance of multiculturalism and piracy in generating 

Reynolds's London-centric 'hardcore continuum'. Since the creation oflocalised bass 

culture scenes is accelerated by digital media, particularly the quicker turnaround of 

music, it could be a valuable contribution to knowledge to analyse what other factors 

fuel such a localisation in a digital media context. Does digital media negate the 
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importance of such factors and give other urban communities the ability to create 

their own type of 'hardcore continuum', or will music cultures operate beyond 

geographical context in the future? 
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The user survey shall be described in Appendix A, which is broken down into three 
sections. Appendix Al shall detail the questions presented in the survey. Appendix A2 
shall provide statistics on the answers given, as well as open-ended replies where 
possible. Finally, Appendix A3 shall offer graphical displays of the data compiled. 
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Appendix Al. 

Music and Digital Media: Part One 

,'_1,. Music':a~d ,R_igh?!:!\ll~_di~_;·Part.,C~rie . . -- ::, ' . : - . , <·' · .... · - : .' 
1. Please specify your age 

0 15·18 

0 l!M?I 

0 21·25 

Q.2,;,S'l 

Q.:,o• 

2. Would you agree that playing music on a mobile phone In public is one of the only 

methods for young people to listen to music together? 

0 SirDngly Agr<11> 

0 Ag~ 

0 llisag""' 

Q s1,o,191r Oia,ir.i8 

3. Foryourig people, playing music In public in a mobile phone is a way of affirming who 
they are to the wottd. 

0 S!tetl~I!{ A<JIM 

QAgn:,a 

0 Oi~D~fEse 

Q S1rangl1• Ciso.graa 

4. By percentage, how much of your average music intake comes from: 
Purah""'ii>;! il plvf5itol copy I ) 
f'urCl13$IO!) 8 digital cc-~y 

ODWru:,ildin~ J11r UCD 

Fram Irland• lt,ough 
c!.W;!pplng h<i,rd,arivas. et,; 

7 



Music and Digital Media: Part One 
5. How would you normally listen to music from iTunes and other players? 

0 Full,>lbWIIO 

O SeU-cl.>SclOll:'t;ze<J ~ W,iala 

0 Shuttle, 

Q Dltier 1~1ea!l>!l e~e,cif\l) 

I 
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6. Do you agree that digital media, in the form of blo9s, user generated content, social 

networks, free musle soft.ware, .etc, has the ability to change peoples relationship with 

music so they have a more actrve participation in It? 

0 Slrnngly 119,,,,, 

QAgr"° 

QCli,ag..,,. 

Q Slitflllll' c;~roo 

7. The early days of broadcas.t, as well as the introduction of the LP and CD resulted in 

many critics arguing that music was not being appreciated or listened to properly 

anyrnore. Do you think people really appreciate music today despite It being free and in~ 

demand or do they treat it as .something to play in the background? 

Q Pcoplo oliU " Pfl"CDIOloo m11oic 

Q lt't dillfrelll oo~.•, ifs li,e tia! lime •'6 c~r, ns1~n k> whsle\'llf lol<e waoi. wit<,!, we war,! iM can mor,; Olten tl!M 1'101 gel ill !or !ree 

0 ll'o oo c,,>y 1a =~• ~d ~I ii'!: li~.<1 b.xkqn;,.md rnu•l:i 

8. Many audiophiles otarm that MP3s. and iPods. are killing hi~fidelity sound. The same 

complaints were heard when the transistnr radio was introduced. Do you believe audio 

fidelity is being sacrificed for mobility and accessibility? 

Q Vos, iMlla quality h..sdt1JFpod lmmons"fy tlu:, la,l law?"'""' 

0 I (lOfl"C feaJly care jibOOI $0Ul'ld qutM1• 

Q TI,i, audl:iFhlla• im, p:uilaking unnaeess.:irily. Wi, 11:r.ve hocn II arc ll~are wilh ·1ranz10r rado• orr.i •o an, illld W<> m,,:m19od lo ••"PI 

toil 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 
1-•- ( • • \ I '.,.. • ~ ' 

,
1
1t)"11,!sic a'_ld Digital Media: P_art T~o _ . ' •· _· ... :·_ .<i:._~'. :.'\~,- ,:. __ : 

1. It is rtot all about sound quality. Human perceptior'I IJlays an important role. 
Experiencing a traek in a club can impact how you hear the song the next time, 

regardless of the speakers/earbuds you hear it through. 

Q s1rcnu1~ Agruo 

Q ilgrc,a 

Q Oi88!)ree 

Q S1rcn3l1• Dis:,.9raa 

2. Some theorists suggest that all musi-e should be free and that by paying a small 
annual fee we c-ould support musicians by ma.king a small contribution and still 

download as much as we want. Would you pay such a fee? 

o.A~oluool; 

0 Vc,s, pro•iclcd h W<lnt "1r.iigh11o t he .irtlst,; 

Q It <1ep~11<1a M "° . .,,, mv~li 11 ;s,.,, 

Q11o 

3. It has been said that art is of no value until the public interpret it. In music, listeners 

have an important role by interpreting It, by 'finishing it off'. 

Q Sircngl:, Ag111c, 

Q .Agr0>11 

Q Dtsagrca 

O Slr~l'l!M Di~WJree 

4. All art, including music, is based on borrowed themes. Nobody owns the right to 

certain notes or rhythms, so colfe-etions of these notes and rhythms should be sampled 

and remixed without fear of reprisal. 

Q I ~9100, wc,~culd bo ;,ll:mad lo buld .irt using Cld,mg odc.r:. 

Q I a>Jr,ie, bi,i" e.rU*la ahoul,ll <l'oat& &imeihln!I new a~ -0~i:,oeso 10 <l*ln!} e!i!lnl~~~ -Obloil)ual)• 

Q It dapcndo, poop lo ha~i, lo t,a crc-dlt,,d lc,r 1hc<r war~ ,uni got ~ cul If """"'am, l>!sc st>,ts, pr<16t:n9 lrom II 

0 Sfi!ll~lifl!l l8· t40 easy lo 110, lllet&'$ r'l~tt,ln!) lr,!JBr.111 ~Nl It 

0 Oihi,r JFI•= spi:clly) 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 

5. It can be difficult to cope with the sheer amount of music available these days. How 
do you filter through all this music to find things you like? 

Q t.4<>~11)- lrioru:t.' r=ommandalicno 

G. M us!c artists are struggling to make a livin 9 these days. Which of the following best 
represents how you think they can manage: 

Q nerer• r,o ll'<)Oey iu Inualt or,y,,.ll:, i1Xcol)1 fi:.\f lhe l~ckr t'-, mooclens O<!'l),l, 10 WQ!k a propi,r Joi> io '1!IIO•d lo ~~D~ Uwlr art 

Q To,ry <aan r<1lf en fjyi, glss .a,nd ether 111uol,"1:li!.!al! wcrk Ike soundlr,ac!<• .ind millil<lrinp 

Q Ever~on& "ill bi,,; rn1,1~!::.an in a lew '.f0<!118, it11 i>I! s,;,mE!lhl1'\0 paepla Jt>Sl ®, not juat a 8Eo\lOL row 

1. Music seems to be the hardest hit of the arts when it comes to making a. living, why is 
this? 

Q t.◄u!ie Sllcula i>I! fr% ooy..,.;iy, ttie -only 1esaon W9 e~er p!lld lor It was to koep lhe blil lo.bole l)f'!lpped 1,1p 

Q c,.,,,llr,3 music Is mar• <>caosoltlo lhan bcins .in ;,utnar, !ilnMna~cr ar f'"lnt<ir, :itl)'m>• c;m ha'IO a. go al It 

Q 011191 lot ma 01 ,11_,t such as ph~l;:grapl'l'f and 11enc-1 are ara becomln~ rr,ore aooea&ibla, ;n, t>t0Lj1;s1 rnY!P<l< 

Q o,r,,,,, {P'"""' ~pc-:tr:,) 
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Appendix A2 

Music: and Dlgltal Media: Part: One 

Please specify your age 

Response Response 
Pe!'llent Count 

15-1!1 0.0¾ 0 

18-21 0.0% 0 

21-25 CJ 10.5% ,4 

25-30 52.6% 20 

:30+ 36.6% 1;1 

anaweMtl' quea1Jan » 

skipped qu,i,stlan (I 

1 of 1 
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Music and Ojgital Media.: Part One 

Would you agree that playing musrc on a moblle phone Jn publlc Is one of 
the only methods for young people to llsten to music together? 

RBSJ:IORBB Re11ponB11 
Jten:ent Count 

S1rangl11 Agree 0.11% 0 

Agree Zi..1% 9 

Olliagree 52.6% 20 

S1rongly Oisa.gree 23.'7¾ 9 

answered quetUlon 38 

slrlpplld question 0 

1 of 1 
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Music and Digital Med[a: Part One 

For young people, playlng music In public In a moblle phone Is a way of 

affirming who they are to the world. 

Response Aeepon.Ba 
Percent Count 

S1rong1y Agree 18.4% 7 

Agree 52.6% 2.0 

Dlsagnae 23.7% 9 

s1rongly Disagree D 5.3% 2 

sn111we1ed questJ1m 33 

1111/lpped quest/or, 0 

1 of 1 
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Musk and Digital Media: Part: One 

By percentage, how much of your average music Intake comes from~ 

l'laaponBE! Re!!l~OnBB Fl!1aponi;:il 
Avl!rage Total Count 

.Purchasing e ph~alcel capy 21."15 719 3o1 

.Pur-chesing B digital -copy f6.S7 .,97 30 

Downlo-adlng far free 43..43 1,520 ~ 

Fram friends 1hrough s1vapplng 
26.2S alM :],o1 

haid-drlves. etc: 

01her 11.:l::J 170 15 

ansl'lered question 38 

skipped question II 

1 ol 1 
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Music and D1gltal Media: Pa.rt One 

How would you normally listen to music from ITunes and other players? 

Respomia Response 

?erc:enl Count 

Ful!album11 47.4¼ 18 

Seil-(UStomlzed plBiyllsts 28.9%. 11 

Shuffle 1:U:1% 6 

Other (please apeeif)'l D 7.11% 3 

answered question 3a 

skipped question 0 

I Olher {please specify} 

1 de.p0cnds! Sep 22, .2010 9:40 PM 
2 Alf ol 1he above depending 011 my m oodlcompeny Sep 22, 2010 O:<IB PM 
3 I bssicallv !is.fen lo a pi ay list al recenlllf,' added male-rial, so raoe throu!ilh nel'II s.h.Jff 

1hen playlist ii to suil slyles. 
Se-p 24, 2010 8:17 AM 

1 of 1 
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Music: and DJgltal Media: Part One 

Do you agree that digital media. In the form of biogs, user generated 

content, social networks, free music software, etc, has the ability to 
change peoples relations.hip with music so they have a more active 

participation In It? 

.Reapon.aa Response 
Perc«it Count 

Strongly Agree 311.2% 13 

Aglff 60.5% 2S 

Olsagree □ 5.3% 2 

s,rongly Disagree 0.0% 0 

•n11w«•d quHtlon 3a 

11/clpped ~•tlon • 

1 of 1 
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Music and Digital Media: Part One 

The earJy days of broadcast. as well as the Introduction of the LP and CD 
resulted In many critics arguing that music was not being appreciated or 
listened to properly anymore. Do you think people really appreciate music 
today despite it being free and In-demand or do they treat It as something 

to play In the background? 

R&sponsa Aeaponae 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

People still appreciate mu1lc 

It's dl1feren1 no\11, it's 1he first time 

v,a can Ur.ten ta whetev~ vie want, 

when we w.1111 and can more often 

than not get it far frea 

It's so ea5)' to access and play It's Iii 
like bact-lgroo:nd music 

Oltoer (please specif)') 1- 1 

Percent Count 

60.5% 23 

8 

15. B¼ 6 

answered qul!Sl1on 34 

sldpped que-stJon o 

Olhar (plaan apec!lv) 

no idea Sep 22, 2010 9:40 PM 

peoples accl!IS ta music- gives U19m a cha.nee 1o find and experlm£nt v1ilh 1111 
types of music, they call aquire 1\£\V musical lasl&S and styles fas11tr end lollow 

Sep 22, .2010 9:41 PM 

1angenls inl dirfemt genres/ styles and cross-01Je1!ii 

I think there has alw<!!ys been people who appreciate music s.nd 1ho,e who -do11'1, I Sep 22, 2010 10:15 PM 
don'l 1hink it's depending on 1he lechnic. 

a) and c} and I don'l tllink peaple who appr4icialed it before changed, 1here's just Sep 23, .2010 7:09 Al.tl 
mar~ 'music' or noise around than belore 

Depends on the per!lonl Sep 23, 2010 8:27 AM 

People will always apprecis.lt1 music, as it's a fundamenlal way of cormmmica1icn 
and expression. But I think livo11 is still the most poweriul way lo exp,9ri!lnce, and 

Sitp 2A, 2010 S:47 PM 

1her£'s defirul• over-Hlwaiioll of crep music in commercial pritmiBes etc 1het 
~ads la music as a whole being d£11alued. 

1 of 1 
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Music and Digital Media: Part One 

Many aud1ophl1es clalm that MP3s and IPods are kllllng hl-fldellty sound. 
The same complaints were heard when the transistor radio was 
Introduced. Do you believe audio fldeJlty Is being sacrificed for mobility 
and accesslblllty? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

ci 

7 

YH, audio quallly hu dropped 

Immensely the last fe1v years 

I don'1 really CSI.? about 5-DUnd 

quality 

The sudlophltee are panicking 

unnelle!lserlly. We he..,e been 

here before with trana lstor 

radios and so on, and we 

managed ta adapt to It 

Other (please specify) 

I;;;] 

Aeaponse AeeponBB 
Jtercen1 Counl. 

3 

10J:i'¼ 

23.7% 9 

snflwete_d quetl11an 38 

e/dpped question O 

Olhet(please &peclf~) 

media broedcas1ing melhads eYc-l1,1e, there will always be pecple who prefare Sep 22, .2010 !l:41 PM 

books, 1he crackle an the old record, and these media will not be killed oU, but yes 
s.acrafices have been made in some medis.s qualily for access.abilily ancf slors.ge 
such as VBR encoding on mp5s 

II re-ally dep1mds on, what lhe de!lired end p.roduct is_ I don't think its a major isBue Sep 22, 2010 g:48 PM 

and as storage mediums increaae in capacity and decrease in physical !!ize, I 
believe music fidelily will beoome more creatively manageable and less of an 
is.sue. 

The majority of listeners have ahva~,s lis1ened lo music on, system!! that are not tu Sep 22, 201010:52 PM 

1i. MpS compression is interesting in that iPod·s have e reasonably hi Ii capability 
1hel is then compromised by lhe compression. It's quite irreltwenl though. Music is 
an eicperienoe. We adept. 
I think it has been sacrificed for portab!Jlly yes, how can it not be, it is impossible Sep 22, 2010 11:11 PM 

1o bring a record player out ,vilh you. Howe1rer, at home, I can play my records 
and h.ear goad sound if I chose io. 

Sound quality is important bul there are options for lllo!!e who want it, most 
peoples speaker sysiems a.rent goad enough ta notice any dillerenoe anyway 

Sep 23, .2010 1 :17 AM 

as technology improves, so villi a\Jdio tidelily. plus, a I.cl al music now starts as Sep 23, .2010 7:09 AM 

digital anyway 

II has dropped, so :,res. But ii!! ,till possible 1o get LPs and ODs (but for HOW Sep 23, 2010 8:27 AM 

LONG) 

1 of2 
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Olh~((please &~c1fy} 
8 l am not a musician but f understand that mey affect Sep 24, 2010 !MO AM 

9 II someone doesn't care about sound quali1y, they'll lialen ta music on small 
speake1s, plume!!, end ;he lik-e (whell! th-ere is no ;S,Qund quefily lo care ebau!). 

Sep 24, 2010 3 :47 PM 

Someon-e who does car-e about sound quelily, either es a musician or oonsum-er, 
will se-ek ii out. Bo1h sides back up 1heir own ergumenl b~, lh-e way 1he~• choose la 
Iisl-en io music. 

2 of2 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 

It Is not all about sound quallty. Human perception plays an Important role. 

Experiencing a track In a club can Impact how you hear the song the next 
time, regardless of the speakers/earbuds you hear It through. 

Response Reapon.ee 

Pi!n::ent count 

S1n:mgly Agree "13.2.% 16 

Agree 56..8% 21 

Disagree o.a¼ 0 

s1rongly Disagree 0.0% 0 

.11n1we,ed que111Jan 37 

skipped que1t1on 0 

1 of 1 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 

Some theorists suggest that an music should be free and that by paying a 

small annual fee we could support musicians by making a small 

contribution and stlll download as much as we want. Would you pay such a 
fee? 

RaaponllB Reapon.sa 
P~rcent Count 

Absolu1eti, i==i 10.8% 4 

Yes, pro11li:led it went alrelght ta 
67.6% 25 

1he udals 

It depends on how mud1 It IL. ~ 13.5% 5 

No D 8.1% 3 

•n•wered queatlon ~7 

skipped question 0 

1 of 1 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 

It has been said that art Is of no value until the public Interpret It. In music, 
listeners have an Important role by Interpreting It, by 'finishing It off'. 

S1rongly Agree c:;:J 

Agree 

Dliagrae 

S1rongly Disagree O 

1 of 1 

Aesponee Response 
Percent Count 

10.8¾ 

67.6% 2:S 

7 

2.7% 

11/llpped qu~stlort o 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 

AH art, lncludlng music, Is based on borrowed themes. Nobody owns the 

right to certain notes or rhythms, so conectlons of these notes and 

rhythms should be sampled and remixed without fear of reprisal. 

I ag,se, we should be aJlowed to 

bulld art u1lng ex!1lln9 ldH11 

I agree, but arlins should cre.a1e 

so1111etillrlg new as opposed lo using 

sampl1111 obviou91)' 

It depends, people ha\la to be 
credi1.ad 1cr 1hair work and get a cut 

i1 someone else sts.rtli profiling 
from 11 

Sampling is roa HI)' 10 do, there's 

rio1hing musical about ii 

Other (please apecify) 

Reaponaa Aeaponae 
~rcent Count 

32..,t~ 't2 

9 

0 

18.9% 7 

an11inr.d quHtlon 37 

Other (please specify) 

1 I agree, we should be alloYled to buHd arl using existing ideas. but credit the oll!!s Sep 22, .2orn 10:24 PM 
who inveni@d the already e:,:i1ting one 

2 sampling hB9 been done for about 2 decades or so. oblliously its not nice ii a Sep 22, .2010 1 0:S1 PM 
piece of music gels bastardized but in the end, lreedom bea1s control for me an11 
day 

3 Groan. Al1 awful confusfon of ideas h&re Sep 22. 2010 10:57 flM 

4 i agree wilh Ille 1.s.t point and the Srd point .... ~le away but give credil where it Se,p 22, 2010 11:14 PM 
ir.due 

5 veering somewhe~ be1ween 2nd + :!Id oplions - credita1ion elc shouldn~ be a Sep 23, .2010 12:06 AM 
barriar to some.one picking thru their big brothers record collection tor semplas for 
a mbclape, but the notion al crealing an~'1hing truly nl!'l,V is also problemelic .•. 

6 It's only an issue \'IIMn music is viewed as a commodity, not an artform Sep 23, ll010 1 :22 AM 

7 I agree, b-JJI things fike Creative Commons iacililate people in nal being ripped oil Sl!fl 23, 2010 10:5S AM 
by pro Iii enterpris,es ie robbing the worit of artisans etc ior -cornmerciBl benefit. 

1 of 1 
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Music and Dlgltal Media: Part Two 

It can be difficult to cope with the she-er amount of music available these 
days. How do you filter through all this music to find things you like? 

Raspon&e Aesponae 
Pen:Mt Count 

Mostly friends' recommendations «1.5% 15 

13.!!%. 5 

115..9¾ 1i7 

•"•w,a,,.,d quf!11rlon S7 

1ktpped quesllott 0 

Olher (ph1asa sp,eclfy} 

1 both Sep 22, 2010 9:50 PM 

2 a mixlwe of ihe top 2 plus going 1o random gig-s, seeing 1he support acts and Sep 2:2, 2010 9:56 PM 
gelling releases from labels I like 

3 I look up o1her .aritists on labels that I like, and ~slen amund on myspaoe Sep 22, 2010 10:24 PM 

4 all sort!! ot ,vays. dj milles, biog!, random 111Pe9 (eg remi1C) into youtube elc Se-p 22, 2010 10:51 PM 

5 Research Sep 22, 2010 10:57 PM 

6 miK ol firends aml biogs end searching lor olher artists on the same seoord label S!!sp 22, 2010 11 :14 PM 
as !iDrneone i already like 

7 Online re!learch through Twitterkecommenda1ion serviceBlblcg!l elc as well as Se-p 22, 201011:18. PM 
friends' recommendatians 

8 Online research ihrough Twitterhecommenda1ion servioeslblogs etc as well as Se-p 22, 2010 11 :18. PM 
friends' recommendations 

9 Mostly biogs or 1o .a IE!!l&l!r eldent recommendations (Hpl!cialfy if you don't have a Sep 2:2, 2010 11 ~1 PM 
sample of it to lir.ten io) but also by kHping on eye on certain labels releases 
whom have caugh1 yaur atten1ion previously with olher release. New releases of 
genre'!! and style which interest me. Sametimes jusl raeding the blurb on the 
week's new relea!le!I is enougl\ to molhrate me 1o seek out a digilaJ oopy an line. II 
i really like ii I U buy a physical copy 1o suppor1 Oie .ani:sl. 

1D bloga / friends / and 1hru &!!eking similar acts to 1he>s!! i like Sep 22 • .2010 11 :40 PM 

11 mix!ur,e ot friends' re-commends, perusing r-eviews online & eg Wire magazine, 
label mailing lists, biogs, mixs!at lracklisls etc & just uslening sifting lhru lags 

Sep 23, 2010 12:08AM 

ma)<be on bandcamp, soundclaud etc 

12 Gueas work. support eo1s &friends. Yoo tube is good f•or linki. lo new music Sep 23. 2010 B:51 AM 

1S recomrrnmdalions,speoialist reoord store stock Sep 23. 2010 11 :14 AM 

1'1 Im not ac1ually bothered trying to lil1er through most ot I1\e crap. Quile happy Sep 23, 2010 4::30 PM 
listenin.g to the classics! 

15 dj mixes, bocks on music Sep 25, 2010 9:Zl AM 

16 sort via reliable- rl!cord labels Sep 25. 20i0 11:05AM 
17 Loads of diilerenl sources - magazines, biogs, radio elc Sep 27, 2010 2:09 PM 

1 oft 
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Music and Digital Media: Part Two 

Music artists are struggling to make a living these days. Which of the 
followtng best represents how you think they can manage: 

Theri!'E- no money In music a.n111'lay 

except for the lucky f %, musicians 

need to vrorlt a propar Jcb to afford 

10 create their art 

They can rely an llva gigs and 
olher muelc-relet~ work like 

soundtracks and mastering 

l:!vel")'ane wll be a mi.n;lcian In a 

lew ~ars, il11 be sorooltolng people O 
jUsl do, not Just a seleot few, 

Other (please specify) 

Response Reepo1111e 
Pen:ent Count 

22.2.% 8 

50.0% 18 

2 .B¾ 

25.0% 9 

,n1we1•d quH"on 36 

•kipped question 1 

Olher {pl■ase a~clfy} 

1 I don, know enough about alternatives lo offer any kind of uHlul opinion Sep 22, 2010 9:50 PM 

2 00mm1.1nitys sh01Jld support artists, be ii througl\ patronage, produoe and the Sep 22, 2010 9:~ PM 
artisls sharing 1heir knowledge and skills wi.1h each other. Music is vtilhin aO of us, 
i1s. llM! short hand of the 1oul, its lh& level of dedication that an individual gives lo 
lhair an, where finaooal support is nesded 

3 II the ertisls could get some mare of the prolils the record labels are doing they Sep 22, 2010 10:24 PM 
could probably make a living on it. And fivil'\g in a world filled wili'I Iv commercials, 
lhe musicians 11,ho gels a tune in 11Mare can have everylhlng sorted for a good 
while_. 

4 What's a musician? This question assumes 1e ex is.lance of a neat group ol people Sep 22, 2010 10:57 PM 
who are musicians. Try l\arder. 

5 Ar1is1s wi11 need to learn lo adapt in every possib[e way in order lo stay relevant. 
Tachnolc,g~ Is evolving so quickly and acce-ss to music is beoarne virtually 

Sap 22, 2010 11 :21 PM 

limilless tha:t it will hopefu~ inspire a higher standard of creative output end 
oommllmenl overall. How music is conlinually and eifectively produoed, marketed 
and consumed wilJ alt ultimately depend on Iii.is I think 

6 everyone's slruggling similarty. the notion ol making e living doing only one thing Sep 23, 2010 12:06 AM 
exclusi11ely (like lhe "job for life" idea} is redundant.__ 

7 diversity of oulptJt like in ens.1er 2 bul this dilutes aealive inpul Sep 23, 2010 2 :211 PM 

1 of2 
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Other (please specify) 

8 D!!pends on the music and th9 musician. In Ireland, the silualian is abysmal as Sep 23, 20103:57 PM 
regards g'!llting paid for gigs etc; for an Irish rulisl io be abJe.10 sustain 
themselves, Ibey need lo be gelling gigs abr.oad. Nol an musicians are diverae-
ellOUgh 1o live from it (or don't seek out ~ diverse oplions). As regards 
soundt,acks, unless it's for a film by II fai!ly e.!;lablished direclor/productitm 
oampany, everyone's working for free. Tll!! 11ssumplion is that "true" ar.isls don1 
care about money at all, but I pe=nel]y care too much about what 1 do kl s~nd 
lime training and qualilying in a more lucralive c.areer. 

9 Don't agree with any ol the above Sep 27. 2010 2:09 PM 

2of2 
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Music and Dlgital Media: Part Two 

Music seems to be the hardest hit of the arts when It comes to making a 

living. why Is this? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Music 5houl<I be lree anyway. the 

ooly reason we ever paid f<>r It was D 
10 keep th! btg l&bels pri>pped up 

Crea1Ing mu~le J9 mare accessible 
1han being an author, fim-fflaker or 
painter. anyone can have a go at it 

Olher lorm s of an such u 

pnot(lqrephy end stencil art ere 
~mlng more acceulbla, It's no1 

tu,t music 

Other (plear.e apechy) 

Aeeponee Aeeponse 
Percent Count 

5.4% 2 

27.0 % 10 

27.0~ to 

.t0.S% 15 

sn1wered 'fUHtlon 3'7 

sldppsd queatlon o 

Other {please speclfl() 

Confluence of historic factors, not least a business model N!lian1 on an Sep 22, 2010 !l:5() PM 
environment 11\al no longer .xists, To try and explain 1het 1>ne- woul~ lake aboul 
10,000 w1>rds and a couple of month!! worth o f research. 

adver1i:sing and record companys play a ll'Llge role in pushing end promoling 
music lhal U,ey wpport, ils the inlrastructure of the busin-es11, ra11ler 1han the 

Sep 22, 2010 ll :~ PM 

music 11\al makes ii hard maks e living for lh.B maj1>rily of al1is1s.lf the 
intrastruciure was more i nclusive anti engaged in new means 1o support 
musicians, like .I said above communi1ies should !!upporl musicians, not just lh.e 
big labels, 'llllh their narrow view point of taste_ 

more money should De given by art councils to help up and coming artists in all Sep 22, 2010 10:51 PM 
ields of music. every applicelion should be at least considered 

Whatakes you lhink music is Ille hardest t\il'1 And hard-asl hH by what'? All arts are Sep 22, 201010:57 PM 
getting hit in this recession. 

1 of 3 
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Other {please specify} 

5 Hehehe, that'$ a tough ons ••. Maybe, as !he •music indualry'' itse[f is in a stale of 
relatiYe flu:.: wilh nil one real, strongi, deiiniti11e idea ior hcrw mlJ'$.io &hou[d be 
oon,umed (i.e CD's, vi11yl, digital}. Nil c-ne ariisl l\aa pro\oided a delinilive and 

Sap 22, .201011:21 PM 

genarally accepled arcnetypa for def!Vering the music lo 1he general masses. 
Ma~•be a case of loo nruch of a gooo thing, in wa.aaay too many formals. 
Radic'11ead STILL don't he~ a clue wha1 to do and apparently there's ongoing 
discussions in-no11Se to see in -fact how 1hey plan cm ~leasing lneir next belch of 
male rial. WilJ it be released on vinyl, OD, MP3, FLAC - v,lll they charg!! cu.,1omers 
1or it? Why l-las it become all so complicaied. I'm sure ils prelty frualrating, and ar. 
1ar as R;ioJohead':s whining aboul it, I believe cc,v9rag.e of such things actually 
dislances people lrom invesling lime on an ariist Bui nDI let de:nigraf.e one artist, 
1his is ju ;.1 a smalJ facet of a bigger, overarching problem wilh how musk: is 
porlrayedlmarkelad in 1he 21 sl century. Casselle's and LP's have all made a. 
resurgence in recant yeBrs despite 1he ease al accessibilily of the d[gilal medium 
loo. Th.is mailer oi the choice of medium i 1hhink lo some de,gree may l-la•Je 
merety overcomplicated wnat has al'llays b.gen a simpl-9 issue for y-our average 
joe music fan in 1he past. Now !hey ne..-d iet buy all lhase new gadgels. Lookm at 
DVD's? Do as many people blll/ 1hese anymore'? Everyone i koo'/1 do'llnloads 
1heir TV sh1:1ws and Movies and far free. People aiihl;!r gene1all11 just stick wilh 
what ihsy know {buying CD's typically), dcwnload musJc ilfegal[y, or jus1 copy ii all 
someane- else and slap ii into your itu:nes lold<1rlportable music d-e\•ice of your 
choice. Better that, lhan pcnisihly feering like a mug for 1he• record labels who 
e•.•idently have no idea what 1heyire ooing, and whom have only lh1=msehres to 
blame- for lheir own stow and deserved demise. Tha enlire music industry needs 
lo re~g ils business model let iii into the 21 st century. Al the moment, Inuring 
endlessly and selling merchandise s,eems to be the only viable model everyone 
can agree on, Iha! wo1ks across the b1:1ard for music artisl!I. But ltmls an fair 
!!nough for ~teb1ished ;;,riisis but what about emergfag ariisls who have no or 
lim~ed f1JCPOSure. TypicalJy 1hen il!i! up lo building up a community from scratch -
providing a stable basis peaplellhe music industry/mt:1sic investors can 1rust 
mB\•be? Likfl the rnajcrily of 1he arts 1ha-ugh, it slill requires hard wolf(, 
delerminalfan and perse\<erance a11d delinitefy a case of being il'I 1he right place, 
wilh the 1igh.l people, with the righl music al the iighl fime. Easy. 

6 1he ease of being able to download along with th!! cur1ure of free downk1ading - Sep 23, 2010 12::32 AM 
pe<iple Just dc-n~ think 1hey should pay for music anymore - makes it harder ior 
mugiciami to make mon!!y from !heir art 

7 I c!ont agree with the statement Sep 23, 2010 1 :22 AM 

8 i disagree. lry painting. Sep 2-3, .2010 7:"H1 AM 
g fl&ll sure how true this is, bul because it is so easily lra.nsiesable onliM could h8!,/e Sep 23, 2010 10:55 AM 

a deal lo do with ii, and of course, the re[ati11e cta1,s devide in.at e>Cis.ls l>atwe11n 
major label!! and other l01ms of distribuiion exaggerate!! h.ow ii is hit. Like, are the, 
majors gelling d!on,e in and amplifying the problem ior anyMe 1hal will listen to 
1hem mean? Or has rt retdly changed that much for anyone on 1he ground tkal 
naver mad!! a bomb oul ol it. 

10 I d-on't believe 1his to be true. For example, being an author is accegsible, ge1ling Sep 23, 2010 1.:5.5 PM 
published i!l the dffiicult part. I would see ma.Icing a. living out of being an author far 
mare diHi.cull than bein11 a mll'Sician, because of a lade of opportunities 1o make 
money lhrnugh li\oe gigs, etc. 

11 il·s nan physical and in 1he digilat r.ea!m its file sizes were lti.e smalles.t and firsl to Sep 2'3, 2010 2:28 PM 
be shined, film's suffering simfhirly now except that it ha!! !he likes oi yaulube and 
vim~ wheioh arfl like lhe mu!lic charts of old. you de some1hing good Yi!lually 
bang i1 up gel a million hits, ~•ouU make some cash 

.2 of 3 
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OIiier {please apeclfy) 

12 Music isn't a physical abject Inst oan be booghl, but at lhe same lime il's a thing of Se-p 23, 2010 3:37 PM 
enormous value. No-one would go withoul it, so when !he oplion lor free mu.sic 
presents itseli, everyDne jumps cm it. As well, I. !rank music o1hl!'I lhan classical 
an.d jazz is taken less seriously in relation to "Ille arts". Commercial radfo, with lhti 
absolute shit lhey p!sy, have some of lhe responsibility for 1hsl, bllt Ws an 
ingrained idea lao. Orchestras in the pB.$1 llad 1o \\'ear thti !'<hirl and tails oomba, 
because that was the uniform for servanls, and that's hew lhey were considered. 

13 Real talent ie lacking in mas! cases. Everyone 1hinks 1hey can be a rockfp,op i;tar 
and thats 111h11 there- i s no t:ingevity. If you want lo have a, career and make and 

Sep 23, 2010 4:30 PM 

actual living, you need lo be able to last longer than a couple ol years. 

14 Don't agree with the statement Sep 23, 2010 9:57 PM 

15 Don't agree with any cl the ebcv.i Se-p 27, 2010 2:09 PM 

3 of3 



Please specify your age 

15-18 

18-21 

21-25 

25-30 

JO+ 

0% 20 % 40% 

Would you agree that playing music on a mobile phone in public is one of 
the only methods for young people to listen to music together? 

52.6% 

23.7% 

23.7% 
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52.6% 

- Strongly Agree 

- Agree 

- Disagree 

- Strongly Disagree 



For young people, playing music in public in a mobile phone is a way 
of affirming who they are to the world. 

23.7% 

526¼ 

5.3¾ 

18.4 ¾ 
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... Strongly Agree 

- Agree 

- Disagree 

- Strongly Disagree 

By percentage, how much of your average music intake comes from: 

50-.------------------------------------

40-+---------------

30-+---------------

20__,___ __ _, 

10--1----1 

0--1-- - -

Purchasing a 
phy;;ical oopy 

Puichasing :a 
digital o<>py 

43.43 

Downloading for~ 

From friends through 
swapping hard-drives, et<> 

Other 



How would you normally listen to music from nunes and other 
players? 

28.9% 

15.8 % 

7.9 ¾ 

47.4 ¾ 

Do you agree that digital media, in the form of biogs, user generated 
content, social networks, free music software, etc, has the ability to change 
peoples relationship with music so they have a more active participation in 

it? 

60.5 % 

5.3% 

342 % 
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- Full albllll1S 

- Self..eustomized 
playlists 

- Shuffle 

- Other (please specify] 

- Strongly Agree 

- Agree 

- DisagrcS 

- Strongly Disagree 



The early days of broadcast, as well as the introduction of the LP and CO 
resulted in many critics arguing that music was not being appreciated or 

listened to properly anymore. Do you think people really appreciate music today 
despite it being free and in-demand or do they treat it as something to play in 

the background? 

21 .1 '¼. 

2.6% 
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People still 
- appreciate music 

It's different now. it's 
- the firsttime wecan 

listen to 11,'hatever we ... 

lt'11 :io easy to access 
- and play it's 

likebackijrOllnd mu;iic 

15.&% - Oilier (pleasespecify) 

60.5% 

Many audiophiles claim that MP3s and IPocls are killing hi~fidelity 
sound. The same complaints were heard when the transistor radio was 
introduced. Do you believe audio fidelity is being Hcrificecl for mobility 

and accessibility? 

57.9% 
23.7% 

7.9% 

10.5 % 

Yes, audio quality 
- has dro))i>6d immensely 

the last few years 

llllil l don"t reail)' care 
about sound quality 

The audiophiles are 
• panickingunneces11arily. 

We 
have been here before ... 

- Otber (please specify) 



It is not all about sound quaJity. Human perception plays an important role. 
Experiencing a track in a club can impact how you hear the song the next 

time, regardless of the speakers/earbuds you hear it through. 

SS.8% 

43.2% 

Some theorists .suggest that all music should be free and that by paying a 
small annual fee we could support musicians by making a small 

contribution and still download as much as we want. Would you pay such 
a fee? 
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- Strongly Agree 

- Agree 

- Disagree 

- Strongly Dis1111Tee 

13.5 % - Absolutely 

- Yes, provided it went 
straight to tile artists 

67.6% - ltde~ on how 
· much1t1s ... 

- No 

8.1 % 

10.8% 



It has been said that art is of no value until the public interpret it. In music, 
listeners have an important role by interpreting it, by 'finishing it off. 

67.6% 18.9% 

2.7% 

10.8 % 
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- Strong]!,' Agree 

- Agree 

- Disagree 

- Strongly Disagree 

All art, Including music, Is based on borrowed themes. Nobody owns the right to certain notes or 
rhythms, so collections of these notes and rhythms should be sampled and remixed without fear 

of reprisal. 

35% 

30 % 

25% 

20% 

15% 

10% 

5% 

0% 

32.4 % 

I ag,.,e, -..e should be 
aD0,Yad to build art 
using existing ;deas 

1 agree, b111 arli.-u should 
create something new 

as oppoS<!d to using ... 

ltdep=ds.p=plo.hr.@ 
to~ craditvd forthe.ir 
work and get a cut i ... 

Sampfmg is too e.sy 
to do, there's nothing 

musical a bout it 
Other (ple.asa specify) 



It can be difficult to cope with the sheer amount of music available these 
days. How do you filter through all this music to find things you like? 

13.5% 

[ 405%1- -- j 

Music artists are struggling to make a living these days. Which of the 
following best represents how you think they can manage; 

2.8o/. 

50.0 % 

25.0% 

22.2% 
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, .. Mos!ly frierwis' 
recommendations 

M03tly blogs 

[- Other (pJ-.e ,.pei:ify) 

There's no mooeyin music 
- onyway except for the 

lucky 1'¼. musiciMS n ... 

Tbeycanrelyonlivegigs 
- i!nd other mL<Sic-related 
· · work like soonllitra .•. 

Everyooe will l>e ii musician 
- in ii fewyea:rs, it11 

be something people •.• 

- Other (pleasespecify} 



Music seems to be the hardest hit of the arts when it comes to 
making a living, why is this? 

40.5% 

27.0% 

5.4% 

27.0% 
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MU!lic should be free 
- anyway, the only reason we 

ever paid for it was ... 

Crealill!I m1111icis more 
- accessible than being an 

autnor, film-maker or ... 

Other forms of art such 
- as phot011raphy and stencil 

art are becoming m ... 

- Other (pleasespecify) 
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APPENDIXB 

Transcript of Interview with Olan O'Brien from All City Records 

This interview took place in All City Records on Monday 13 September. It was 
recorded in five parts, thus it is broken down into the following five sections. Audio of 
the interview available upon request. 

Part One 

Killian Just taking a few photos of them Serato records, pretty cool way to get people 
back into shops and buying records again. Do you sell many of them? 

Olan Yeah there's a load of them , Stones Throw have done a few ... This one's pretty 
cool, it's a double vinyl, you get six tracks, two Seratos, two slipmats. They keep them 
limited, there's some really good tracks on there. 

KAre the tracks strictly coming out on vinyl? Do Stones Throw do any digital 
releases? 

0 Well, they don't do digital-only. They sell digital on their site. 

K But every track they put out you can get it on vinyl? 

0 As far as I'm aware yeah. It'll be a sad day when they do a digital only release, cos I 
won't buy it. 

KAre Stones Throw the first label to be embracing putting out Serato control tones? 
Before today I'd never seen them like that. 

0 Who did the first one ... Ubiquity did one, BBE, Mad Decent, Stones Throw, we're 
going to do a series of them actually. They're very expensive because you have to pay 
for the license of the tone, you don't really make any money on it. They're [Rane] 
dropping the price a little ... It's a good idea, and they only cost €12, it costs €16 for a 
black Serato record, and you can get this one which is a great tune [Sa-Ra] and a 
Serato record for €12 with a cover. Bang. They're well worth it. Like, someone came 
into me the other day and was like, I need two Seratos, and I'm just like get the [J] 
Dilla box set, pair of slipmats, killer package, six deadly tunes and Serato, really good. 
So it's definitely one way of keeping things going. 

K The records do wear out pretty quick. 

0 They do, I think they wear out a lot faster than people think personally. Cos if you 
got out in a club you can really notice it. The needle starts jumping and stuff. 

K I found it myself, from doing longer sets where you're going to be playing for three 
hours ... 

0 Of course, imagine keeping the same record on a deck, with sweaty palms, pulling 
it back and forward, and giving it a lot of abuse and that. Cos you don't really give a 
fuck about them and tend to treat them like shit. It really infuriates me when I'm out 
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watching someone DJ and I can hear they're using old, sweaty Serato records, it's 
like, you scab! 

K Think you can hear it with the vocals most, pitch fluctuations ... 

0 And it sounds like they're scratched and stuff [mimics scratched record noise], it's 
really bad. 

K Buy new records, man! 

0 Yeah there's no excuse for it. 

K Considering the amount of money people, DJs, are saving? 

0 There's just no excuse for not having two fresh ones for when you're DJing out. 

K Yeah cos it can get a bit lazy as well, I find I have to hold myself back sometimes if 
I'm just looking for a shitty quality MP3 and getting it and then I have it, when I 
could actually be going out, conceivably getting it like that track today, Soul Makossa, 
on seven-inch or whatever. 

Part Two 

K Keep people digging in the crates too, otherwise anyone can do it, check what 
someone has in their chart on Beatport or whatever, boom, ten tunes, gonna go out 
and DJ for the evening, it's not really what it's about ... 

0 It's really dumbed it down, it really has. I mean, it's easy to moan about it and go 
it's not like it was back in my day, I don't really like doing that, but, there's no doubt 
about it, it's too easy now ... It's too easy to swap from genre to genre and pull in the 
latest bangers and not really have any sort of individual style 

K When I started off DJing it was pretty much techno, electro kind of stuff, I used to 
delve into reggae and old hip hop but I'd never really play them styles out, and now 
since getting Serato its like, if I want to play a cumbia set I can, if I want to play an old 
jungle set I can. 

0 Well you're basically a walking iPod on random, on shuffle. 

K People say stuff like Serato and all are great, you can really respond to what the 
crowd do ... 

0 Well there's my problem with it, I mean I have it but I don't DJ much, I'm a 
bedroom DJ still ... My problem is when you go out and you can see the DJ going, 'Oh 
this isn't working, I have to cheese it out', and then people get really annoyed when 
people ask them for requests, but you are now basically an iPod by doing that, by 
going 'I'm going to do a cumbia set tonight, or I'm going to do a hiphop set, actually 
no, I'll do whatever set .. .' Everyone out in the crowd is going 'Well I've an iPod too, I 
can do what you're doing', so it kind of becomes pointless really ... Everyone's going 
'Why don't we just have an iPod and we can all throw in 2op and we can all pick a 
tune' you know? 
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K Yeah, cos conceivably, someone comes up and asks for a track, you got a wifi 
connection, you can have it, granted probably crap quality ... 

0 Most people don't really care about quality, outside the 10% in the club doing that 
(waves nagging finger), the people who are there making the party, the other 90%, I 
don't think they really care. I could be wrong, but I find that quality's dipped 
considerably, you can hear that when you're out,you can hear people on Serato 
playing bad quality stuff. 

K As in less than a 32o[K MP3]? Anything less than a 320 is going to sound muck. 
Personally I couldn't tell the difference beteween a 320 and a wav! 

0 Yeah you can't, I mean you can have a wav that's shitter quality than a 320, people 
are a bit funny about that. 

K There's a lot of variables in between as well, there's the PA you're playing on, 
there's the soundman at the end of the room. There's the quality of the setup itself, 
there's so many things in between ... 

0 Your Sera to records being another one ... 

K Yeah, I think regards quality and with the whole digital way of doing things, if 
you're well prepared, if you're like 'ok I'm not going to go less than 320 ... ' even 
digging stuff digitally, you can go on a nice musical journey sometimes, bouncing 
round from one Youtube clip to another, then eventually hunt down a tune. Whether 
you get it in a physical format, or whether you manage to get in contact with the artist 
themselves? 

0 A lot of the stuff is up there, a lot of good quality 6os, 70s funk and soul is up in 
iTunes now ye know? Especially the majors, and then if you're into Latin shit, that's 
all there. They're all coming out. What's happening is all the distributors are 
approaching the label owners and saying you know you want to put your shit up? 
Clever digital distributors will be approaching labels and going 'Oh Look get your shit 
up'. Obviously there's disputes about who owns the rights but there's a load of hip 
hop from labels that are now defunct, other guys are just throwing it up ... 

K Plus with dancehall, anything that came from Jamaica never had any clear kind of 
ownership ... 

0 I haven't checked but a lot of that stuff must be coming on stream now. 

K I reckon so, I mean I was reading up on stuff like when the CD came in first and 
everyone was like 'Oh Jesus, gonna be the death of music!' But then all of a sudden 
everything was getting remastered digitally, and you had this whole new kind of 
market opening up this way, just in terms of new possibilities opening up. The 
problem is, with digital do we have the same kind of buzz now? 

0 The problem I think is that they've mastered everything too loud now, that's a big 
problem with digital cos it's been designed to be played on here [points to computer] 
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K The old Loudness Wars kick in? 

0 Yeah, everything's just big blocks now, there's no subtlety ... probably some 
audiophile could tell you more about that. 

K I think with the level they're mastered at and the lack of dynamic, that was coming 
in with CD singles, with ringtones, I don't know if recent developments are to blame 
but it's definitely been there since CD singles at least...Which is ridiculous really when 
it comes to digital, everythings got a volume control as well, whether it's your phone, 
your iPod, you can set whatever level you want, but if they're coming up with this 
default level.. .. Do you think people will start mastering more for the club for 
example? 

0 But they do. If you were 50 Cent you'd have four or five different masters. You'd 
have a club one, a radio one, a ringtone one for iTunes, but that's at a big level, but 
you have to when you're at that level because they're gonna sell a million ring tones so 
it's gonna be a lot different to the one they gave to the radio, which in itself would be 
compressed anyway, the bass will have more emphasis though than the ringotne one, 
which will be more treble, the high end .. I'd love to hear a bass ring tone! 

K Do you think it's effecting how music's being written? 

0 Yeah definitely, you hear that shit, what do they call it? The chipmunk stuff the 
kids listen to? The sound of it when it come out of the phones, it sounds obnoxious, 
noisy, if you were to hear it up loud, it just wouldn't sound right .. I mean I don't have 
an iPod, I'm missing out an lot of things, but one thing it will effect is peoples 
hearing, which is why I don't have one! There's no subtlety now, people think you 
have to be listening to music all hours of the day, up real loud, I don't get that, that's a 
new thing. 

K Because it's there the whole time? 

0 Yeah, someone was saying to me they wanted to get this new thing where you could 
listen underwater .. why the fuck would you want to listen to tunes when you're going 
swimming? 

K I think that's a good point, I've come across it an a few articles, people are saying 
there's no appreciation for music anymore cos it's there the whole time. 

0 That's it man, it's very simple. If I give you something, they call it infinite demand 
or something, when something's free, the demand is infinite cos its free. You can take 
free health care cos 'Aw I'm sick', once a cost is associated demand drops, people 
weigh it up and go fuck it, it's too much. If you give everything away for free, everyone 
wants it. There's people I know that have GBs of shit. .. 

K MP3 graveyards? 

0 I've fuck all, I can't be arsed. I've loads of records, I don't need 50GB of music .. I 
don't have back catalogues cos I don't need it. I'm fascinated by this thing where 
everyone's like gimme gimme gimme, real greedy, and therefore, of course, they can't 
appreciate it. If you didn't have to work for something, or if you don't pay for 
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something, there's no value. But the flipside of the argument is that music's only been 
paid for in that sense for ... 

K 100 years maybe? 

0 Yeah, so the flipside is that we might never have bought recorded music, we might 
have bought sheet music, you might have played it yourself, which is a different kettle 
of fish. Or you might have gone to see a band ... 

K But once you'd gone to see the band, that was it. It wasn't like you could go home 
and recreate it for yourself... 

0 But they did though, you'd have a lot more tinkling of the ivories, bit more DIY. It's 
a tough one in that sense, that you can say recorded music is no longer something 
you'll pay for, that might just be something musicians will have to accept. 

K Even when sheet music was the music industry, you have recorded music coming 
in, who's gonna want to buy sheet music? 

0 The medium changes. 

K Then when radio came out, you have the recording industry giving out. But radio's 
still there. Recorded musics still there. And sheet music is stil there. They're different 
tiers. 

0 If people consume more, clearly there's gonna be more things for them to consume, 
so the future of recorded music, who knows? I'm not gonna try and predict it. 

K Do you think it's gonna become more of a specialist thing? 

0 It's definitely going to become cheaper cos there's more of it, so it's a question of 
what model will we take. Will we go down the subscription road, like gimme a tenner 
and I'll give you a load of shit. 

K Like paying for it like electricity? 

0 Not even, not so much paying for use, just a standard fee, gimme a tenner and you 
can take up to X amount. Maybe like 5GB a month. So there's that model, like Spotify, 
instant on demand. Youtube changed the game ... 

K Kind of got re-purposed, I don't think that was ever intended. 

0 No, but it's interesting. You know those days when you wake up and you wanna 
hear that tune, before if you didn't have it you couldn't hear it. And it's phenomenal to 
think that's only ten years ago, and it would drive you mad. Or you might turn on the 
radio 'Oh i hope he plays that record tonight' if you were listening to whoever it was, 
Westwood, Peterson, whoever you listened to ... 

K Taping shows and all? 

0 Yeah and now that's gone, it's just instant on demand, you can listen to anything 
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you want any time of day. I can't get my head around that, I can just type that in and 
listen to it and scratch the itch. And then the itch goes ... 

K I have that iPod there [points to iPod recording the interview] but I never really use 
it for listening, I use it for recording like now, recording radio shows, or the car, 
primarily for the car. When I'm walking around, I'm walking around, I like to hear 
and see what's going on. 

0 Yeah I don't really feel the need to be plugged into music 24 hours a day, 
sometimes a bit of silence is nice. I feel like some music isn't designed to be listened 
to on an iPod, you can't listen to [John Coltrane's] 'A Kind of Blue' on an iPod, it just 
doesn't work, and then some music really is, the Dizzee Rascal album works a bit 
better, even works a bit better on shuffle. Some music doesn't matter too much if it's 
on shuffle, with other music it completely makes no sense. 

But yeah its interesting I remember meeting Peanut Better Wolf [from hiphop label 
Stones Throw] maybe three years ago and he was like 'Yeah no one in the office has 
an iPod'. It's fascinating, in his office, between them they probably have 100,000 

records, and not one of them has an iPod. I was like 'I don't have one either'. A lot of 
people I've talked to who are serious about music don't consume it via the iPod so it 
clearly has changed. 

K They're more into analog ways of engaging? 

0 They're just more into engaging! You know when you put a record down it's an 
active participation, you put a needle on the record ... even that shuffle thing its more 
random, more passive. I notice my sisters listen to an iPod they're like 'It was what it 
is'. A little bit of background noise. 

Which is why I think when we have this epidemic in 20 years of everyone being half 
deaf cos they cranked the thing up. Why did you go half deaf cos you passively 
listened to tunes? I don't get that, I think thats gonna be a big shocker when it starts 
to happen. I hear some of the kids coming in here you're like 'Turn it down man!' 

K You hear it on the train, the bus, whatever. 

0 Yeah, three seats behind you! 

Part Three 

On 'sodcasting' ... 

KSo I think someone in the Guardian called it 'sodcasting', so when they're [young 
people] listening to their tunes, they're in their group .. They did some surveys over in 
the UK, there were petitions sent in to the Transport Authority, saying kids should 
have their free travel revoked if they're gonna play their music like that or get kicked 
off the buses. I think basically out of the survey everyone who was over the age of 18 
was like 'Get them off the buses' but everyone under, which was only 2% anyway .... 
[weren't] 

0 They're probably not even aware of it, they're not even aware of the annoyance, the 
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way it sounds ... 

K They interviewed a couple of younger people, like 13, 14 and the kind of statistics 
they had showed that as they got older up to the ages of 18, 19 they grew out of it. 

0 Do they though? I mean, this is the first generation really with that, so they don't 
know yet. Was it Kode 9 or someone, said is it a political act? 

K I don't think it's a political act. 

0 It's a form of rebellion almost, they do know it's annoying. 

K I think it's their way of affirming who they are, I mean, young people, they're priced 
out of most ways ... you can't go to a gig, you can't go to a festival cos you're too young, 
there's no all ages raves! You're too young to have a car and listen to your tunes that 
way. Their only way of going 'this is our buzz, this is our vibe, this is our ritual' is like 
1et's get on the bus, we're going to play tunes really loud. I know it's annoying but 
yous all get to go to clubs and get to gigs.' 

0 I haven't really looked at it like that actually, that is an interesting way, yeah. 

K Ok it is annoying, it's annoying for us but we get a choice of how we can engage 
with music, it's their only kind of real option I suppose? 

0 Yeah you're right. 

K But yeah I mean it is kind of the first generation as well, so we're not really gonna 
know ... 

0 Well I'm not saying they're gonna be doing that when they're 30, but, it'll be 
interesting. 

K Do you see something like that as, and this might sound like a total cheeseball 
question, but do you see that as a kind of continuation of people buzzing about with a 
beatbox or whatever? 

0 No, no. It's slightly different actually. Now it could be just because of my age as 
well but I don't think so because the beatbox demanded you make a big purchase and 
a big outlay and you make a statement. And again, it wasn't passive, you had to go get 
some tapes. 

K And some batteries. 

0 And make some mixes, shit like that, so it's a slightly different thing. It's a lot 
harder to carry a beatbox around all day, ye know? They say the iPod is dead now 
because the phone's killed it, so we're all moving to the iPhone or whatever. 

K Rather than having two different things in your pockets? 

0 Yeah the sal~s dropped in the last quarter for the first time ever and they're kind of 
saying everyone's moved away from the iPod. Which makes sense, it's a device, we 
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keep changing devices ye know? Could you imagine someone actually going to the 
bother of buying a boombox now and carrying it around with them? 

K I'd actually like to see it, it'd be deadly! 

0 People won't carry records cos they're too heavy, there's no way they're carrying a 
boombox! Soon they won't carry an iPhone around, they'll be like it's too bloody 
heavy! It's convenience though, I think you're right though, it's their way of saying 
'Yeah, this is what we do', you're right there, it's a different way of expressing and it 
effects the music they pick in the same way the boombox did, it makes certain sounds 
belong on it, you know, rock music didn't sound amazing on it. .. 

K No but it does sound good, you know that kind of 'riff-tastic' sounds good coming 
out of a phone ... and even the way dubstep is going. I mean the first few years it was, 
you'd feel the bass you know. But so many tunes now are mid-range dirt, it's just riffs, 
that kind of crap. Ok it's being called dubstep or whatever, but stuff like bassline and 
grime to an extent, they do sound good on phones. I was reading something about 
[grime producer] Dexplicit as well, and he's talking about young aspiring MCs 
passing the phone that has whatever riddim on it that they probably downloaded 
illegally anyway, but they're practicing on top of the riddim you know? Which I 
think, granted they might have gotten the tune for free, but still, the fact that they're 
on that buzz, they're putting it to use a bit more? OK you could argue they're 
replacing the beatboxer in a way, just new ways of doing it. 

0 It is new ways, but I haven't decided if I'm really arsed about them personally cos 
the end product just seems so crumby, like I was watching Westwood the other day, a 
few MCs in, it's just fuckin garbage! I don't care, I don't think there's any way of 
dressing it up, they were talking shite. Talking money. Hip hops always been about 
money, but just the stupid way they were talking, reminded me of footballers, just 
really boring, it was fucking depressing actually. But they're grime heads, he's 
(Westwood) on the grime tip ... · 

K Sometimes it can be kinda cringey checking out some of that grime stuff. .. 

0 It's just depressing that all they talk about is money, cash. 

K They're living in flats in Romford or somewhere. 

0 You know none of them have any money, ah ... You know one of them was actually 
reading his lyrics off his phone which was kind of interesting, he had his phone in 
front of him, reading his freestyle off the phone. Either that or he was texting, we 
were trying to work it out, is he trying to read a text or what? 

K Maybe he was trying to get a photo, mid-spitting, nice snarly grimace for his 
facebook profile? 

0 But again, these guys aren't engaging, the sheer fact that he had the phone there .. I 
mean they weren't the worst rhymers in the world, it was fine, but competent 
rhyming is a dime a dozen these days, it's thirty years old, the rudimentaries of it 
aren't that difficult to learn any more. There's enough people who have done it that 
can show you, it's like beatboxing - you can go and get the basics shown to you by 
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someone. 

Even listening to some of Wiley's stuff playing the other night, he's not progressed at 
all. 

K It's funny that they're rapping about making money, they picked a bad 
career ... They're not going to get any if they're pursuing music. 

0 No there's no money in it, and they mightn't even be around in five years time, 
they're main selling point is their age. They're only interesting from 18 to 23, if even. 
Hear your man Tynchie Stryder, who's gonna give a shit what they do when they're 
26? Now Dizzee Rascal is always gonna be the contrast, bit you'll always get one, he's 
just dope, simple as. You're only ever gonna get one or two of those dudes in a 
generation, it's very different for him compared to someone else. 

But yeah it's interesting that the end product that they make just isn't that good , so 
why is that? Because it's too easy to make it, that's the fundamental of it, it's just to 
easy to do. There's just too many ways for consumption of music and production of 
music, then it means that this gets dragged into a kind of medium mire of crap so 
therefore that brings the end price down, like why pay for it if it's not that good, not 
that skillful to make. I mean I could make music if I wanted. It wouldn't be that 
difficult. It wouldn't be very good but it'd be as good as many other people who are 
making it. 

K 99% if stuff out there. 

0 There's very little commitment to malting music now, in the past you had to go out 
and buy an MPC, that was a big purchase, like do I really want to do this or do I want 
to go down to the pub? But now, i get a crack copy of Ableton, I have a laptop 
anyway ... I mean the amount of people that I know that make music 'Oh you make 
music? Didn't even know you were into it?' Not that I give a shit, I'm merely making a 
point, it's just that everything has become easier to consume, easier to produce. How 
will that effect the guys at the top end? It's gonna be very difficult for them you know? 

Part Four 

K Just on the fact that there's so many people doing music just cos they can, they 
don't have to make any serious investment, they can do it on the fly. There's a 
musicologist called Christopher Small, he has this idea of this thing called 
'musicking'. He says we kinda came up with this idea in Western society about music 
being an abstract kind of thing as opposed to something that people just do, and of 
course you could make obvious comparisons like 'In Africa or in South America 
everyone sings or everyone dances, everyone gets involved', but it's fair enough to an 
extent. 

0 I never really looked at it like that, that's right actually. 

K Maybe all this digital media stuff that s coming in is giving the West the chance to 
realize that they can use the verb 'to musick', whether you're listening to music 
buzzing about the place, whether you're actually playing it, performing it, whatever, 
its all just musicking. He's trying to move away from music as a product, this elite of 
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musicians, a more kind of flatter landscape that everyone can get stuck in. 

0 I don't judge these things personally as good or bad, it's definitely a change. How it 
will effect .. it's basically a change so therefore the industry that's in place don't have 
the right to be in place, so, what does he reckon? 

K I'd agree with him up to a point, but one of the things I highlighted was that this is 
going to have some fairly obvious consequences for musicians who've trained all their 
life to do what they do and sacrificed working a job and making a reasonable living 
for being in a bedsit making beats all day or whatever? It's funny, you don't see the 
same kind of thing happening with say visual arts. 

0 Do you not? 

K People don't say 'Everyone's an artist'. 

0 But they are as well now. To a degree it's a lot easier to be say a stencil artist or 
whatever, that's blown up the last few years. 

K But does it have the same impact on people who are full time artists if you know 
what I mean? 

0 Photography would be a good example. There's a trade that's very hard to make a 
living in. It was never easy, like music, but now it's fucked. Everyone can pick up a 
camera. 

K Get some polaroid app installed on the iPhone? 

0 Man, you can take some good pictures with a digital camera like that G9 there you 
know? Most people, like music, don't appreciate photography too heavily, they don't 
understand how to read a photo anyway so the difference between the top dude and 
the middle of the range dude isn't that much. I know a couple of photographers that 
would bang on about that like 'Fuck it's a nightmare'. But funnily enough, music is 
definitely hit harder for some weird reason, people feel the need to say they're into 
music even if they're not. vVhen I was in school people weren't into music, they just 
weren't. It wasn't a big thing, 'I don't really listen to tunes'. But you'd never hear 
someone say that now. 

KYou'd never someone say 'vVhatever's popular, whatevers in the charts'. 

0 Even 'I don't listen to shit'. Like I say when I was in school you had to buy tapes, if 
you didn't have tapes you couldn't listen to shit. So you'd always know that the dude 
who was into football or something didn't have any tapes. 

K And now it's all gone the way of niche tastes and stuff. 

0 You'd look at someone mad if they said they weren't into tunes or not going to a 
festival to check out 75 bands. It's all about the mass consumption of it. But you 
wouldn't look at them so much if they said they weren't into art or photography or 
whatever. 
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K Do you think it's going to go the same way? Musicians have been hard, not to be 
going on about product, but musicians can't sell their music, they can't make a living. 
Maybe they can make a living from performing? 

0 They can't even though. I've been in this game for 10 years or whatever, selling 
records, selling recorded music, people like 'Aw, they're not selling records any more 
but the moneys going to be in performing'. Look at it like this, no-one goes out on a 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, so you've got Friday and Saturday to make 
your money performing. And there's a crowded market place. And if I didn't buy your 
record, why am I going to spend 20 quid to go see you play? So that's the next thing 
that's going to drop. 

And I remember a good example was when we used to do gigs in [Dublin club] RiRa, 
used to promote a bit there and you could charge a tenner in for a random DJ that 
maybe 20-30 people knew of the 350 there, it was just a busy spot that was good for 
gigs. Even if it was just getting over people you liked like Kev Doherty or whoever that 
no-one really knew, but he could rock a crowd and then it went from €10, dropped to 
€8 then Cs, and we all knew about 4 years ago, 'God, the game is up here. It's gone' 
And now you'd struggle to charge in for a DJ, everyone wants guestlist, like 'I don't 
know who this dude is, my mate DJs', it's the same shit. 

So in that sense that was gonna be the next thing to hit, like if everyone done it the 
price was gonna drop, so you would have to look and say on what premise did you 
think you were going to be paid for this profession? That's the next step, you'd have to 
look and say well, there's only a few musicians, like only .001%, like an actor. You go 
to New York or Hollywood or whatever and everyone's an actor, but they're a waiter. 
You know? Like, everyone's 'I'm a musician, but I'm a waiter as well'. Now obviously a 
lot of people do do that currently but that might just be the way that it is, like 'Oh I 
make music', but only that .001& of musicians able to make a living off it full time. In 
a sense there's nothing wrong with it, like supply and demand, a lot of people do it, a 
lot of people want to do it, but then its the weird capitalist system that goes 'Ok we're 
only going to pay a hundred of you really, really well' so if you take the example that 
some people say rock and roll died 20 years ago in the sense that U2 can pack out gigs 
but no one else can. There's a line in the sand for who can actually fill these stadiums 
or whatever. Like something happened post-internet that made everyone, that there's 
no stars. I know you could dispute that to a degree with Lady Gaga or whoever, but 
clearly each generation has something. But the whole point of Twitter and Facebook 
as you're brought closer and closer to the artist, their myth is a little bit ... 

K It's more personal, do you not think people are going to be more inclined to go 
'This is my music, my little niche taste'? 

0 I just think that there's so much on offer, it'd be very difficult to find something, 
like why would you pay for it when you can get it free? I'm fascinated that digital 
music sells so much. Like, if we whacked up Google there now we could download 
most ofit illegally if we really wanted. And I don't even do torrents. But I'd google or 
search for the All City stuff to make sure if I see it on a biog or something I get rid of 
it, but the torrents? It's relentless. 

K One of the things I was looking at was the new skills you have to be developing as 
well. They're a musician but it seems they put a lot of time in but have less and less 
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time to put in becasue now they have to be this jack of all trades, this viral sensation, 
the media mogul type. It's impacted on how much they can actually produce as well. 

0 It's a whole different set of skills. That whole shouting about yourself, certain 
people would be very uncomfortable with it. But now, it's always a bit of a gimmick, 
it's not like it's the Sos and you had a PR guy shouting for you and the game wasn't 
rigged or whatever ... There's definitely a whole set of skills for these guys who are 
relentless, shouting and screaming about themselves,. It's very hard to get your head 
around. The shy retiring artist, there's no place for them anymore. 

K I tend to block out a lot of the stuff, continuous promo from some producers I 
know that have stuff going up every day, like 'Yeah just finished a beat, gonna have a 
sandwich now', sorry but I really don't care man! I know it does appeal to some, they 
have this intimacy, the connection with the artist. 

0 I find it very off-putting. 

K They mightn't even listen to the tunes, just blinkering people. You nearly end up 
demystifying yourself as an artist, 'I just had a cup of tea', and people are 'Deadly, 
great, sure I like tea too, we've so much in common'. 

0 But it seems like you have to do that, like if you're a popular artist, you have to do 
that. Now obviously you have someone doing that for you, Kanye [West] is a good 
example, just continuous streams of shite emanating from him, or whoever's working 
for him. 

K Independent artists can't do that, they need to produce their art as well. 

0 Someone else is doing it for him, one man can't do it. It'd just wear you out. 

KYou can't be plugged in the whole time as well, what we were saying about DJing 
earlier, if you're using Serato, you're looking at a screen most of the time, looking 
through crates, whereas before you were flicking through a bag. 

0 And the level of disengagement watching someone DJ on Serato is very depressing. 
I saw Kode 9 DJ and after reading his book and reading interviews with him, I was 
like, come on man! He was totally disengaged. 

K What do you make of his book? 

0 It's brilliant, he's a legend. It was interesting though that even someone like him 
who knows all about this, just it's very hard as a DJ now to be engaged with the 
crowd. Because everyone in there is a DJ now you know, to an extent. 

K It's lost its magic? 

0 Yeah, you're not wondering how he does it or where he gets that shit anymore. 

K I remember the first time I saw DJ Food, up in the Belvedere, years ago, he was 
doing all these mash-ups, with his hands! It wasn't like he had all these pre-recorded 
bootleg MP3s just lashed together in Audacity or something, he was doing it live. 
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0 It was harder to jump up and do what he did. The standard of DJing has dropped 
immensely, across the planet. 

K More boys rocking up now just with a laptop. 

0 I think people expect less, just because the barrage of new music is just so much, 
you've so much choice, so many mixes, podcasts ... 

K It's overload, you do need to filter through so much. I think that's the difficulty, just 
knowing how to filter, whether it's subscribing to stuff like Google Reader or 
whatever, I think that's a good way, a few reliable blogs in the one place. 

0 The blogs are actually the A&R dudes now, which gives them a lot of power if 
they're successful. But then you look in your Google Reader and see how many people 
are subscribing. Some biogs are massive, with like only 500 people subscribing to it, 
very small niche world with so many people competing for your attention all the time, 
it's hard. 

K One last thing, just about aesthetics. Getting back to what we started off with 
earlier, Serato vinyl coming with records, slipmats, etc. I think people are putting a 
bit more effort into their artwork, whether its like the [All City] 7X7 series or LA.lo 
there's a lot more aesthetic there, more than the music, lovely finished package. You 
can't get away with less. 

0 You can't, but here's the gas thing - that all costs a bomb. So you're making an 
effort to give people shit, and that all costs a fortune! You reach a point where you're 
going 'I can't do this economically anymore', so first of all you give them a good 
package, you shrinkwrap it, then they want a free MP3, I give them one, then there 
comes a point where you're like well what more can I give you? 

K Bundling, the whole time. 

0 Exactly, Stones Throw are the masters of new ideas and stuff. We'll see, long may it 
continue that we can all come up with all these interesting packages. There was an 
interesting point about distributors not actually being distributors of product in a 
sense cos most of the stuff they're shipping doesn't even sell. So they're essentially 
distributing unwanted stuff, left, right and centre back to the label who sent in the 
first place, to the shop that can't sell it and so on. 

K Kilos of crates of records being shipped around that people are paying for but no
one makes any money 

0 And no-one wants them themselves at the end of the day, they don't sell. 

K What do you think of stuff just in black sleeves, with the stenciled logo and so on? 

0 I don't understand why people do white labels, like a white paper sleeve with no 
art, I'm fascinated that they're coming out, it's kind of cool in some respects, that 
people obviously value the sound of it. 
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K I think it's like when you come across one you're 'Oh a dubplate, a special!' 

0 Well, it's good that that sort of culture still exists. People come to me going 'Oh I'd 
buy the record if I could but I don't have a record player'. I'm like 'I don't give a fuck 
whether you buy the record or not, just buy it!' Buy the MP3, pay for it. That 
connection, there's the money, there's the product. Once that's lost, then it's slop. 
Then it will just come back to what we were saying about demand. But if you can keep 
that connection, whatever way you can, even if the future is just MP3s, or the odd 500 
pressing - they'll just put it up online, no shops or distributors. 

K Does it seem like that the way its going? 

0 Definitely. 

K Remember I said with the interview before, I think that's the reason why 
somewhere like All City will keep going, it's not just a music shop? 

0 But the thing about us is, we rely on distributors to give us the product, and they 
mightn't have other stuff going on, so when they go, we go. So it might all move 
online, like Bandcamp or something. Been looking into that a lot, an independent 
version of iTunes, and you can sell physical product off the back of it. 

K But with physical product there has to be a base price? 

0 Yeah but you just link it in with your external site, the money comes through and 
you ship it, so that could be a way ... 

Part Five 

K Like that fundable.org site, a lot of authors use it? 

0 That shit won't work. 

K Well there's other ones as well, suitable for start-ups. I know of a guy who put out 
two games by asking fans of his games for money. 

0 But he had a back record yeah? 

K Yeah he had a legacy. 

0 Well to me if you don't have the balls to put the money into it, then its like, I'm not 
going to pay for you, go down to the bank and get a credit card! 

K So much of this stuff where people say give your music away for free and people 
will pay to see your gigs, only works for people like Nine Inch Nails or Wilco, no 
disrespect to them bands, but they have a huge legacy behind themselves. 

0 That's what I was trying to say earlier, its all legacy related stuff. I'm surprised U2 
bother charging for their CD in this day and age. It'd be a great move if they gave it 
away for free. 
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K It's such a tiny percentage of their overall income. 

0 It's minute, the back catalogue probably sells a lot more than the new stuff, and 
then they probaly do well on iTunes and stuff. Yeah this idea that you give your CD 
away for free, then there's infinite demand, that doesn't mean that I'm going to pay 
you for the next thing. There's no connection there. 

K Why would you pay for the next thing when you've already cheapened that persons 
art? 

0 Yeah you just said you were giving it to me for free you know? There's an old 
marketing thing about never giving your product away for free. I was reading about 
Pierse Morgan I think, a newspaper dude, and he was saying if you stood at the 
bottom of the street every day giving away cups of coffee for a year then turned 
around going coffee's now €2, you'd be damn sure nobody would buy it. 

The problem with the whole content industry, it's way wider than music. Every piece 
of content is now easier to put up here [points to laptop], everything from books, 
newspapers, films will be next, magazines. We used to sell magazines from all over 
the world here - graf magazines, some music magazines, but mostly graf magazines. 
From every corner of the planet, now we're down to four different titles. That is it. 
They do quite well. Fanzines do seem to be making a kind of post modern comeback, 
but basically it's really tough, magazines would be a loss leader, bringing people to 
your blog or your site where you hope to sell advertising. But the whole content 
industry is being shattered at the moment, no one knows which way the pieces are 
gonna fall. 

Like there's all this thing youre going to make money giving your music away for free, 
or youre going to give your magazine away for free and everyone will come to the 
website, but no one actually knows if that's the case. And the thing is everything 
changes once you think you've got a handle on something. Like I thought I had a 
handle on our [All City] digital sales, now this thing [Bandcamp] comes up, you can 
get exhausted way quicker, it's really hard to keep up to date with everything. 'Did 
you hear about this new thing?', 'Aw Jaysus what is it?'. There's two main things now, 
you have content and you have filters. The filtering of content is going to be a big 
thing, thats what I'd pay for, Google Reader is a good example. Filter me this so I 
don't have to wade through all the crap and son on. That's why I don't see the 
subscription model working in a sense, as eventually we're all going to get tired of 
having everything. I only need this, that's what I'm into. 

K Do you think it's gonna level off? 

0 Definitely, like this shop is ten years old and when we started very few people had 
broadband. I didn't. A few people downloaded music and they were kinda like 
oddballs. 'Oh are you doing that?' and they'd have Soulseek going all night and 
downloading. You're talking about in 5 or 6 years a massive change. So its a tiny 
period. We're gonna come out the other end and it's gonna be a lock down. This is a 
golden age where I can put up any sort of shit and go downloading, but that's not 
going to last forever, it's way too free. Even, theoretically on Bandcamp here, you can 
buy that and not pay any tax, they're gonna rip that out of there. I'm sure there's 
going to be big change the next few years and they're going to put some sort of order 
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on the system. It's a bit like the gold rush really, there's no rules. It'd be so easy for 
the ISPs or whoever and lock it down and go you cannot download stuff. Or track 
every download, easy. Have you ever seen mailchimp, an email list thing, tells you 
who downloaded what? So it goes ok you sent whatever it is to 100 email addresses, 
it'll tell you how many opened it, how many clicked on it, I don't know hows its doing 
it. If a piece of software that's given away for free can do that, why can't you type in 
and see who is downloading this thing. I'm fascinated with how they're going to do 
that. I think personally once film starts to be downloaded, the film industry are way 
more powerful... 

K And games too, music is tiny by comparison to the power of the film and games 
industry. 

0 Yeah and I don't think the music industry has ever really had any decent lobbying 
bodies, unlike the film industry ... 

END 
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AppendixC 

This Appendix includes all email correspondence between the author and the creator 

group. It also includes a biog post that resulted from this correspondence. It is 

presented in chronological order beginning July 21 2010. 
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Gmail - Vll1}i htt~ J /maiL g:io gle.com/mail/?ui:::2 &,ik=f 16d4d333.e &view= ... 

1 ofS 

Killian Redmond <redm.onksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

vinyl 
8 messages 

mick donohoe <twoc2me@gmail.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddres@gmaiLcom> 

are you guys switching frm total vinyl? and where are going next ifya are 

The Alphabet Set 

http://alphabetset:n et/ 

http :fl~w..w. my s-p ace., c.om/!wo cdu b . 

red monk <redmonksem:ailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: tn1ck donohoe <twoc2me@gmail.com> 

Wed, Jui 21, 2010 at 5:06 PM 

Tue, Jul 27, 2010 at 5:09 PM 

still rollin with 'em, for 003 and 004 anyway, then we'll see how we'retixed, unless the whole world is gone 
digital by that stage:( 

k 

www.redmorik$<,vebs~e.co rr/ 
www.kaboogle.net 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: mickdonohoe <twoc2me@gmail:com> 

Tue,Ju127,2010 at5:10 PM 

oh -yeah and did i ser)d you an emaii woth questions and all? on records/sampling, etc? 
"[Quoted !ext hidder~ 

CCJ X W2 l$lli 

mick donohoe <tWOc2rne@gmail.com> 
To: re dmonk <red monksemailadd ress@g ma TI. co m> 

nay ya never did 
JQuoled texi h iddeli 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmaif.com> 
To: mii::k donohoe <twoc2me@gma11.com> 

He re we go, che ers·in advance! 

Tue, Jui 27, 2010 at 5:11 PM 

Tue, Jui 27, 2010 at5:27PM 

I have. a few questions for ye, all relating to" the thesis I'm doing, you can hav_e ,tread ofthe abstract here. 

I'm asking YOU cos yr a DJ and producer type., and the main f,;1cets of each I'm interested in are yr love of 

25110/20'!0 2D:23 
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dmail - vinyl https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=fl6<l4d33ae&vi ew= ... 

2 of 5 

vinyl (and thus hi fidelity audio?) and yr use of sampling in yr productions (yr name means Taken Without 
Consent yeah?). 

starting off with the audio fidelity side of things, what are yr thoughts on: 
-MP3s being played on club soundsystems 
-The rise of Serato/Traktor and the likes 
-Rise of digital only releases 
-Free music platforms like Bandcamp (and Soundcloud to an extent) not being a 'loss in sales but a 
saving in promotion' 
-Do you feel threatened by the likes of rapidshare and so on (in terms of yr own music ending up there 
and people not buying records) or is this just something the likes of the Eagles and Metallica have to 
worry about? 

Moving onto sampling, one of the main discussions for my thesis is that once any piece of art enters the 
public domain, the audience has the right to interpret it yeah? I think their interpretation (in the case of 
music for example) 'finishes' the p[ece, it completes the circuit. Prior to an audience interpretation, a piece 
of art is worthless, and it's the attempt to figure it out, like it/dislike it, etc by an audience that assigns it its 
value (I realise the 'value' of a piece is impossible to -define, but bear with me!). 

So, would you think that 'reinterpretation' (in the form Of mashing up, remixing, sampling, etc) is 21 st 
rentury interpretation? As in, people don't want to be just fed culture_ and leave it at that, they want to 
make it their own, create their own version on it and recontextualize it so it has a bit more meaning (or 
value) for themselves. A parallel could be drawn between all the social networking applications that 
people seem tp Jive on (like sharing Youtube links for tunes as a way of going 'Yeah this is me, mad into 
the old skool hip hop' or whatever); 

The film 'Good Copy, Bad Copy' talks about 'the right to remix', and going by yr artist name, do you think 
it's OK to sample away without permission as everythinng that's out there in the public domain should be 
the public's property to remix/reinterpret? 

Also, there was ~Jrom Primus Luta. Basically a book comprised of literature samples is given awesome 
reviews and treated with a 'WOah this is the future, what an amazing concept'' attitude, whereas people 
have been sampling from music for years and are treated like they're stealing from the poor talented 
musicians. Any thoughts? 

I realize a lot of the questions here are pretty open-ended, but just some short answers based on yrown 
experience and working methods would be mucho appreciated! 

Cheers, 

k 

[Quoted text hidden] 

mick donohQe <twoc2me@gmail.com> 
To: red monk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Tue, Aug 3, 201!) at 4:12 PM 

On Tue, Ju[ 27, 2010 at 5:27 PM, red monk <redmonksemailaddress@gmaiLcorn> wrote; 
Herewe go, cheers in advance! 

I have a few questions for ye, all relating to the thesis I'm doing, you can have a read of the abstract 
here. 

I'm asking YOU cos yr a. DJ and producer type, and the main facels of each I'm interested in are yr love 

25110/2010 20:23 
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Gmail - vinyl https://mail.google.com/mail l?ui=2&ik=fl6d4d33ae&view= ... 

3 of S 

of vinyl (and thus hi fidelity audio?) and yr use of sampling in yr productions (yr name means Taken 
Without Consent yeah?). 

well a lot of vinyl records don't sound as classicaly Hi_fLas digital formats, its more the look, collectability 
and feel 
of the vinyl i'm more into i think but yeah the name is correct 

t 

; Starting off with the audio fidelity side of things, what are yr thoughts on: 
l -MP3s being played on club soundsystems 

I find it pretty hard to tell between vinyl and 320 kb MP3 in-a club setting, but any bitrate less is quite 
noticeable. I don't 
really have much issue with people paying modern music in a modern format, but I dO prefer to 
see vinyl on the decks when DJ is playing music from the golden era of vinyl. Tome it appears more 
likely that the DJ 
is a real enthusiast who is genuinely interested in the music and less likely to be an Qpportunists who 
has perhaps downloaded someones 'insert musical style here' folder from limewire. 

i -The rise of Seratoffraktor and the likes 
l think like any musical tool it can be. used in good and bad ways, i think its very practical for carrying large 
amounts of music if mats needed, it can save a lot of money if you download the music, you can 
do some nifty tricks with it, but i also think its a bit unreliable and i also don't like the fact that computers 
have infringed 
into yet another aspect of day to day living to the point where you can not go anywhere without seeing 
someone staring 
at one for some purpose or another, 

! -Rise of digital only releases 
I feel a bit sorry for the kids who will grow up with digital only releases, missing out on the physical 
aspect of the release, from the shop, to the shrinkwrap to the deck to the shelf. 

! -Free music platforms like Bandcamp (and Soundcfoud to an extent) not being a 'loss in sales but a 
j saving in promotron' 
I approve wholeheartidly 

-Do you feel threatened by tbe likes•.of rapidshare and so on (in terms of yr own music ending up there 
and people not buying records) or is this just something the likes of th.e Eagles and Metallica have to 

1 worry about? 

I don't feel threatened no, i don't sell enough music to be worried about it being copied. 

Moving onto sampling, one of the maindiscussionsfor mythesis is that once any piece of art enters the 
public domain, tfre audience has the right to interpret it yeah? .1 think their interpretation (in the case of 
music for example) 'finishes.' the piece, it completes the circuit. Prior to an audience interP.retation, a 
piece of art is worthless, and it's the attempt to figure it out, like it/dislike it, fcltc by an audience that 

. iissigns it its value (I realise the 'value' of a piece is impossible to define, but bear with me!), 

So, would you think that 'reinterpretation' (in the .form of mashing up, remixing, sampling, etc} is 21 st 
century interpretation? As in, people don't want to be just fed culture and leave it at·that, they wantto 
make it their own, createlheir own version on it and recontextualize it so it has.a bit more meaning (or 
value:) for themselves. A parallel could be drawn between all the social networking applications that 
pepple seem to live on (like sharing Youtube links for tunes as a way of going 'Yeah this is me, mad 
into the old skool hip hop' or whatever)_ 

I'd say its a lotless deepthen what you suggested, that nowadays .. sampling, certainly in popular music; 
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is mostly just down to lack of inspiration for making new music, laziness and the nearly guarenteeed sales 
of a tune that has elements of a tune that was a hit before. For the less popular music makers i think it can 
be a lot of fun reworking tunes people get a kick out of listening to them, but i think ultimately the .original 
is generally better and is what people will return to. From my point of view i try to avoid obvious samples, 
try and combine them with my own sounds and always try particularly to make something new from what i 
sample rather then just playing it straight. 

! 
1 The film 'Good Copy, Bad Copy' talks about 'the right to remix', and going by yr artist name, do you 
i think it's OK to sample away without permission as everythinng that's out there in the public domain 

should be the public's property to remix/reinterpret? 

Yes but I think if the money starts rolling in from the finished product, the sampled artist should. get his/her 
dues if the it is obvious, 

! Also, there was this from Primus Lula. BasicaUy a book comprised of literature samples is given 
' awesome reviews and treated with a "1/\0ah this is the future, whatan amazing concept" attitude, 

whereas people have been sampling from music for yearsand are treated like they're stealing from the 
, poor talented musicians. Any thoughts? 

Two thoughts, one is that sampling is now so engrained in the structure of rpodem mus1c that its rare that 
any poor talented musician gets ripped off, and that on the contrary a lot of money is going into the 
musicians and labels who have been sampled 
by, in particular major hip hop stars, and that royalties from being sampled is not only new money for old 
rope for them, but can also re ignite fading careers or can keep the artist relevant longer. I've even heard 
w.mri. of that horrible band the black eyed peas 
deliberatly not informing his record corn pany about an underground artist he sampled for one ofthere top 
ten hits, then informed him so as to make sure he got more cash from the record. (its higher if you don't 
own up before releasing the record) 

2nd thought about the book sampling, i thinkwilliam burrough was doing that cut n paste stuff 40 years 
ago, its unreadable,shite! 

[Quoted text hidden! 

[Quoted text hidden) 

redmonk <redmonksernailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: mickdonohoe <lwoc2me@gmail.com> 

cheers for that man, exactly what i'm looking for. 

is it cool to quote you.on this stuff? 

thanks! 

k 
JQ,ioted text hidden] 

Tue, Aug 3, 2010 at 4:39 PM 
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mick donohoe <twoc2me@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 3, 2010 at4:43 PM 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Ya work away!-
[Quoted lexl hidden] 
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Killian Redmond <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Hi from f Kaboogie 
6 messages 

redmonk·<redmonksemaifaddress@gmail.com> 
To: chrissy@murderbot.com 

Thu, Aug 5, 2010 at 5:49 PM 

Hey Chrissy, 

Kilian here from IKaboogie iti Dublin. Hope all i.s good with ye man I 

I'm CJmently doing a Masters in Digital Media (dunno if l mentioned it to.:ye las.t time ye were over ... ). I'm 
dong·a thesis on underground music culture and how digital media impacts on it. The main points I'm 
arguing are that: 

Dig ~al media hasp rov ided· independent musicianswith powerful new tools to promote themse Ives and 
engage with their fans (as well as network with fellow producers, etc), a It hough th ey do have to develop a 
new skillset along the way. 

In terms of making a living, musicians need to concentrate on what can't be sold .. So the importance of 
live gig s goes up (indeed, the revenue generated from gigs is soon going to overtake that ofphysical copy 
sales). Also, broadband tax (or utility style flat rates for i-nusic) and digital patronage (or the need fo r just 
1000 True Fans) are areas that 111 be looking at (stuff like Bandcamp, _great as it is, will not make you a 
living, as seen on Bass Mu sic Biog). 

There's a few other chapter headings involved but 1:11 spare you! If you like, check !he abstract here, 

One of the things I've come across is, in relation to the 1000 True-Fans Hypothesis (that ls, any arti st onllj· 
needs. 1000 fans willing to spend $100 a yea·r on that artists gigs/st1Jff). is that no artist. seems to be doing 
that. Everything has to be supplemented b:y: dayjobs, ri1astering work, whatever the case may b·e .. 

De clan saitl to me you'd packed iri'your dayjob and were concentrating on running Sleazetone and 
gigging. Jus a few questions (not looking for exact figures or anything): 

Are you rn.iking,:a living off yr music work (does'it need to be supplemented)? 

How do you fihd seling 'old•media' in a'nB'W-media' world (horrible terms'! know, sorry)? You're still 
managing to sell records and CDs when most ppl are· giving up? Do you Iii ink it'.s down to giving stuff 
away to your fans (through the mixtape series) and an active Face book profil'e (I realise there's more to it 
than that, but would you reckon this is where the primary interaction is with your fans?) 

Finally, do you reckon your success ·is down to mashing up loads of styles tjuke, dub step, house , Jung le ... ) 
and giving listeners.plenty of reference points? Do you think that-genrification is in trouble as producers 
keep adding to (and drawing from) a glob al pool of '£lance music Ian gauge' (breakbeats, sirens, vocal 
samples (e nglish ,spanish,portugu ese ... ))? For example, the pro ducti_ons by the likes of Munchi a re built 
with equal parts Reg_gaeton and Dutch House .. , 

Would be great to have yr.opinion on these, was good to see ye in the Guardiah recently too! 

I know yr fai-ly busy at the moment, but even a few one-liners would be super. 

Cheers! 
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Killian 

PS Dec[an and co are looking at dates for the juke gig, once I've this thesis done I'll be back to normal 
!kaboogie work, reckon a Thursday night gig most likely !ho tbh ... 

WW\A/. redmonkswebsite corn/ 
www.kaboogie.net 

Chrissy Murderbot <chrissy@murderbot.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Hi horriie, 

Mon, Aug 9, 2010 at 8:41 PM 

Sadly Declan got back to me and said no on a IKaboogle gig this time around .. .we were really excited to 
bring this show to Dublin!.Ah well ... 

I do make a living off of.music, but just barely. 
As for physical product,. I remain committed to it, but frankly sales just aren't what they've used to be, so I 
am cutting down to ohlY doing physical for releases that I feel strongly can recoup. Even if there is no 
chance for a huge profit margin, if I feel.confident it will recoup I will put out a single on vinyl just for the 
love of the format. Also, for full albums I will always do CD and vinyl, justbecause it adds to the perceived 
legitimacy of the release in the mind of the buyer (even if that buyer only buys digital and will never 
purchase a physical album). In that case, the CD/vinyl is less an end product than it is a promotional tool 
for the real product, which is the digital.download. It convinces people that the album is "real" somehow 
(as opposed to digital-only, which people still perceive as "fake" even ff digital is the only product they 
actually have interested in consuming). 

As for the strategy of giving things away, I think there is a kind of received wisdom developing that 
an}'thing an emerging artist can give away on the internet will help him or her to eventually blow up and 
make it rich, and I just don't believe that l_ine. One of the reasons I like soundcloud so much is that it's 
alloWing people to give their music to biogs in a streaming form, as opposed to having to give away one 
track for free to every biog (and every reader of every biog that"choosesto post it) just to promote a new 
EP. \JI/hen you only have 4 tracks on a reiease, and the m p3s are the only thing that are actually selling 
(and half the people are stealing those off of torrents or p2p networks anyway), this constitutes a 25% cut 
in your already0 meager potential earnings. It just doesn't make sense to give away the. one salab!e 
product we have left, in an era when even that one product isn't enough to keep the ·industry afloat. 
That having been said, i do understand the important of building a fanbase, and the only real way to dq 
that now is to give them something to listen to so they can get to know you as an artist. That is why I am 
into the mixtape thing .... ! have given away 55+ mixtapes this year, and I have seen how that has massively 
increased my fan base. Also, I try to make exclusive freebie tracks that I have_ no intention of ever 
releasing, and then giving those away exclusively on facebook or twitter to build support and attention on 
those,specific networks. \JI/hen it's a track that can't be bought, it feels more special to the people 
downloading it, and it feels like less of a missed sales opportunity to me. (But then again, maybe someday 
down the road I'll put all those tracks together into a compilatio[l and sell it. .. ) 

As for genre0bending, I don't know if that has helped with my appear, but I do feel like it adds to an artist's 
longevity. For instance, look at all the classic hardcore_ rave acts that existed in 1992 ... wl)ere ARE all 
those dudes now? As "hardcore rave" became unfashionbale, they all had to either move on to the next 
big thing Uungle) or die. The few who really managed to breakmJt of that and become big (The Prodigy, 
Moby, Orbital) were the ones who managed to break people's expectation of what their genre was, while 
staying true to their individual sound. I'm not saying I have any aspiration to be llke any of those groups, 
but I just think it's a much better tong-term career move for me to always sound like Chrissy Murderbot 
instead of always trying to sound like juke or jungle or dubstep or whatever. But maybe this is all just a 
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hoity-toit intellectual justification of "I do what I think sounds good" :) 
[Quoted text hidden] 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: Chrissy Murderbot <chrissy@murderbot.com> 

Hey Chrissy, 

Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 10:54AM 

Pity yis aren't gonna be playing here on this tour. .. Really been enjoying the heaps of tracks ypu sent on 
to Declan. Hopefully we can get something sorted for you guys the nexttime yr in the area :) 

Thanks a miiiion for providing answers to my questions (I picture some soul diva singing that). But yeah, 
that's exactly what I was hoping for! I'm finding that all of the theories on the future of music seem to be 
coming from academics, and, no disrespect to them, but I don't really think they have as much knowledge 
as they pretend to have. SO having guys like you lend your experience is gonna help my thesis out big 
time. 

Once (if!) I get it finished I'll send you on a copy. 

Again, massive thanks for ta~ng the time out man, really appreciate it! 

Talk soon, 

k 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Chrissy Murderbot <chrissy@murderbot.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmaiLcorn> 

Fri, Aug 13, 2010 at 4:51 PM 

Yeah, the Dublin/ Kaboogie thing is a bummer. .. we woulda gone dirt cheap to help spread the sound ih 
Dublin:/ 

lh Ba0binga & ID's last post about their album giveaway project, ID brings up a point that no one 
considers: 

"Artists should give away music for free, and live off the shows, yes?[ ... ] I've always been sceptical about 
that argument in fact- it would seem to me, that the more artists have to rely on live shows to make up 
their income, the more the supply of performers increases, and thus prices drop as an increased number 
of artists compete for the same amount of Friday.and Saturday night gigs." 

http://bassmusicblog.com/diary-of-a-free-album-the-end 

Have you been .iii touch with them? 
JQuoted text hidden] 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

To: Chrissy Murderbol <chrissy@murderbot.com> 

Fii, Aug 13, 2010 at10:52 
PM 

Hey man, yeah I've. been following that Diary of a Free Album closely, I hit them up with a few questions in 
an email couple days back so would be great to get some more of their thoughts on it: They've done a 
great job with that project, heaps of stats; pure DIY effort, plus it's always great to hear insights from 
people who are actually doing it, and not just theorizihg. 
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That point you mentioned is spot on! If there was an overload of performers, one would hope that 
piomoters/clubs would quickly sort the wheat from the chaff, or would it be a .case of going for the lowest 
common denominator DJ who'll ram the place, as opposed to the amazing producer who needs a few 
more gigs under his/her belt? (while I'm on that point thoug_h, the current situation isn't far from that. a lot 
of producers out there might only play a few live sets a year in their home town, whereas a local DJ could 
be out with fresh tunes every weekend, but that's a Whole.other debate)(also, we'd probably have a case 
of 'legacy' performers, as in peeps who are doing it now and good at it acting as gauges· in the future. 
alongside regular gigs, they might approve upcoming acts for support slots or whatever. likewise, we'd 
have legacy crews and labels, which would mean life would be difficult for a non-affiliated performer I 
suppose) 

they also say there was no noticeable difference in the amount of gigs they were getting as a direct result 
of the album they put out. 

"artists should give away music for free, and live off the shows, yes? Well, as far as we can tell, the 
album has had a fairly minimal effect on our bookings. I've had one gig that I can directly attribute to the 
album; but in general over the last few months my gigs have been about normal; Baobinga hasn't noticed 
any significant change either. " 

hmmm, l know they hit a lot of people with the album • yet as this guy says in relation to the whole 1000 
True Fans theory, it's hard to reach more people after a point, as in now he's got his X number fans, he's 
only over gonna sell X of any album, reagardless of how good/bad it is, but because he's a niche artist, 
his fans will just buy up his stuff, his career Will remain sustainable and on like that forever. Now, I find that 
pretty depressing (and reassuring at the same time :)) and hard to believe as well, given the viral power of 
the internet, yet if you apply that to the Bass Music chaps lack of new gigs, well maybe they'Ve just 
reached their 'cap''? As in they've promoted, blogged, worked hard the last few years, and it's gotten lei a 
point where the bulk of people who will find their stuff interesting are following them already? So the 
promoters who wanna book them up are already booking them once a year or whatever, and that's it. 

Hmm, a lot of that is like thinking out loud, so apologies for the clumsy writing style! 

Cheers, 

k 
JQuoted text hidden] 

Chrissy Murderbot <chrissy@murderbot.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Fri, Aug 1.3, 2010 at 11 :15 PM 

no i definitely know what you mean. What YO\J see as a "cap" isee as a "plateau" ... you reach that point, 
and it's damn near impossibleto move upwards without some sort of help to bust through that ceiling, 
whether that's in the form of a label plcking; you up, a publicist firm, an agent, a very kind review in a big 
magazfne, whatever. I think that incredibly cre~tive strokes of DIY genius (like their album or rny mixtape: 
biog) will do a lot, but at the end of the you need to.catch the eye of some corporate interest {label f 
magazine/ agency I publicist/whatever) in order to make a-normal person's salary from this. This whole 
"underground" segment of the industryJ~at artists like me & baobinga inhabit is.really just fighting for that 
attention and those few spots in the next rung Up. 
[Quoted text hidden] 
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Killian Redmond <:redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

The Scene, etc 
3 messages 

redmorik <:redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> Fri, Aug 6, 2010 at 2:50 PM 
To: mall shad~tek <mattshadetek@gmail.com> 

Hey man, hope all is well. 

Enjoying the new biog! I left a comment up yesterday on yr "Doing it for the scene, maaaan" post. I figure 
there.'s probably a bit of overlap with how we se_e the music scene at the moment. I'm doing a thesis on 
Digtlal Media's impact on underground music:culture (and indeed the bigger scene too) as part of tny MA, 
and was wondering if it'd be coo Ito run some questions past ye? Mostly relating to sustainable. 
independent music business_, the afor~ mentioned digital too.ls, and the artist-audience relationship. 

If you'd rather I put them up o'n the biog as a comment so maybe we can get.a few more involved in the 
discussion jus let me. know. 

Ch~ers, 

Killian 

www.redmonkswebs~e.corr/ 
w.vw.kaboo gie.n et 

matt shadetek <:mattshadetek@gmail.co rn> 
To: redrnonk <redrno nksemailadd ress@g ma iL co m> 

hey, 

Yeah the comment.approach sounds great, I'm trying lo gel as much 
.discussion going,there;as possible __ Sounds interesting! 

m. 
[Quoted text hidden] 

Read my new biog! 
hllpJfwww,Tnattshadetek.com 

My album Flowers is out now on Dutiy Artz 
http://www. duttyartz.com/2010/matt-shadetek-flower;? 
Downlo;9dthe single 'Funny Cats' from The Fader for free: 
http://tinyurl.co rntfadercais-

Twitter: 
http://www.lw~ter.corn/matte.had etek 
Listen to my music and download some on Soundcioud: 
http:/lwww. sound au d.com/mattsh adetek 
Facebo.ok: 

Fri, Aug 6, 2010 at 2:52 PM 
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http:/AwNl.facebook.com/mattshadetek 
Read the Dutty Artz biog: 
http:INJWW,duttyartz.com 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: matt shadetek <mattshadetek@gmail.com> 

That's up now man :) 

k 

[Quoted iexl hidden] 

[Quoted !ext hidden] 
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:Nlatt Shadetek 

Matt Shadetek talks music prnduction, creativity and life in the internet 

« HowTo.StartYourCNm H og 
Haters: Learn To Love Them» 

How To Make Money In The Post Recording-Business 
Environment 

Record executive .stereorype. 

Redmonk a person I've been acquainted with through the music scene for a while made a 
c_omment ·on my post 'I 'm Doing It For The Seene Maaaan ' which was relevant to the thesis he·'s 
working on. He posted a few thoughts and linkB in the comments to that post and rather than type 
out my reaction as a super long comment that peop1e might nots'e_e .Ldecid'ed to do a post about it 

Generally the thoughts a_re·a1l circling around how artistB will make money.after the businese of 
selling recorded.music, ~hat I call the recording business, finally dies. I use the term recording 
business rather'than m usi9 business. because there are plenty of businesses about or around music 
which are making lots of moneymcluding gear manufacturers; educational ins•titutions, makers of 

music listening <levices etc. The biggest casualties I see in.all this are. the labeis .and .at sotne level 
the artists. Redmon!,< is iralicii.ed below, my thoughts are interspersed. 

Hey Matt, you mighr have seen this: 

htro:lllabs;timesonlir.e.q,.uklblo 'l/2009/llf/ 2/.do-music-arti.sts-dg-bettet-in-a-world-with-illegal
tile-sha1:ingl 

Predicts tlu..r arti.sts,wi/l supposedly soon be making more from gigs. than.selling phy.sico.l copies of 
their music. 

There are mnre and nwre theorlrt.s (including Gerri Loenhard- htt:p:lfwwrnmediefetMr'ist,eem.1) 
essentially arguing that we·slwuld_ be heard first, build an audience and then once the.trust is 

there, they'll pay to see our gigs, buy our merch etc, So gtve the music away for free (cos if people 
want to, they' U. get itforfree s~melww) aiul make mimey through other stream,s, · 

Firstly I don't think giving it.I! your music away for free is a valid model for first time,artis1J3. It 
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creates the perception that that music h;is n<> value a~d 111akes it. look like un-filtered amateur .spew 
(which it often is) and makes people not think of it as professional. People still place great respect 
in the idea of' getting signed' or 'having a record deal' even if it is just to some bedroom label 
putting out 12 s or digital singles. There is stiU an important role for the record label to play as a 
creative force, and it's important to know that MOST labels are run by enthusiasts who are 
contributing to the dialogue about style and sow1d (like for example my label ·with Rupture Duttv 
Artz) by picking cool emerging artists and giving them a platform and helping to filter their 
output, not by guys in pin-striped suits sniffing coke in some big office trying to make money. 
Using 'the record industry' as a blanket term for some kind of exploitative boogie man is stupid. 

I tl1ink tlrntfor most underground artists it's not a prediction that gigs are more lucrntive than sales 
of recordings, it's a reality. You don't need a crystal ball for that one. The fact is though that I 
think we have not yet seen an actual picture of the post-recording-business era yet since the 
majority of these artists making money from live-shows are subsidized by the promotional budgets 
of record labels. Very few underground artists I know have the money to pay for PR (which can 
cost $2000-3000 US per month of working a release) and therefore are not earning the same 
performance fees as better promoted artists on labels. Promotion it seems to me Is a big part of the 
question and while the internet does make all kinds of new promotional models available and 
necessary it will not work for many artists who due-to their artistic n:atur.e are too busy making 
music to learn internet marketing, master the latest social media platfonns and become a viral 
sensation. This applies to non-internet marketing as well with "aitists' like Puff Daddy - who are 
actually business people - rising to incredible heights due to tl1eir promotional and business 
acumen. Many artists are not destined to be moguls and in the past this is where a record label 
came in. A label specialized in marketing and promoting artists so that artists could do what they 
do best, be artistic and not spend most of their time promoting themselves on the internet. 

One of the major societal trends of the past several milennia since the introduction of a_griculture is 
specialization. Once we moved past everyone growing their own food through subsistence 
farming, invented baiter and then markets people were able to now delve into increasingly 
specialized niches and make a living in that niche. \Vhile the larger society continues 
ove1whelmingly in that direction with people creating careers as dog-groomers, clowns and 
psychiatrists the music business is moving away from it. Now; in order to be a recording artist you 
have to be a top-flight performer, internet marketer, creator of viral content lil-e YouTube videos, 
have a line of apparel, nm your o\vn label and eventually become a film actor if you're a rap artist. 

Now, I for one, don't WANT to do all those things, although I recognize that I should for the good 
of my career. If I had a choice what I would do is this: sit in my simple, inexpensive studio in my 
house in Brooklyn and make hundreds and hundrecjs .. -0f tracks. It's my specialty, it's what I'1.nbest 
at and what I love doing more than anything in the world. In another era of the recording business 
that MIGHT have been possible. Now, it seems pretty clearthat it isn't. Asl rei;ultlteach music, 
I consult on intemetstuff, edit video, do DJ gigs, run a record label and when lhave a few hours 
in be.tween all that dash into my studio and make some beats as fast I can. 

The aforementioned Gerd Leonhard.has a convincing argument that treati/ig music like a utility 
and introducing a fiat-rate mitsic tax ( say 20 quid/year/person) would generate rnassiw: amounts 
ofmoney that we could distribute to musicians 011 a 'pt!r click'basis (which would be much easier 
to track than, the cun:ent royal.ties/airplay dinosaur). This is all grerit,.but will it filter down to 
niche artists as well or just look after the big gu,is (who seem to be getting smaller <Jr a.re people's 
tastes getting more and more specialist? QUj,':l,/hc11•mf:fJ,1a;:fl;i.,1i.e@.11k.41wsic/.m1rsiehfog,!'J(l(,lr;l,'~G: 
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I am STRONGLY in favor of this model and at the moment think that the best model would be a 
not for profit entity like the government (1 know, shudder, open to suggestions here) get involved 
and implement this very scheme. I'te talked to a few people >\;ho think about this and this is the 
best thing I've heard. I advocate a HIGH tax on things like iPo<ls, iPhones, broadband 
connections, website.s that are used for file sharing and anyone else who is making a profit by 
facilitating massive un-stoppable: piracy; I think that Apple needs to pay me for making devices 
that make my job as a person selling recordings obsolete. The whole appeal and justification -of 
paying for any of these things is that it will then. enable you to tap into the gusher of great free 
content that is squiiting onto the internet. The film indushy needs to get focused on this too, since 
they're next. 

So how can people afford to take time off from wark or whate\1er and make their music in the first 
place? Have you any experience of using platform& like Fundable (http:!!www;erzJ11chbase.com 
lcomnqnylfundable-com) to finailce releases? There was a punk label that ran here in Ireland that 
used to announce a release, everyone sent postal orders/or their copy, this money financed the 
recording and pressing of the i•inyl, and thtn they sent everyone d copy. Supply built on exact 
demand. If there were 127 people jinandizg the project, there were 12 7 records made ( although I 
think the guy in charge had his own little pressing plant). 

Kicksl.a1ter is another one. I have not used these platf01ms but see them as potentially viable on a 
very small scale, with a very dedicated supporter community, like you describe. I am interested to 
try them and am working on conceptualizing some releases which could take advantage ofthis. 
I'm very intereste,d to hear thoughts from anyone who has been thinking about this as well. 

Redmonk provided a couple more interesting papers, including an abstract ofhis thesis, which 
when I have a little more time. I plant to look at and see if I feel like I have something to say about 
them. In the mean time what do you think? 

PS: All this talk got you inspired to support a working artist? Buv mv album here or from the 
image link on the right>> 

Lik:J 3 people like this. Be the first of your friends. 

Related posts: 

L I'm Doini: It For The Scene Maaan 

Tags: business, independence, not starvin2:, se1f reliance, survival. for artists. the end of the 
recording business. the internet is eating the world, underground business 

This enuywas posted on Saturday, August 7th, 2010 at 7:54 pm.and.is filed under articles, opinion. You can follow any 
responses to this cnuy through the RSS 2 O feed .. You can leave.a response ortrackbackfrom your own site. 
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Add New Comment 

Type-your comment here. 

Showing l oomments 

sort byf Popular now •• J • r,;,i Subicrtbe by email 

Mr shamlow i month$ ago 

01 _ _____. 

Post as ... 

~ Subxh"be byRSS 

Really intereltillg blog ta add my 2. pence l travel the counuy (UK) •ellil'lg my m111ic to anyone goad enough to ,1op-aoo tisten. 

I'm by110 ineaN 'mllhtg in it but I'm making enough to 11:!lep my mwic operational and have met a goodcouple'trowand people 
who are •till gen~ely willing to pay tor rnwlc and support artilb. · 

i'dsay!hatperhaps Utere ill a geMral apathy towardl the iminstream mwic.scene where labels and big name artt.b ate ,een ai 

lnaccrnible and faceless enti.tie, and thw unlik>.ly to rnfter if the mu.sic b downloaded for tree , 

Convemily aclually meeting th8 artist who's nuulc you are npporti.ng and lllldenlanding frMl reason !or your conliibution (I 

belit:ve) can go a long way.. 

Anyv;ay M I s~id. real nice bbg I'm overat http :l/www.MrShaoDow.com if you.want to ch3Qk my work 

• Matt Shadetek: 

o Matt Shadetek Bio & Photos 
o Coaching,and Consultir,g 

• Search for: 

( Search ) 

• lVlatt Shadetek Music: 

Buy my album Flowers oniTunes: 
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Killian Redmond <redmonksemailaddress@grnail.com> 

Qlgital Media and M.usic 
4 rnessages 

redmonk <redmonksemaih1ddress@gmail.com> 
To: wayne@wayneandwax.com 

Hi Wayne_. 

First off, nice biog, has lead me on many a·dig in the digital crates. 

Fri, Aug 6, 2010 at 7:00 PM 

My name is Killian Redmond, I help run thel'.!Kaboogie crew here in Dublin (we.'ve.had.the likes of DJ C, 
Ripley, Rupture, Kil Kameleo·n and Poirier r:Ner in the 4 years we've been running). I'm doing an MA in 
Digttal Media. For my thesis, I'm focusing on how Digital Media has impacted undergroun d/indepe ndenl 
musk cultures. You can find an·abstract here. If you have the.tme I'd really appreciate it if you had·a look 
at the po.ints b e[ow and let.me know what you think, whether you agree/disagree or if there are other 
areas I should be focusing_ on_ 

Brief.synopsis is I wasiall set on doing something wih the title 'Bass Culture VTreble Culture', having 
come across the discussion on Treble Culture on your biog, However, they're more entwlned with each 
other rather than opposed , fo r exarnp le, treble cu lture..could be arguab1/ described as a lo-fi way of 
interfacing with bass culture (or in deed any culfure) but defined by mobility , isolated engagement (as 
opposed to crowd-based) and a lack of physical artifacis. 

So at the momentfm looking at analyzng the followin_g areas: 

• The prevalence of free.digital tools that ca.n be used for promotion, distribution and .discussion 
(talking Sou ndcloud, F aceb ook, Ba ndcamp, etc), and their democratizing effects (granted , 
democratization.can lead lo ihe creation of a lot of shit music too). 

~ As popular music fragmenls., is global bass culture moving closer .. together? For example, are 
producers expanding their palette· of sounds , doing something more internatib nal-flav oure d (without 
resorting to exotica-lust)? I think M1Jnchi is a great example I combining Dutch house with 
reggaeton, also the dap-he avy production in UK Funky .... ! mean looking at Jungle and dubstep, 
most of the \tibey' vocal sanl) les were ragga MC s, else old skool hip-hop heads. !I'd be great to 
get some instances of South .American music (for example) referendng 'western' beats (maybe this 
is happening already?). I guess what J'm gelling at·here-is the creation ofa global palette of 
sounds/ide21S in underground (da nee) music, and how this has the potential to bypass locallty 
·of such sounds (and indeed make it irrelevant?). 

• The double standard thai exists between sampling in music, and sampling in literature 
• Sustainability and new methods cif financing music projects (OK, a lot of this is theoret ical at the 

moment, such !lS Kevin Keflys 1000 Fans, The Streel Performer Proti:n~ol) there are platforms 
such as Fundable which.seem to have:more:potential than Bandcamp (check !he s1ats in the 
"Diary of a Free ~lbum• part 11 (i think, sqrry conn.ection isn't working so can't geHink) over on 
Bass M.Jsic Biog)). 

• New business models such as Gerd Leonhards 'music likewater\ where· music is treated like a 
utility and an annual lice_nce fee is paid (supposed(y this is in place ak"eady il Denmark). This 
would mean artis1s would get paid 'per click' as their music is streamed (moving from a copy 
economy to an access economy, according to Mr Leonhard, which would lead to better traceability 
regards royalties than the current dinosa ur ofa system) There's .a video of a recent talk he did in 
Dublin hP-re, 

25/ 10/20 lO 20:3::l 
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If yoU'd prefer I could put this up as a comment somewhere on your site, maybe we can get a discussion 
going with some others but I wasn't sure if this is what you're focusing on now? 

I know it's a bit lengthy and out of the blue, we've never had any discourse before, but it would be cool to 
throw some ideas around. Thanks in advance - and if you've made it to here, thanks for reading! :) 

Big up forihe Lemon-Red m1x and all the Munchi(ton) posts! 

Killian 

www redinonkswebsite corn/ 
www.kaboogie.net 

wayne marshal! <wayne@wayneandwax.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Hey Killian, 

Mon, Aug 9, 2010 at 2:38 PM 

Good to hear from you. And thanks for inviting me to check out some of your work-in-progress. That's 
quite a thesis you're working up! At first glance, I have to say that you may be biting off a bit more than 
you can chew, Seems to me that a full, rich paper could be written solely about any of the various things 
you touch on: bass/treble culture, global bass music convergence, double stand.;1rds re: sampling, new 
business models, etc. All of these are interesting topics with some contemporary urgency to boot 

I'm ,definitely curfous about you pursuing the bass/treble culture questions further (especially if you ~n 
take. on some of steve Goodman's heady thoughts about bass materialism in Sonic v\larfare). For the 
record, I myself am not trying to postulate that bass culture .and treble culture are opposed, but to note 
some-of the ironies of how bass culture ends up filtered/experienced through treble cu!ture. But this is a 
topic that merits a deeper look than I've been able to give it in my forthcoming "Treble Culture" article (in 
Oxford's Mobile. Music reader). 

In short, this isa promising start in at least 5 directions. The key to writing·a strong thesis may simply be 
to choose one (or two) anq pursue in some depth. 

Cheers, 
Wayne 
!Quoted !ext hidden] 

redmonk <redmonksemalladdress@gmail.com> 
To: wayne marshal) <wayne@wayneandwax.com> 

Hey Wayne, 

Sat, Aug 14, 2010 at 2:55 PM 

Cheers for getting back to me, really-appreciate you having a look at the abstract, and thanks for the 
~~~ . 

I agree that there.are quite a few distinct areas in thls that I'm trying to. cover (you should have seen the 
original, kinda epic!), but I'm finding that the writing process is fleshing out the main arguments {even 
running ideas past peopie and bouncing email~comments around is helping heaps). My main concern is 
having enough of my own arguments and hypotheses in there, otherwise I think I run the risk of handing 
up a literature review of 'cool stuff that I'm into it'! 

25/10/2010 20:30 
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I've read Goodman's book and found it a pretty good gateway to writers such as IM'litehead and Massumi, 
as well as thought provoking at times (in the sense of music cultures as some form of biological entities, 
for example. also, check this article by Robert Rich/Kevin Kelly on evolutionary biology and niche 
audiences). To be honest I found his concepts a bit overcooked at times, he could put forth his arguments 
in plainer englishl 

However, when it comes to the whole 'bass materialism', I kind of get what he means by 'sonic 
dominance' and the 'ecology of dread', how people react in a bass-heavy dance is akin to a crowd of 
masochists scrunching up their faces and adopting wide-legged stances as they .anticipate more 
punishment from the system. 

He mentions 'machinic materialism' in Chapter 15, that "designates not a technological fetishism but 
rather a preoccupation with rhythmic relation, process, connection, and trade". I think that's a great point, 
it's more about the hear-and-now, bass-heavy as it may be, than the technology that's behind it It's the 
experience (the "unbuyable sublime' as Rupture calls it?) that's counting here. 

Also on that Guardian article. It's about affirmation isn't it? A few kids on the bus playing grime tracks on 
their phones "This is our thing, step off if you don't like it". It's not so much about the technology , it's about 
the experience of communal listening. Plus, these kids aren't used to high fidelity soundsystems, whether 
in a car or club (too young for both), so understandably are less concerned over lo-fi sound. I love this 
quote from Dexplicit, he's spot on here: 

"But then under-18s raves are extremely scarce these days. Where else can they enjoy music together 
without a car or club?" 

Oh yeah and I agree you're not saying the cultures are opposed, I think the whole 'bass v treble' thing, at 
least in my case, has probably got more to do with people I know giving out about Serato/AbJeton/MP3s 
whilst waving vinyl records about like they're the future! (much as I love my vinyl and all, the technology's 
there to be emraced). 

Is the reader you mentioned edited by Sum.anth Gopinath and Jason stanyek? When will it be out? 

Dunno if you saw this, Guardian article on podcasts and I suppose info filtering. 
Also there's some interesting stats and opinions ~ by the guys from Bass Music Biog, who put a full 
album up on Bandcarnp a few months ago. 

Thanks again 1/Vayen and keep up the excellent work! 

Killian 
!Quoted text hidden] 

wayne marshal! <wayne@wayneandwax.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com;,, 

Sun, Aug 15, 2010 at 4:33 PM 

Kool, Killian. Thanks for the extended response. Lots good in here, and sounds like you're bringihg things 
togelhernicely. 

I quite agree on Steve's book Just wrote a review of it actually (won't be out for a few months tho) and 
made some similar points. 

Yes, the reader in question is edited by Gopinath and Stanyek It won't be out until next year sometime. 
(Academic publishing is the worst) 

I too think that the queslion-of "affirmatlon" is a much better way to get at what's going on in "treble 
culture" than, say, ''transgression." 

25110/2010 20:30 
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(Quoted text hiddenj 
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Killian Redmond <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Serato/Traktor/MP3s 
10 messages 

.. ;. ~SS . QS& 

r.edmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com:> Fri, Aug 6, 2010 at 7:10 PM 
To: richie price <richiekaboog ie@gmail. corn>, AndyA-F orce <af-orcedu b@gmail. corn>, CoJm PCP2 
<homoludo@gmaiLcom>, Ian M: Donnell ·<eomac1@gmail. corn>, Declan Carey 
< sixfootap prentice@gmail.com> 

Yol 

Qk, a fairly open-ended email here. B.asically I'm looking for a few opinions from you guys regards any 
digital interfaces you use with soundsystems (so laptop-DJing, Serato and so on). Would like to have a 
few quotes on this for the 1h esis ,justa few one-Mn ers would be gre at (so I woni have to be quoting 
myself!!!). 

Pros: 

Compact/lighl\l,·eight (lighter than records) 
Access to infinite tunes - play to any crowd 
Quicldurna round on dubs - fresher selections, more 'representative of local scene? 
Cheaper (free?) 

Cons: 

Reliabilty 
Audio quality (can ppl tell the difference?) 
Does it kiD off record labels in the long run? 
Less money to artists (for recording sat least) 

Any thought~ on how its improv ad ·yr DJing or widened your horizons (as opposed to being limited to just, 
the records you can buy) would be lovely too. 

Than i<s in act.-ance lads! 

k 

PS Andy do you have my Serato records? Should be 3 of em 

pp s Colm did you cgive the sound man (think his name w.as Bedford?) back his headphone jack? 

w-Nw . .redmonkswebsite.conv 
·.vww.kaboo gie.n et 

andy a-force <aforcedt1b@gmail.com> 
To: re dmonk <redmo nksemai[addres!:@gmail, corn> 

Sat, Aug 7, 2010 at 1 :50 PM 

yeah have your 3 serato records, thanks for that. w~I have a rickle think ab out this and get back to ya .. 
[Quoledtext hidden] 

.http://aisteardub. biogs pot: corn 
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http:fNAWI. soundcloud.com/a-force 
http-/twww kabooaie net 

Ian Mc Donnell <eomac1@gmall.com> Sun, Aug 8, 2010 at 5:17 PM 
To; redmonk <redmonksemaHaddress@gmajl.com> 
Cc: richie price <riChiekabOogie@gmail..com>, AndyA-Force <aforcedub@gmail.oom>, Colm PCP2 
<homoludo@gmail.com>, Declan Carey <sixfootapprentice@g_mail.com> 

Digital dj-ing has opened things up a.lot in terms of having access to waaaaay more mustc. Your whole 
collection at your fingertips. 
Plus all the free music that's available now on the net. 
Plus the ability to purchase tracks-Whenever you need them. Digital files can never be sold out! 
Plus the ability to DJ your own tunes and unreleased tunes by people you know etc. 

Then there's the creative side of it, where you don'y have to limit yourself to two turntables. With shit like 
Traktor and Ableton you can have four (or more} decks running sfmultaneously all fn sync. giving you the 
ability to get more creative with mixes/remixes/mash-ups/fx/whatever. This is only a good thing to a point 
though. I think DJ-Ing is still about good tunes at the end of the day, and with all these new possibilities ii 
is easy to mash all the goodness out of the tunes you' re playing. You have to be careful. 

In terms of the audio quality; it is a very personal thing. Vinyl doesn't sound 'better' than digital, it's a 
subjective thing. It's more of a feeling then a tangible thing with vinyl. It just feels nicer - the sleeve art, the 
weight, the feel, the history For me personafly vinyl does sound nicer as well, fuller, warmer, weightier and 
more natu~ I. so I Will alWays buy vinyl. It's a nicer thing to· own than digital files on a computer as well. 
Most of the time though, when I play out, I digitise the records and use Traktor, just coz it's so much less 
to carry, and I like the ability to loop and re-pitch the tracks, and I like seeing the waveform of the track I'm 
playing so I can see where the drops are. The audio quality is not as much of an issue as some people 
make itoutto be. If you ;:1re using high quality 320mp3s, FLAG orWAV, and using a decent soundcard, it 
will sound good in a club. The music you play and the atmosphere you create is much more important 
than the format you use: Unless of course you are using really shit qualilty digital files, in whfch case ft will 
soun·d like shit. Always. 

'V',tiether digital DJing kills oft' record labels in the long run is a tougher question. Answer is, I .don't know, 
but it certainly seems t hat the ease of digital media is certainly preferable to most people than physical 
formats. Well ODs anyway, c.oz CDs are shit. But I think peopfe will always buy vinyl for that warm,sound. 
So I think !here will always be record shops, but it Will be·harder for them-lo survive. Maybe the future will 
be purely on line record shops th1:1t stock vinyl and digital (Boomkat, Bleep, Juno etc.) But there's nothing 
quite like pulling a fresh record from a sleeve and placing the needle down to hear that crackle-and 
warmth, in a record shop surrounded by fellow enthusiasts. Mmmmm. 

I have an erection now ( - you can use that as· a quote if you vvant!). 

Overall, the pros outweigh the cons with digital djing, butthere'.s nothing quite like rocking up to a party 
with a bag of vinyl and lashing it out... I think all DJ;s who love the craft will respect and buy and probably 
love vinyl, but will use whatever they feel they can play their best set with, be it recqrds, Serato; Ableton, 
CD's or whatever. 

[Quoted text hidden] 
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wwweomac net 
www.soundcloud.com/eomac 

andy a-force <aforcedub@grnail.com> Mon, Aug 9, 2010 at 2:42 PM 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
Cc: richie price <richiekaboogie@gmait.com>, Colm PCP2 <homo!udo@gmail.com>, Ian Mc Donnell 
<eomac1@gmail.com>, Declan Carey <sixfootapprenlice@gmail.com> 

here's my two cents so,. 

price comparison - for someone starting out djing, given that you have to shell out at least a grand for 
laptop and some sort of djing software (serato/traktor). often laptops / hard drives crash etc. and need 
replaced, it's definitely not cheap, probably similar to buying entry level decks and mixer ... but mp3s/flacs 
are a lot cheaper than records due to the manufacture & distribution costs being a lot lower 

with vinyl you're buying a physical product, the lifespan of which is probably longer as a medium as 
opposed to a file on your hard drive which is quickly and easily d.eletable, from a wider cultural viewpoint 
album and single artwork is a large part of record buying, remember buying that gatefold double vinyl with 
liner notes and pictures included, you get the whole story and glimpses into the socio-political context of 
the music and the time when it was written. this is largely lost with files on your hard drive .. 

there are definitely advantages to the deejay in the club with using able!on / serato like you've mentioned 
below, including can play new tracks/ dubs just written that day, npt necessarily limited to 2 channels 
(ableton), audio quality is good (not as good as vinyl, but you'd only really hearthe difference on a sound 
system and even then depends on the club and sound engineer too) 

does it kill off recor<~ labels in the long run? not necessarily, depends on the music, how the label is run 
(dmz, hyperdub, ramp currently going strong for example), arguably inventive labels will release on a 
number of platforms and also many labels nowadays have to run club nights, do merchandising / tours etc 
to keep going and not just rely on release sale$ 

the demise of record shops though is-more damaging to record labels, look at how many record shops· 
have gone under fn the last fivei'ten years, th_e fact that in a few years most towns and cities won't have 
that many places where you can go in, browse racks of vfnyl, listen, have a chat about new releases etc 

don't know if there's an argument that using digital platform with access to lots more music I unreleased 
stuff will inspire people back into reoord shops looking forth~ tunes they heard on the radio / in the club. 
in that I'm not.sure if there's much evidence of this, which could be a positive effect I contribution of digital 
djing rather than the often punted argument that digital djing is killing records - but this is maybe more 
applicable to djs / record enthusiasts than normal music punters buying music off itunes also 
!Quoted text hidden] 

IOuoled text hi.ddon] 

richie price <rlchiekaboogle@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 10, 2()10 at 12:16 PM 
To: redmonk-<redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com;, 

Ogital communication and distribution and consumption are irreversibly the way of the future and with that 
in mind 
I think its kinda futile argu1ng_ from a purist perspective against the tide. So I generally would hesitate to 
condemn 
new forms· of musical performance because for me the pros overwhelmingly would weigh the cons, 
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Sound quality issues dont have to be a problem for a prepared and conscious digital performer, what with 
file formats like .wav and .flac. and the increasing reliability of laptops and digital music software. And 
from a performance perspective - the scope for being inventive with digital performance is far greater 

For over 100 years things like the introduction of sound into film, the development of mass produced 
recordings, the electrification 
of instruments. the experimentation in electronic synthesis and sampling have all been heralded with 
doomsday fanfares by 
people unwilling to resign themselves to the tide. 

As a dj who has had very limited funds for buying vinyl of late, I have been hugely appreciative of 
mp3/wav culture and Serrato because · 
it has allowed me to slay abreast of new music and explore new music. 
The blogoshpere and resources ·nke youtube, rapidshare, wikipedia and torrents allow for the musical 
adventurer to discover new music on a scale that far eclipses visiting record shops, listening to the radio 
etc. 

iwouldnl think digital music killing the record label or artists' economic viability - its just the industry, and 
on a more macro level · 
how y;e approach and consider musfc is morphing. And I think that this is very exciting socially in its 
effects. 
Increasingly people see music as a resource that should flow like water from a tap and the internet and 
digital technology are paving the.new '-l{ay for this to happen - which is very exciting ja ; ) 

On Fri, Aug 6, 2010 at7:10 PM, redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> wrote: 
1auoted text hidden) 

www.kaboogie.net 

redmonk <tedmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: richie price <richiekaboogie@gmaiLcom> 

Tue, Aug 10, 2010 at 1:07 PM 

perfect man, that's·the _shot! 

was ist das buzz mitthe postal ordery thing? you get a-key sorted? anything i can do from this end? 

how did the gig at the weekend go? 

cheers! 

k 

25/10/2010 20:21 
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{Quoted text hidden] 

red monk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 10, 2010 at 1 :08 PM 
To: andy a-force <aforcedub@gmail.com> 
Cc: richie price <richieka,boogie@gmail.com>, Colm PCP2 <homoludo@gmail.com>, Ian Mc Donnell 
<eomac1@gmail.com>, Declan Carey <sixfootapprentice@gmail.com;> 

lovely! 
[Quoted lext hidden! 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: Ian Mc Donnell <eomac1@gmail.com> 

nice one man! cheers! 
[Quoted text hidden) 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: inge vejsbjerg <inge.vejsbjerg@gmail.com> 

Tue, Aug 10, 2010 at 1 :08 PM 

Tue, Aug 10, 2010 at 1 :11 PM 

Hey I sent this to the lads from a DJing perspective but would be cool to get yr thoughts. Ok, so some 
doesn't apply, but based on yr expertise I .reckon you'd have two cents to chip in? If ye got a fev.r m inu(es 
that is!:) 

Cheers, 

k 
1auoted text hidden] 

inge vejsbjerg <inge.vejsbjerg@gmail.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemajladdress@gmail.com> 

hey, i'II look atfhis this eveningand make some comments 
[Quoted 1ext hidden] 

Wed, Aug 11, 2010 at 9:24 AM 
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KiHian Redmond <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Music Authorship 
5 messages 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 
To: larisa@boalthall.berkeley.edu 

Fri,Aug6,2010 atB:41 PM 

Hi Larisa, 

My name's-Kilian Redmon d, I help run IKaboogie here in Dublin alongside Richie, Declali and co, 

I'm rurrently writing a thesis for my MA in Digital Media. The ro1Jgh topic is how Digital Media impaqs on 
music sub rulture s. You ea n·find an abstract .b.filirif you like. 

I follow your biog and !'ve heard you speak on Jamaican 'copyright' on Rupture's \o'.f'MU show, so I 
figured you'd be best positioned to answer a few ,q uestfons/ge! _some opinions from (if that's cool? 
othe'rwise sorry for bothering ye!). 

I was recently re a ding ''J'v'ords and Music' by Paul. Morie~- and he wrote: 'Wtlm ut the listener, there is no. 
music: The listen et comp !EJtes the musicalcfrcuiLby re Span ding to it with my whats of what ii is ... -what it 
means,- I am actually helping to -finish it.off. . .l am the ftnal.eleme·nt in the making ofthe must .. .l have put 
it in a context: the context of rny own life, and my own perception. of what music is, and why it exists" 

I really like that idea of the .listener completing the circuit/closing the loop, that despite whatever the artist 
was intending with their piece, its irrelevant because we car.r recontextualize it for oursewes. 

Wimsatt'& Beardsley say that "the evaluation ofthe work of art remains public: the work is measured 
against something outside the author". So, could we argue that any piece of art is worthless until 
someon.e (not.the author) puts itin context, <,1tt_achestheir meaning? 'Mien ft comes to music then. this 
places the listener in a very privilege cl position. Barthes wrote in 'Death·.of the .Ai.Jthor' that'\ .. a text 
is ... drawn from many culturi!s ... but there is one place where this multiplicity is focused and that place is 
the reader". (I'm gonna stretch reader to listener if that's,okl) 

Now, according to Andrew Dubber and hi~ Five. .Afle s of'Med ia, the move from the Electric Age to the 
Dig fol .A{Je is. understandably, quite 1he para digm,shift: "Thi_s is not like the change between vinyl and CD. 
It's more like the shifHrom printed sheet music to recordings and broadcasting. This is-a· complete 
transformation :ofthe media environment, and of the ways in which people beh,we, adapt anl operate in 
that media environment." The move into the electric age gave people th e ability to listen to music 
whenev.erthe,ywanted via a phoriograph or radio. No longer did they need to.travel to the dancehall.or 
theatre to hear music, now they could listen to ii on.demand (and with that comes the aforementioned 
ir:itetpretation and he'ig/)tened discussion Q doubt many peo pie got to discuss music at a con cert .as ii 
played without being asl<.ed to shut up!)), 

So we're into a Digital Age, whkh, according to Dubber means "stop making .records, start having 
·conversations.• 111 ignore that comment about thencords (!) but loo~irig at the conversations, we.'re 
looking at a two-way d.ialogue yeah? So rnusic can't just be 'artist plays, listener,listens'. It's gotta be a 
move from lis1ening and interpreting (irnn Electric ,Age style) fo listening and reinterpreting (Digital Age 
style), which can occur in_ the form of a remix; re,erlit, mash-up, etc. 

·Ok, i,o I might be stretching Dub ber'.s logic·a bit .far, but-Barthes also wrote. that " ... a text's unity lies nolln 
its origin !>lJt in -its dest'ination·", so, if our'text' is a piece of music, and if-a listen.er can be an yQne at any 
time , how can that piece of music-stay·the same, if !I's its destination that matters, we·u then it can be. 

25110/2{)10 20:a) 
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never finished, music as the 'permanent beta'. Surely, it has to be reinterpreted to put it in their (the 
listeners) context A bit thin maybe, but surely we shOuld have a right to reinterpret? 

So that's kind of one of my arguments on the artist-audience relationship, just trying to roadtestit at the 
moment..Vlbuld really appreciate what you think, please be super-critical! Big, big thanks for taking the 
time to read this! 

Thanks a million!!!! 

Oh and Richie and some other !Kat:x>ogie people are in Bertin, they're doing a gig this weekend, details 
~ -

Cheers! 

Killian 

www.redmonkswebsite corn/ 
www.kaboogie.net 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmall.com> 
To: djripley@gmail.com 

Hi Larisa, 

Sat, Aug 7, 2010 at4:04 PM 

My name's Killian Redmond, I help run !Kaboogie here in Dublin alongside Richie, Declan and co. (got yr 
email from Declan) 
fQuoted text hidden) 

So thafs kind of one of my arguments on the artist-audience relationship, just trying to roadtest it at the 
moment...Vlbuld really appreciate what you think, please be super-critical! Big, big thanks for taking the 
time to read this! (and also a big up for mentioning the film 'babylon' on yr biog, checked it out, great film) 

Thanks a million!!!! 

Oh and Richie and some other !Kaboogie peqple are in Berlin, they're doing a gig this weekend, details 
here. 

Cheers! 

Killian 

www.redmonkswebsite.com/ 
www.kaboogie.net 
fQijoled text hidden] 

redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmall.com> 
To: djripley@igmail.com 

Hi Larisa, 

Sat, Sep 4, 2010 at 1 :28 PM 

Just wondering if you received this? Would be great to have your opinion! If you don't have the time, is 
there anyone you recommend I sh·ould contact? 

Thanks in advance! 

25/10/2010 20:30 
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Killian 
(Quoted text hidden] 

ripley <djripleY@gmail.com> 
To: redmonk <redmonksemailaddress@gmail.com> 

Hi Killian I Thanks for cllecking in. I was out of the country and 
withoutmuch internet access . and your email got lost in the shuffle! 

it's great.stuff you are reading and thinking about. I like the 
direction you are going. I'm also really interest in the conceptual 
division between artist and audience, I always thought it was 
overblown (of course as a Dj myself-I have my own experience to guide 
me) .. and also problematic. I think you have a lot of great ideas and 
analysis. I too like the •completing the circuit" argument I'm going 
to push a bit further, just because this is exactly what rve been 
thinking about lately so I've got lots of ideas too. Please let me 
know your responses ai, well! 

My main concern is I am not convinced by the idea that digitization is 
such a transformation in people's practices. I favor musicologist 
Christopher Small's reconceptualization of music as "musicking" -
music is a verb not a noun, music is what people do together, an 
activity. So recorded media are a element of musicking, but they are 
not music. To me. this is the most convincing way to understand 
music's social. function and to look for mean·ing in particular musics 
it points the way to a more interesting analysis. Because then the 
difference between different folks' ways of musicking ("ways of 
engaging with music," is what I used to say before I came across 
Small) has to do with the people themselves. And this I think is what 
really matters. COming from the Bay Area. near silicon valley, where 
so much of everything is influenced by the tech world, we get a lot of 
theoretical analysis which ovE!rplay's technology's influence in this 
broad, .undifferentiated. culture-less way which is really a problem. 
If we want-to understand changes in technologY, we first have to 
understand who or what l being changed. 

So on that note. Do you really think, in practice, that music can be 
listened to by anyone at any time now, really? Is it completely 
random, what people listen to, no music is more accessible than any 
other? And is aocess to music completely undifferentiated across all 
societies and subcultures? 
My experience and observation suggests that people find music because 
Of who they are and Where they are. People. are situated ih material 
and symbolic institutions and lines of communication already, that 
shape what they find and what they engage with. How does literacy, 
language, culture. geographic location, age, gender, class, computer 
accessfrt into how people access music? I don't wantto overplay the 
"digital divide," but the Dubber quote kind of chaps my hide because 
it fits really well with a hierarchy of 'development' and a kind of 
simplistic understanding of histoJY and culture, it ends up 
privileging first world countrys' culture over third world .. are 
people wtio don't have easy access to computers really more passive 
witb music? I'm very suspicious of schema that naturalize eisisting 
inequality, which I think a lot of techno-determinism tends to dei. 

Sat, Sep 4, 2010 at 7:04 PM 

25/10,'2010 20:30 
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But it's not only technology I'm talking about, it's also meaning and 
content. When I talk about music being accessible, I also mean 
accessible in terms of meaning. Not necessarily that the person 
listening to the music has th~ same meaning as whoever made the music. 
But in terms of searching for music onllne. for example -what shapes 
the terms you use, or how do you understand the terms or images that 
lead you to listen to a certain song? \MII a 62-year-old upperclass 
opera fan click on the linkto Kanye's latest track? \MII a hip-hop 
artist download opera? It's not that neither one will do it, it's that 
digital access doesn't explain whether they will or no .. even if they 
both have high-speed internet what matters is how each of them 
understands what they are looking at in a way that makes the want to 
click "download" or "play." That understanding is situated in their 
own experience and cultural context.. 

I think the switch you mention from reader to listener works as an 
analogy, I do that too all the time (so I do use Woodmansee's 
historicization of authorship, which is based on analysis of the rise 
of the Romantic author in tex~ although you also might like Lydie 
Goeh~s historicization of the musical 'work" if you haven't read it, 
and Anne Barron' response too) but it's also a more meaningful 
conceptual shift than just an analogy, when we start taking it really 
seriously. what do you think of Paul Gilroy's argument that black 
culture cannot be captured by looking at texts, we have to look at 
sound as the primary methods of communicating and recreating black 
culture? How much does text-based analysis di.sadvantage particular 
ways of being? 

\J\otlat I'm doing, again and again, is trying to think not just about 
"people" but instead to think "which people''? beequse many of the 
generalizations made about music and culture --especiallyw/r/t 
technology-- assume a specific set of institutional and social 
practices and situations and then apply them to the world. Which again 
reifies a hierarchy with first world at the top, and particular 
cultural practices at the·core even as it.might challenge particular 
aspects of western culture (authorship, individualism}. I do think 
there is an existing condition where the first world is at the top, in 
terms of lots of kinds df power .. and a particular set of cultural 
practices are at the center. reinforcing that power. But that comes 
from a particular set of historical and material conditions that are 
not natural, and we can analyse how it came to be. and how it is 
maintained, and I want to try to work against maintaining it. A lot of 
the· tech & culture people I read have such an unspecific view of which 
people they are talking about that all thefr "revolutionary'' changes 
will not be anything like a revolution, in that existing systems of 
power will not really change much. l think tech can help lead to 
actual revolutionary change, or at least resistance. but not unless we 
understand how itworks in relation to systems of power. so that's my 
rant:) 

Below my slg, if yO-u're not totally tired of-reading, is the draft of 
an intro I'm writing for a symposium called "bits without borders'' 
that I'm in in a few weeks (http//www iaw msu edu/bits/\. I'm still 
working on it, but I think it restates some ofthis ok. your comments 
welcome! 

2:S/10/2010 20:30 
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Thanks very much for reaching out and for staying on me! Let;s stay in 
touch for sure! 

-Larisa 
http://djriptey.blogspot.com 
http·//www,wiretapmaq.org/authors/8010/ 
http:f/www law berkejey.edu/php-proorams/jsp/viewPmfile php?id=45 

One of the threads drawing the conference together is the thread of 
globally networked technologies, and a concern for how those networked 
technologies affect people in communities. This concern could be 
framed in many ways - I will caricature two extremes in order to 
position my argument: First, we could look at how networked 
technologies threaten or harm existing communities. Second we could 
loo_k at how networked technolOQies benefit or positively transfomi 
existing communities. Of course, most people are likely to argue for a 
combination _of these arguments, examining the benefits and harms, the 
risks and opportunities these new networked technologies signaled by 
the digitalization of culture, pose to existing communities. 
However, my research leads me to start from a somewhat different 
premise, which shapes hoW I come to address the questions above: 
existing communitfes are already embedded in a global network, both 
materially•in terms -of trade and emigration, communicatively and· 
symbolically (in terms of how communities imagine and define 
themselves). Starting from this point, the questions we might ask 
shifts away from concerns about transformations between isolation and 
connection. or between closed and open. Instead-we must start from 
defining a problem or concern, and then ask how the new technologies 
attendant on the digitalization of culture. affect people's ability to 
respo.iid to that concern. 
The advantages to this approach are many. First, it avoids normalizing 
or reifying existing communities in the current rribment. \t\lhether a 
small subCUlture, an island nation, or an ethnic groupl communities 
always exist through creating, recreating, and struggling over their 
own borders or identities, 1n specific material and social condjtions 
that help produce those borders and identities. Second, this approach 
can mobilize research without losing the descriptive nuances. necessary 
to properly understand and respect the communities researched -
focuSing this way can motivate both policy and social movements: 
Third, it forces the researcher, policy. maker or actMst to define 
the problem or concern to be addressed not .only in terms-of 
technology. but in terms of the community th.af is engaging with the 
technolqgy. To know whether a particular technology is a harm or a 
benefit, we have to know What "harm" or "benefit'' means in terms of 
thatcommunity. 
[Quoted text hidden] 

redmonk <redmonksemalladdress@gmail.com> 

To: ripley <djripley@gmail.com> 

Hey Larisa, 

Tue, Sep 7, 2010 at 7:41 
PM 

25/ J 012010 20:30 
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That's what I call an in-depth reply - delighted you're digging the ideas. Thanks for taking the time out to 
write such an extensive reply, I really appreciate it! 

Regards Christopher Small I really like his theory of 'musicking'. I first came across it in this post on 
utopjan musjc from the roguesfoam biog. The author of the biog wrote that the idea of music being a 
'thing' rather than something you do (as in appreciating an'd observing rather than engaging in) has a lot of 
parallels with the lack of social motivation in Western society, which was a heavy point for me, as in 
maybe this whole music thing is waaay more important than I thought. Although social motivation and 
partici_pation in the West could be a whole other discussion I 

Roguesfoam wrote about musicking being a 'mechanism of social affirmation'. I suppose it's common in 
the West for us to turn our noses up at:any 'unauthorized' playing of music (ghettoblasters, cars, mobile 
phones), especially if its from young people. Wayne Marshall talks about it~ in the Guardian's article 
on 'sodcasting'. We've bounced a few emails about the idea of affirmation, considering most of the people 
who affirm in such ways are too young to get into clubs, raves, etc. · 

I agree with you about the technocentric look at m\Jsic today. Too many people are concentrating on this 
aspect, like how iPods are killing fidelity (not the first time fidelity was traded for mobility - good article 
here). I recently attended a conference here in Dublin called 'The Future of Music', yet nobody talked 
about actual music, or how important young people are, considering there's a whole gen~ration 'born 
digital' (the panel was a bunch of theorists as opposed to musicians). Instead it was pretty much how evil 
the internet is, as well as a heap of musicians in the crowd (the average age in the crowd was 40 i'd say, I 
felt like a baby there!) roaring about royalties-and lost album sales. I'm hoping to organise a conference 
myself as a retqrt to this, featuring musicians, producers, bloggers, eto talking abollt The REAL Future of 
Music. After the thesis though :) 

But I digress! Your comments ab.out accessibilty kind Of opened my eyes a bit. I guess (partly because I'm 
a Digital Media student) that I'd .convinced myself that "Yeah everyone has internet access riow, sure all 
you need is a mobile phone" and looked at Digital Media as some sort of great global democratizer. I 
guess I'd convinced myself that everyone has access to all the same things, but that thinking totally 
disregards individmils context. Part of why I was trumping these aemocratic technologies was because I 
figured that inter-connectivity allows us to negate geographical.contexts, and I figure this to be A Good 
Thing. The hugeness of UK Funky combined with the recent rise of South African house (in the \II/est) 
could be seen as some sort of move towards a global Dance DNA, as in, yeah these African-style claps 
make peqple shake their hips so let's use them (a previous example could be sirens/horns - they've been 
used to move crowds for years now). However I think all this attention on Africa at the moment (and we've 
seen it before with Brazil/Baile Funk) can lead to an enforcing of stereotypes, as i_n all Afri_can music is 
about ·the 'shake yr ass' elements (as Andy Moor described in this article). neglecting other forms of music 
from that country/continent. (it seems so bizarre that people Will describe music as 'on an african tip' or 
whatever considering the range of sounds from jazz to chaabi to highlife to kuduro) 

I definitely agree that people's methods of engaging with music (and content in general) are ·shaped by 
their .context, I mean I have access to all the music of the world, yet 50% of the stuff I get on a weekly 
basis overlaps with the rest of my friends. Ok, so we're looking for bass-hec;1vy stuff to DJ with, and there's 
only so much internet filtering and expioring one can do In a week, but ifs still sh?ped differently to. say, 
what someone my age might listen to in P.i.Jerto Rico (this is probably due to oommunity alfirmation though 
isn't it?). like you said, it's not just about having access1o the content, it's the meaning too (I guess I have 
a similar relationship with something like reggaeton, I'd love to get into it more but find it difficult, sure, all 
the music ls online yet without any lqcal scene or cultural referrants it's tricky. IM'lereas, something like 
Moombahton is easy to get into, maybe because it's. mostly instrumental, but also due to it being a blend 
of (slowed down) Dutch house and Reggaeton. The house side of it gives me something I can relate 
to)(Just going back to that Future of Music conference I mentioned, the worry among .all the musicia.ns 
was that their music was onJine so anyone could download it, but if 99.99999% of the planet's population 
oouldn'rcare less about some singer-songwriter from Dublin and can't find their music anyway, what are 
they worrying about? Maybe an oversimplification from me there but st111, just.cos it'~ there·doesn't mean 
everyone has it!) 

25tiOl2010 20:30 
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